Annual report of the selectmen, auditors, town clerk, town treasurer, tax collector, budget committee, road agent, trustees of the trust funds, trustees of the library, planning board, police, health and fire departments, board of education, town of Hampstead, Hampstead, New Hampshire, for the year ending December 31, 1988, together with the vital statistics for the year, as prepared by the town clerk, 1988. by Hampstead Town Representatives
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HAi'.PSTEAD VOLUNTARY FIRE-PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
IS a purely Voluntary Organization designed to
help PREVENT and PROTECT our lives and homes
from the Hazard of Fire. It has NO power to
tax, assess or compel,
ANY and EVERY citizen or property owner (over 18)
In Hampstead may be a Regular Member, ANY
other person may be an Honorary Member.
BY JOINING the Association many people who value
Flre-Protectlon can help bear the cost that a
few property-owners can not bear alone,
JOINING the Association carries no obligation
beyond paying the annual dues of One Dollar,
Regular Members of the Association, may render
Additional Service if they wish to do so.
Ken in the Active Department. Women in the
Auxiliary ,
Regular Monthly Meetings of the Association the
Second Tuesday Evening of each month at the
Tovm Hall. Programs of general interest and
Value to every one interested In Fire-Preven-
tion and Fire-Protection,
By Cooperation in the Association WE CAN prevent
and minimize fire losses. By Voluntary
Cooperation WE CAN make this Association of
inestimable value to our Community.
DO YOUK PART
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tinl'/ersity of >-Je-A' Hantpsliirs
Information About Hampstead
AREA Approximately 14 Square Miles
ROADS Approximately 51 .7 Miles of Road
POPULATION Approximately 7,000
INCORPORATED 1 749
CHURCHES Five Representing Five Denominations
SCHOOLS One Elementary, One Middle
High School Students Attend Pinkerton Academy, Derry, NH
STATE SENATOR, 1 9th SENATORIAL DISTRICT William S. Bartlett
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT, DISTRICT 9:
Merilyn Senter 382-




Warren Rudman Concord 225-71 15
125 No. Main St., Concord, NH 03301 Washington (202) 224-3324
Gordon Humphrey Concord 228-0453




Robert Smith Manchester 644-3387
340 Commercial St. , Manchester, NH 03 1 1 Washington (202) 225-5456
1-800-626-2690
Chuck Douglas
187 Loudon Rd., Concord, NH 03301
ANNUAL ELECTION 2nd Tuesday in March
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING Friday Evening After Election
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE:
Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 8:00 - 4:00; Fri. 8:00- 12:00 329-501
1
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 9:00 - 4:30
Monday Evening 6:00 - 8:00
Friday 9:00 - 1 2:00 329-6840
CODE ENFORCEMENT/ASSESSOR/
BUILDING INSPECTOR/HEALTH OFFICER:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00- 12:00 329-5846
PLANNING BOARD OFFICE:
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 10:00- 1:00 329-6181




TOWN CLERK • TOWN TREASURER
TAX COLLECTOR • BUDGET COMMITTEE
ROAD AGENT • TRUSTEES of the TRUST FUNDS
TRUSTEES of the LIBRARY
PLANNING BOARD




FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1 988
TOGETHER WITH THE VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR
AS PREPARED BY THE TOWN CLERK
1988
FULL DETAILS CONCERNING EVERY ASPECT OF TOWN GOVERNMENT
ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY TIME FROM YOUR
BOARD OF SELECTMEN OR YOUR TOWN CLERK.
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Dedication
It is with great pride and sincere gratitude ttiat the citizens of Hampstead dedicate this year's Town Report to
the Hampstead Fire Department on their 50th anniversary of service to the town.
Organized in the Spring of 1938 because of the town's growing population (it was nearing 900!) the Voluntary
Fire Protection Association set forth these goals: 'To form a more perfect organization, establish harmony of action,
promote the best interests of the Townspeople in protection against fire ". Fully aware that the task before them
was no small undertaking, they realized "its accomplishment will require time, patience, unselfish cooperation and
money."
During that first year, in 1 939, under its first chief, Levi Duston, the association bought its first truck - Engine
I
- at a cost of $2,500. It carried 200 gallons of water and was housed in Elmer Ingraham's barn on f^ain Street
during the winter months. There were 22 active members and as many substitutes and a house-to-house mem-
bership drive resulted in 100 volunteers. The fire department budget was $227.50. There were 12 calls - mostly
for chimney fires.
Voters at the 1941 Town Meeting approved spending $2,500 for materials to build Central Fire Station. Most
of the labor was provided by volunteers.
In 1942 a siren was installed on the firehouse roof. The department was averaging 20 calls a year.
Perhaps the greatest challenge the firefighters faced came during the five days in October, 1 947 when a forest
fire smoldered off West Road and virtually threatened the town. Mrs. Duston, the chief's wife, loaded portable
pumps and other supplies on her husband ice truck. She also organized the women to serve refreshments to the
firefighters on the scene. Thanks to an all-round valiant effort, there were no homes lost and no deaths or injuries.
As development reached other areas of town a need arose for an additional fire station in East Hampstead.
Fire House #2 was completed in 1959, again through the efforts of countless volunteers.
In 1 974 the Emergency Rescue Squad was formed to provide immediate emergency care to the townspeople.
In 1985, having outgrown the Central Fire Station, the fire department moved into its new $375,000 firehouse
on Little's Lane. Once again volunteer labor helped complete interior work.
In 50 years the town's population has jumped from 900 to approximately 7,000 and the fire department has
grown to 40 members. Equipment numbers three pumpers, two tanks, a forestry truck and two rescue vehicles.
The number of annual calls has increased from 12 to 362 - almost a call a day!
The majority of the fire department's volunteers have families and full-time jobs that deserve their attention yet
they manage to find the time and the sense of responsibility for the 40 hours of required training each year and
to drop what they might be doing to come to the aid of a neighbor.
The town may have grown and changed in the past half century but the spirit that existed back in the bucket
brigade days - the spirit of neighbor helping neighbor - lives on through the dedication of our fire department
volunteers!
FIRE DEPARTMENT CHIEFS
Levi Duston 1938-'40, 1942-'45 R. Arthur Johnson 1960, '61
Newell Wormwood 1940 Russell Hall 1963, '64
Elmer Ingraham 1941 Robert Letoile 1965-'67, 1972
Roland True 1946-'48 Cliff Demeritt 1968,'69
Frank Howard 1949-'52 Paul Wentworth 1970,'71,'74
Kenneth Duston 1953,'54 Wesley Hodgeman 1973,'74
Alfred Brickett 1955-'57,1975,'76 Glenn Fitts 1974




1938 - Hampstead Voluntary Fire-Protection Association Formed. One hundred members signed up. Fire
department budget was $277.50
1939 - First truck - Engine I - purchased for $2,500. It carried 200 gallons of water
1 940 - Town voted $500 for 500 feet of fire hose. There were 22 active members.
1942 - Central Fire Station built for $2,500 and volunteer labor.
1947 - Forest fire started off West Road and burned for five days threatening the town if the wind should
change.
1948 - Purchased 500 gallon tank truck with help from the Civic Club, Firemen's Association and the Town.
1949 - Had a total of 13 water holes throughout town.
1951 - Alarm system installed.
1953 - Ingraham Fund established for firemen's relief.
1955 - Red phone system installed.
1957 - Hampstead High School senior David Duston wrote the winning essay which appeared in the Town
Report on the history of the fire department. David in now captain of the Rescue Squad.
1958 - Work begun on fire station in East Hampstead.
1960 - Purchased its second piece of factory-built equipment - 500 gallon pumper.
1962 - Purchased 1600 gallon tank truck (Tank 5) to be housed in East Hampstead station.
1963 - Volunteers were outfitted with rubber boots and duck coats at a cost of $333.
1964 - Department acquires four Walkie-Talkie radios.
1965 - Start of Annual Santa Parade with Santa riding on a fire truck.
1966 - Addition to Central Station. Gift of three radios from the police department.
1967 - Levi Duston Fund started for children at Christmas and for injured firefighters.
1968 - Siren installed on Custeau's Laundromat.
1970 - Two Scott air packs purchased.
1973 - Scuba team formed with two members.
1974 - Radio alerting system Emergency Rescue Squad formed.
1975 - Purchased its third piece of factory-built equipment- Engine I - which will carry 1200 gallons of water
and pump 1000 gallons per minute.
1977 - Number of fire calls jumps by 64 percent as town's population rises.
1979 - Forestry truck bought and built by Firemen's Association.
1984 - Dispatcher Helen Conley retires. Dispatch through Derry Fire Department begins. Work begins on new
Central Fire Station. One of area's largest fires at Hunt's tire pile.
1985 - Work completed on new Central Fire Station on Little's Lane. Purchased Tank 6 with a 1500 gallon a
minute pump and 3500 gallon capacity.
1987 - Department faces flooding conditions throughout town after heavy rains.
1988 - Department numbers 40 members; equipment consists of three pumpers, two tanks, one forestry truck,
two rescue vehicles. There are 17 year-round dry hydrants. Members respond to a total of 362 fire and
rescue calls.
Stanley P. Johnson
In appreciation from the town and the school for your many
years of service to the town of Hampstead.








































Joseph P. Harington, Jr.
David Lanning (appointed)








































William J. Letoile, Jr. Dean C. Howard
David L. Morris Dale McLean
PLANNING BOARD
William R. Clark, Chairman John Wood
George Wallace, Treasurer Dean C. Howard
Susan Hastings, Secretary John Williams
Brian G. Eastman, Ex-officio
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Thomas Gaff, Chairman






Dean C. Howard, Alt
Kenneth McCormack, Alt
James Gilmartin 1992Walter Hastings, Chief 1991
Paul Wentworth, Dep Chief 1992Kerry Clark, Lt 1990




Brain G. Eastman, Ex-officio
Elsie Carideo, Chairman 1991 Priscilla Lindquistl99]'
Muriel Gorton, 1990 George Moore 1990
Kenneth Parker 1991 Jayne Worthen, Alt
REGIONAL PLANNING













Brian G. Eastman, Ex-officio Charles F Hunt
Robert Weimar Neil E. Emerson
Karen Sapankevych Michael Colotti
Gary Fowler
WAGE S SALARY COMMITTEE
Raymond Flaherty, Personnel Liason
Donald Seeley Lincoln Palmer
Neil Emerson Paul Wentworth
Karen Yasenka Paul Nicholson
Summary of Results of Voting
Annual Town Meeting
March 10, 1988
ARTICLE # 1 ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Brian G. Eastman, Selectman 3 years
Neil E. Emerson, Selectman 1 year
William J. Letoile, Jr. , Chief of Police, 1 year
Roger Sanborn, Road Agent, 1 year
Pamela Hartung, Library Trustee, 3 years
Joscpli P. Hannigan, Jr. Library Trustee, 2 years
Ed M. Putnam, Trustee of Trust Funds, 3 years
Maurice G. Wortlien , Jr. Trustee of Cemeteries, 3 years
Maurice G. Worthen, Jr. Trustee of Cemeteries, 1 year (Refused)
Patrick Quigley, Budget Committee, 3 years
Paul S. Wentworth, Budget Committee, 3 Years
Michael James Gorham, Moderator, 3 years
Judith A. Mushial, Supervisor of Check List, 6 years
2 Election of Scliool District Officers (See School Report)
Article # 30. Approved
ARTICLE #
Article » 3. Approved
Article # 4. Defeated
Article # 5. Defeated
Article tt 6. Approved
Article # 7. Approved
Article # 8. Approved
Article # 9. Article de
Article « 10. Af)proved
Article # 11. Approved
Article # 12. Defeated
Article # 13. Defeated
Article # 14. Defeated
Article # 15. Defeated
Article # 16. Defeated
Article # 17. Approved
Article # 18. Approved
Article t) 19. Defeated
Article tt 20. Approved
Article # 21. Approved
Article # 22. Approved
Article # 23. Approved
Article # 24. Passed ovei
Article # 25. Approved
Article # 26. Approved
Article # 27. Approved
Article # 28. Defeated
Article ft 29. Approved
Article ^ 31. Defeated
Article # 32. Approved
Article # 33. Defeated
Article H 34. Defeated
Article # 35. Defeated
Article tt 57. Approved as
amendccJ
Article # 58. Defeated
Article # 59. Ai)proved
Article tf 50. Ajiprovod as
amended
clared illegal Article # 36 Defeated
Article It 37. Approved
Article # 38. Approved
Article # 39. Approved
Article H 40. Approved
Article # 41. Pass over
Article tt 42. Approved as amended
Article # 43. Approved
Article tt 44. Approved as amended
Article It 45. Approved
Article It 46. Defeated
Article # 47. Approved
Article tt 48, Approved
Article H 49. Approved
Article It 50. Defeated
Article It 51. Approved as amended
Article It 52. Approved as amended
Article # 53. Approved as amended
Article It 54. Approved
Article tl 55. Approved
Article It 56. Approved as amended
















Parks, Comnxjns and Playgrounds





































Auto Permits $ 575,,881..00
Dog Licenses 4,,239..50
Filing fee 8.,00




Interest Check Acct 649..74
Total $ 597,,408..71
ALFRteD H . BRICKETT
TOWN CLERK
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Actual vs. Budget Report— December 31, 1988
Town Officers Salaries
7002 Selectmen
7003 Town Clerk/Tax Collector
7006 Trustees of Trust Funds





7021 Labor-Town clerk's Office
7022 Town Clerk/Tax Coll. Exp.
7023 Computer Expense
7024 Expenses of Officers









7035 Cable TV Expense



















7064 Town Office Heat
7065 Town Office Utilities
7066 Gym Heat
7067 Gym Utilities
7068 Meeting House Heat
7069 Meeting House Utilities
7070 Town Garage Heat
7071 Town Garage Utilities
7072 Police Station Expense
7073 Town Office Expense
7074 Equipment Repair
7075 Police Station Heat
7076 Police Station Utilities
7077 Gym Expense
7078 Town Garage Expense




7081 Labor-Code Enf. Officer
TOTAL
Total Revenue Amount
BUDGET ACTUAL Pollce Department BUDGET ACTUAL
$ 8,700.00 $8,700.00 7101 Police -Labor $117,000.00 $115,036.14
28,100.00 28,100.00 7102 Equipment 1,000.00 435.00
50.00 50.00 7103 Training 8,000.00 10,509.70
2,500.00 1 ,305.00 7104 Uniforms 2,000.00 1,982.36
250.00 .00 7105 Communications 1,000.00 979.85
2,100.00 2,100.02 7106 Telephone 5,000.00 4,620.43
$41,700.00 $40,255.02 7107 Association Dues 50.00 50.00
7108 Vehicle maintenance 2,000.00 4,968.37
7109 Supplies 1,000.00 410.52
$13,000.00 $13,417.35 7110 Miscellaneous 700.00 723.00
5,000.00 4,115.45 7111 Gasoline 7,500.00 7.819.55
24,000.00 33,114.96 7112 Restitution 100.00 .00
1,500.00 3,993.15 7113 Dogs 1,000.00 813.70
5,000.00 4,282.00 7114 Special Duty 1,000.00 11,914.70
5,000.00 4,755.46 7115 Legal Expense 4,000.00 3,395.00
1,700.00 1,708.84 7116 Retirement - Police 2,500.00 3,214.83
1,500.00 76.05 7117 Vehicle 15,000.00 14,442.31
4,500.00 3,523.04 TOTAL $168,850.00 $181,315.46
35,000.00 34,768.50 Total Revenue Amount $13,047.14-
2,600.00 2,217.54
1,800.00 684.50 Fire Department
2,000.00 1,872.30 7201 Labor $ 750.00 $344.55
3,200.00 3,187.36 7202 Utilities 4,500.00 6,373.25
8,500.00 10,450.75 7203 Communications 5,000.00 4,682.75
6,200.00 6,100.00 7204 Association Dues 500.00 595.50
$120,500.00 $128,267.25 7205 Water Supply 2,000.00 1,968.94
$16,265.52- 7206 Hose & Fittings 5,000.00 3,035.47
7207 Protective Clothing 7,000.00 8,660.15
7208 Vehicle Maintenance 10,000.00 4,122.95
$ 3,500.00 $2,103.00 7209 Forest Fires 1,800.00 182.68
350.00 577.35 7210 Equipment 6,000.00 20,701 .77
400.00 3,030.87 7211 Training 3,000.00 3,490.67
7,700.00 4,012.90 7212 Miscellaneous 2,000.00 1,435.25
3,500.00 7,050.00 7213 Gasoline 2.500.00 1 ,557.47
$15,450.00 $16,774.12 7214 Fire Alarm 5,000.00 4,660.83
$5,678.55- 7215 Personnel 5,500.00 136.26
TOTAL $ 60,550.00 $61,948.49
Total Revenue Amount $2,561.77-
$ 3,000.00 $3,226.92
1,700.00 2,398.26 Rescue Squad
5,000.00 5,893.20 7301 Training $ 4,500.00 $3,382.44
22,800.00 25,164.64 7302 Medical Supplies 5,500.00 7,640.92
3,000.00 3,361.16 7303 Communications 2,500.00 2,470.60
5,000.00 6,835.06 7304 Maintenance 1,000.00 1,194.87
3,500.00 3,099.31 7305 Miscellaneous 500.00 35.14
1 ,850.00 1,761.80 7306 Medical Equipment 2,000.00 2,225.71
2,000.00 1,739.71 7307 Uniforms-Protective CI. 1,200.00 1 ,799.40
1,500.00 1,572.88 7308 Hepatitis B Shots 1,180.00 93.52
2,000.00 1 ,244.79 TOTAL $18,380.00 $18,842.60
400.00 404.84 Total Revenue Amount $93.52-
3,000.00 3,217.59
2,400.00 1,529.88 Planning and Zoning
2,000.00 923.33 7401 Labor $ 14,000.00 $11,845.77
7,000.00 4,504.91 7402 Legal Ads 2,400.00 946.94
.00 80.94 7403 Supplies 2,800.00 1,833.46
1,000.00 615.88 7404 Telephone 600.00 623.04
1,100.00 917.34 7405 Postage 1,700.00 734.80
8,700.00 3,923.90 7406 Map Work 3,800.00 2,570.50
1 ,000.00 717.00 7407 Recording Plans 2,800.00 1,577.00
5,000.00 4,463.40 7408 Printing 300.00 176.00
$82,950.00 $77,596.74 7409 Miscellaneous 500.00 3,290.85
$2,423.00 7410 Mileage 100.00 98.00
7411 Legal 3,000.00 4,563.45
7412 Master Plan/Cap. Imp. Plan 15,000.00 10,000.00
$25,000.00 $25,053.60 7413 Engineering 35,000.00 44,029.70
$25,000.00 $25,053.60 TOTAL $ 82,000.00 $82,289.51
$36,670.25- Total Revenue Amount $52,619.09-
Board of Adjustment BUDGET ACTUAL Highway Department-Summer BUDGET ACTUAL
7451 Labor $2,700.00 $2,111.25 7701 Labor $ 10,000.00 $9,768.65
7452 Legal Ads 1,000.00 680.75 7702 Equipment 70,000.00 81 ,465.35
7453 Supplies 300.00 283.09 7703 Supplies 10,000.00 10,445.41
7455 Postage 1,000.00 783.29 7704 Tarring 25,000.00 44,084.06
7456 Miscellaneous .00 28.00 7705 Miscellaneous 5,000.00 6,642.86
7457 Mileage 50.00 .00 7706 Paving 82,900.00 23,034.71
7458 Legal 3,000.00 495.00 7709 Gravel 20,000.00 49,068.00
TOTAL $8,050.00 $4,381.38 7710 Street Marking & Signs 5,000.00 3,390.96




Legal Highway DepL - Winter
7502 Legal $8,000.00 $7,456.57 7801 Labor $ 4,000.00 $9,807.00
TOTAL $8,000.00 $7,456.57 7802 Equipment 90,000.00 93,025.69
7803 Salt 20,000.00 16,162.13
Insurance 7804 Supplies 2,500.00 8,923.55
7503 Insurance $72,000.00 $92,137.53 7805 Sand 17,000.00 11,392.00
TOTAL $72,000.00 $92,137.53 7806 Miscellaneous 1,000.00 2,940.49
Total Revenue Amount $6,130.87- 7807 Equipment Repair 3,500.00 2,572.87
7808 Brush Cutting 5,500.00 349.34
Unemployment 7809 Road Repairs 2,500.00 3,103.43
7504 Unemployment Comp. $1,000.00 $713.69 TOTAL $146,000.00 $148,277.00
TOTAL $1,000.00 $713.69 Total Revenue Amount $2,108.06
Total Revenue Amount $646.00-
Street Lighting
7901 Street Lighting $17,000.00 $17,885.13
Ambulance
7505 Ambulance $25,375.00 $22,500.00
TOTAL $17,000.00 $17,885.13
TOTAL $25,375.00 $22,500.00 Library
8001 Library $25,435.00 $28,453.02
Solid Waste Disposal 8011 Library-Labor 41,631.00 39,188.08
7601 Solid Waste Disposal $189,600.00 $176,814.94 8012 Library-Mileage .00 42.40
TOTAL $189,600.00 $176,814.94 8013 Custodial Labor 900.00 282.50
Total Revenue Amount $5,195.00- TOTAL
General Assistance
$67,966.00 $67,966.00
Rock. County Comm. Action 8102 General Assistance $20,000.00 $10,647.99
7602 Rock.County Com. Action $1,443.00 $1,443.00 TOTAL $20,000.00 $10,647.99
TOTAL $1,443.00 $1,443.00 Total Revenue Amount
Patriotic Purposes
$1,626.86-
Lamprey Health Center 8201 Patriotic Purposes $2,750.00 $1,870.83
7603 Lamprey health Center $1,000.00 $1,000.00 TOTAL $2,750.00 $1,870.83
TOTAL $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Parks and Recreation
Center for Life Management















8304 Equipment 1,400.00 1,383.93
Derry Visiting Nurses


















Retired Senior Volunteers 8309 Scholarships
1,000.00 1,000.00
7606 Retired Senior Volunteers $500.00 $500.00 TOTAL $42,175.00 $42,592.84
TOTAL $500.00 $500.00 Total Revenue Amount
Cemeteries
$16,50-
Family Mediation 8401 Labor $ 4,000.00 $1,537.00
7607 Family Mediation $5,253.00 $2,626.50 8402 Supplies 1,700.00 265.44
TOTAL $5,253.00 $2,626.50 8403 Equipment Rental 650.00 .00
8404 Gas/Oil 1,100.00 724.38
Roclt. Child & Family Service 8405 Records-Supplies 100.00 .00
7608 Rock. Child & Family Ser. $500.00 $500.00 8406 Records-Labor 400.00 .00
TOTAL $500.00 $500.00 8407 Miscellaneous .00 11.75
8408 Burial Equipment 1,000.00 900.00
Rockingham Hospice 8410 Equipment Repair 2,000.00 422.93
7609 Rockingham Hospice $750.00 $750.00 8411 Improvement Repairs 1,500.00 600.00
TOTAL $750.00 $750.00 8412 Mew Equipment 2,300.00 4,822.69
8420 Sexton's Salary 10,000.00 9,418.85
Vic Geary Center 8421 Mowing-Labor 14,000.00 5,506.50
7610 Vic Geary Center $4,000.00 $4,000.00 TOTAL $38,750.00 $24,209.54
TOTAL $4,000.00 $4,000.00 Total Revenue Amount $4,030.00-
Conservation Commission BUDGET ACTUAL Reassessment BUDGET ACTUAL
8501 Labor $ 3,000.00 $1,799.00 9004 Reassessment $50,000.00 $6,859.48
8502 Appraisals 2,000.00 1,113.90 TOTAL $50,000.00 $6,859.48
8503 Association Dues 160.00 427.99
8504 Postage/Supplies/Phone 350.00 159.81 Fire Alarm System
8505 Legal 400.00 450.00 9005 Fire Alarm System $21,000.00 $15,600.00
8506 Plans/Deeds 500.00 165.24 TOTAL $21,000.00 $15,600.00
8507 Artx)r Day 200.00 410.00
8508 Camp/Seminars 200.00 30.00 Highways
8509 Forest Consultation 500.00 .00 9006 Highways $250,000.00 $250,000.00
8510 Land Development 1,500.00 98.10 TOTAL $250,000.00 $250,000.00
8511 Shop Pond 1,100.00 225.00
8513 Groundwater Protection 600.00 .00 TC/TC Office Addition
8514 Dredge & Fill 1,500.00 138.50 9007 TC/TC Office Addition $15,000.00 $14,841.56
TOTAL $12,010.00 $5,018.14 TOTAL $15,000.00 $14,841.56
Regional Association Trails -1987
8601 Regional Association $3,902.50 $3,902.50 9008 Trails -1987 $ 1,411.95 $1,393.26
TOTAL $3,902.50 $3,902.50 TOTAL $ 1,411.95 $1,393.26
Taxes Bought By Town Trails -1988
TOTAL $ .00 $.00 9009 Trails -1988 $ 2,050.00 $1,717.45
TOTAL $ 2,050.00 $1,717.45
Abatements
8603 Abatements $.00 $44,885.23 Reappraisal
TOTAL $.00 $44,885.23 9010 Reappraisal $ 5,000.00 $5,000.00
TOTAL $ 5,000.00 $5,000.00
Retirement
8605 Retirement $22,800.00 $23,235.36 Library Plans
TOTAL $22,800.00 $23,235.36 9011 Library Plans $21,000.00 $21,000.00
TOTAL $21,000.00 $21,000.00
Payments to State
8702 Payments to State $.00 $999.00 Town Garage Septic System
TOTAL $.00 $999.00 9012 Town Garage Septic Sys. $10,000.00 $6,563.00
TOTAL $10,000.00 $6,563.00
Payments to County
8703 Payments to County $231,152.00 $231,152.00 Road Evaluation
TOTAL $231,152.00 $231,152.00 9013 Road Evaluation $18,863.71 $7,755.00
TOTAL $18,863.71 $7,755.00
Payments to School
8704 Payments to School $6,118,492.00 $4,289,404.00 Cable TV Camera
TOTAL $6,118,492.00 $4,289,404.00 9014 Cable TV Camera $ 3,000.00 $3,000.00
TOTAL $ 3,000.00 $3,000.00
Interest
8801 Interest $.00 $10,859.16 87-88 Dues 149M District
TOTAL $.00 $10,859.16 9016 87-88 Dues 149M District $ 9,393.99 $3,500.00
TOTAL $ 9,393.99 $3,500.00
Flrehouse Bond
8802 Firehouse Bond $40,000.00 $40,000.00 Paint Town Bldg.-1985
TOTAL $40,000.00 $40,000.00 9017 Paint Town Bldgs.-1985 $ 1,000.00 $.00
9018 Conservation Carry-Over 8,623,64 $.00
Firehouse Bond Interest TOTAL $ 9,623.64 $.00
8803 Firehouse Bond Interest $21,582.50 $21,582.50
TOTAL $21,582.50 $21,582.50 Police Furniture (RS)
9019 Police Furniture 85 & 86 $ 1,478.94 $1,524.14
Trustee Salary TOTAL $ 1,478.94 $1,524.14
9001 Trustee Salary $250.00 $250.00
TOTAL $250.00 $250.00 Fire Pond
9020 Fire Pond $13,500.00 $13,581.32
Printer (RS) TOTAL $13,500.00 $13,581.32
9002 Printer (RS) $1,600.00 $1,600.00
TOTAL $1,600.00 $1,600.00
RS-Fences-1986







Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Taxes committed to collector:
Property taxes





















Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
as of December 31,1988
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Town Revenue and Expenditure Statement
for Year Ending December 31, 1988
tyVTIO;: INCOME 12 MONTHS RATIO RATIO: INCOME
- - — -—— __ II 12 MONTHS RATIO
la^N 1REVENUE 6740 REVENUE-ROAD AGENT 425.00 0.0
6003 REVENUE SHARING lOTEREST 211.93 0.0 6744 ROAD BOND 2,108.06 0.0
6105 CIVIL DEFENSE/HIGHWM 34,807.50 0.5 6750 REV.-BDS.-PUW. & ADJUST. 56,189.59 0.9
6106 CIVIL DEFENSE/FIRE 4,163.50 0.1 6770 REVENUE-CEHETTERY 4,030.00 0.1
6110 HIOn^AY BLOCK OlPNI 60,482.54 0.9 6790 INCOME-RECREATION 807.50 0.0
6112 REVENUE SHARING-STATE 124,027.61 1.9 6808 PUBLIC ASSISTANCE INCOME 1,629.86 0.0
6205 PROPERTY TAX 1987 155,005.68 2.4 6809 REBATE-UMIMPLOYMENT COHP 646.00 0.0
6206 PROPERTY TAX INr-1987 9,035.58 0.1 6811 INSURANCE REBATES 6,130.87 0.1
6207 YIEU3 TAX 1988 3,347.00 0.1 6820 REVENUE^TCWN BUIIiJING 1,131.00 0.0
6208 PROPERTY TAX 1988 5,277,435.15 81.1 6900 REVENUE-TOWN & OFFICE 16,265.52 0.2
6209 PROPERTY TAX IMT-1988 6,111.81 0.1 6919 COTE ENFORCEMQff REVENUE 36,670.25 0.6
6237 lAND USE TAX 1987 4.500.00 0.1
6238 LAND USE TAX 1988 25,200.00 0.4 TOTAL TCMN REVENUE 6,507,036.28 100.0
6251 BOAT TAX 5,189.45 0.1
6253 PROTEST FEES 20.00 0.0
6302 AUTO PERfUTS 575,881.00 8.9
6303 DOG LICENSES 4,239.50 0.1
6304 FILING FEES 8.00 0.0 CASH (DOTFU)W
6305 PROTEST FEES 187.00 0.0 7010 VOUCHERS' PAID 6,054,023.82 93.0
6306 SALES BY TOWN C[£RK 700.00 0.0 7020 GROSS PAYROLL 431,036.30 6.6
6307 MARRIAGE LICENSES 1,000.00 0.0 7030 RETURN ITEMS 7,568.50 0.1
6308 TOWN CI£RK FEES 14,743.47 0.2 7040 TOUCHERS" TOIDED 83.00- 0.0-
6391 INTEREST-TOWN CLERK ACCT. 649.74 0.0 7050 SERVICE CHARGE 217.49 0.0
6602 GAMBLING PERMIT 100.00 0.0 7070 INTEREST-BANK TRANSFER 12,632.49 0.2
6611 GIFT-TEL NOAR 4,000.00 0.1
6622 CEMETERY TRUST FUND 2,400.00 0.0 'iUTAL CASH OUTFLOW 6,505,395.60 100,0






6704 REVENUE-POLICE 12,533.64 0.2 NET CASH FLCW 1,640.68 0.0






6724 FOREST FIRE REIMBURSEMENT 184.32 0.0
6730 REVENUE-DUMP 5,288.52 0.1
Treasurer's Report Analysis of Cash Flow





CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT-GENERAL FUND
BALANCE-JANUARY 1, 1988
TOTAL RECEIPTS PER INCOME REPORT
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS PER REPORT
NOTE PAYMENT-BOND BANK
TOTAL
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Fire Alarm System 21,000.00
Town Garage Septic System 10,000.00
Cable TV Equipment 3,000.00
Water Hole, Central School 13,500.00
Trails 2.050.00
Dues, SPPDP 9,393.99







Payment to School District















Revenue Sharing Conservation Commission
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REBECCA J DAVI0501I
D03500 DEARBORK ROAD FflOFEBIIES
D'liS'v) DE'JS'.E, AlFfED !
CEUSLE, IHiRA A
LI7:10 CENERS, tEllHEIH A
FAIHLEEN fENERj
Ce5'00 DERPi. liARSHAU. E
HEkRIFTTA A DERRi
MMOO OESJAFDINS. ULLIA?! J
CUUDIfi J DESJPRCIIIS
DO/'iOO CieARIOLONEO, NICHAEl
mb'^A r.l ICHi: RE-LI 1 CC
fIDONOlO C A i JCHIISIOtl ] 9
D090J(i M5CIPIC, ARLEIIE E
H15773 [aiKlFLIv, 5IEFFEN F
DPIFIEILV, tAREII J




D1I500 DUBOIS. SIBERI A
DUBOIS, REIliA
51IM0 CJ3DIS. ALPERI A
CUfOIS, REIMB




DIE300 DUSIEE, ELAIUE R
E D REAL 1 1 IRUil


























ECllOO EGA!:, LADFEIIlE U
tiaUREEH EGAII













LIS'OO FCRLEl, SIEEN J.
GOULsrcN, ahv r.
F0E7;'0 FERROIiEIII. JCSII «
LISA H !- FAUL L FERROIIEIII
F08EC) FERRKIETII, T3«N (I
USA n t PAUL I FERROIIEIII
F03400 FIELD, ]0'«l C
C-NlBi;, A FIE'.D
l07100 fiizfa1ric! . leo 3. if
fii:pairic!. jeaii';e k,
loatoo follp'isbee, v scoii
Ifl CSHIIISTER nOlllnEE TRUSI









































































































HAP BLI LOI SUB
F(i7?':0 FOSTER. JOHN F 008-000-114-
FC5IER, FEFTHA K
FOSSOe FRENCH, DOUGLAS R 010-000-017-
FPENCH. SHlPdEEN S
AMOOO FULLER EOBESI TRUSTEE CF REACT 013-000-188-
CURR YR FIRSI SECOND PROOF
BALUNCE BILLING BILLING
68.99 .00 68.99 .00
1874.00 .00 1874.00 .00
3478.00 319.00 3159.00 .00




057f:0 SOUiPE RIDGE REALTY TFJ3I 013-00C-050-R 11408,00 4888.00 7186.00 .00




















014-000-101- 1934,00 .00 1934.00 .00
E03'-00 GEORGE, NARIE E 011-000-038- 1963,00 737.00 1886.00 .00
PI 8800 GOLAN,. OHN;VIRc]NIB CC'ICANNCN 001-000-061- 983.87 .00 983.87 .CO
IHOS.CCNC«NN0N;TR,5TRIDER RLTV




008-000-135- 394.99 .00 394.99 .00
SOBOOO GRADY. ELEANOR I8A-O00-0a3- 56.00 .00 56.00 .00
80890
1










KING CRAB REALTY TRUST





019-000-058- ,00 .00 .00 .00











008-000-138- 1430.47 58.47 137B.O0 ,00
Gia':'0 G'JSOSI'- , STANLEY H 009-000-086- .00 .00 .00 .00
TRUSTE OF ELISOSn FAHlLV TR
013-000-118-
014-000-030-
9,hB9.00 .00 7,903.47 .00
1058.00 .00 1058.00 .00 1
1188.00 484.00 704.00 .00
H13154 I'AGEII, UILLIAH P
nCHSHON, '.HSRIES
006-000-097- 8.90 .00 8.90 .00
334.00 .00 334.00 .00
BUh400 HA^PSIEAB rCM. ONE 11 CORF 013-000-116- 750.00 .00 750.00 .00
757.00 .00 757.00 .00
H 4100 HANS5EN, 1 AIHLEEN C
L'ICi BERTOLINO
018-000-151- 40.18 .00 40,18 .00
14.00
H05500 HARIFORD. BOUBLAS U 011-000-054- .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 14.00 .00
CSERYL A HARTFORD
487.00 .00 487.00 .00
HJSBOO HARTUNG, RICHARD B
PA-ltlA HAFIUNG
BA -000-015- 308.00 .00 308.00 .00
67.89 .00 67.89 .00
H06500 HAVEY, EEOREE III I BARBARA
I nURIEL I.ALIL SMITH
007-000-080- 89.18 .00 89.18 .00
- H07-CO HEARD. HERBERT H
CEIESIINE HEARD
BA -000-081- 884.00 84.00 140.00 .00
Hli'300 H0^:ES MICHAEL I 008-000-038- .00 .00 .00 .00
,779.89 3,355.89 JOHiNIIE . H3HES
484.00 .00 H18750 OEA'I. JANES P
CEA'I. BE.'EPLY D
017-000-811- 1494.00- .00 1494.00- .00
1696.00 .00 1696.00 .00 HI 3900 HOULETT, HALTER A
HOULEIT, ELOISE F
8A -000-095- 674.00 .00 674.00 .00
1118.00 417,00 695.00 .00 HI 4000 HUAPAYA. JAY
HUAFSYA. CATHERINE
006-000-050- 8869.00 858.00 1417.00 .00
318.00 117.00 195.00 .00 HI 4800 HUBNER, JOHN R
HECSEHON, nlREN E
007-000-050- 3500.00 1314.00 8186.00 .00
3898.00 855.00 8437.00 .00 «i4;;io HUBNER. JOHN R 014-000-086- 893.00 110. OO 183.00 .00
1358.00 508.00 844.00 .00 HIjSOO HJRIEY, CLEO D
HURLEY, NARIE ANNE
007-000-068- 367.00 .00 367.00 .00
737.00 .00 737.00 .00 H15600 HURLEY, CLEO
MARIE A HliPLEY
007-000-099- 162.00 .00 168.00 .CO
18.30 .00 18.30 .00 HI 5700 HURLEY. CLEO D
HURLEY, HARIE A
007-000-064- 751.39 .00 751.39 .00
15
i!-:r.i ii:"£ MF to. LOT Sl'B CUFR ffl FiRSt EFCDW
PALMCE BILLING BILLIIIG






I M5s; IKQ', EfiMEET E COE-OCO-Olt-
BOSIK i; IHI GF
mm nioisNHEsB baiii; of mmtt tr ofj-ooo-ojo-






.CO LaEiOr iiniF, SICHfiRB C 013-000-007-
lliaE, ELLEN C
aU'fJO LUNG, IFVIN 011-000-017-
FRIAH F LpilG
.00 'l'*7W LOVELL, TlMOIir. F OoU-OOO-lli-
ICVEll, IMV C
.00 LE'.iOO Vm. ElIJUPEIH OOS-000-057-
t'm\.K LL'III:
.('tl LESlOO LVfiRE RE«IT( TRUSI 001-OjO-OBI-
•|(,IT i ) lERNL'LLO TRUSTEE
SUB-TOTALS;
W.30 .00 H.3(i .00
.00 .00 .0(1 .00
1715. sa .00 1715.88 .00
1755.00 459 .00 1094.110 .00
IM.OO .00 140.00 .00
38,901.90 36.730.90
2,171.00 .CO
S'^clf! JG-:I30N. SOPERI S
ICnIISON, naRTKA D
F,!lic50 JOIIES, ROBERT U
."ONES. hftUBEEN S









ItCWKICIl, GAIL D 01I-O00-133
lEATiTS, HILLlSn H Oll-OOO-SM-
FESTIIIS, BEIItE N
iE!ii;Ef, i.theerlv a 011-000-037-
fL''!!! .IS, STEPHEN J
IIELE*. P.ICHAFO TF 013-000-153
liELEY. 511:A» H. TF
IIHG, MICHAEL J O07-O00-17I-
Cf:B.CE A n;.G
HVEV. DEf.'IS J 009-000-147
ITt.El. AUDEE* 3
HOIZLE. ^ SIJARI lEA-000-184
'IIPI. ROPEF-T 009-000-016
i:llOI, THERESA
mil AS. IO"N C 018-000-037-
IliTCliELl lOllAS
I.RAU5F, F:irHSF:D 11 011-000-083
IPaliSF. WAN 11
SUB TOTALS:
loejoo lABO-.. 1Q?1 <[ 013-000-141-
101300 laFF.AIICE. RGNALD R
lAFFfiricE. r.m E
009-000-073-
L0I500 LAIt'LfW. HASIE J. 009-000-008-
L0!;;0 l;!ip, '"•Jioii) c
SUSAN F ir,:(B
003-000-048-






VO.-700 lEARNEB.K'PFr; SLOH GUIPORD
IP. or lEAtOSP REAL TV TRUST
018-000-088-
I'jZ-M lEClAiS. 5E0F5E I
CEIil-E LECLSIR
017-000-008-
IKb'-f lECLEfC. BENE H
lEElEBC. DIANE J
011-000-084-
lOtliO LEDIEUI. CHARLES U 001-000-088-
fm' ircHi;. srKARo r
l£'i,!ilE. JOAn;ie
013-;«0-l98-
1)3 I'M lEUHtE, RICHARO C
.•OCniE LEUHIE
013-100-I84-
W8J(0 LEVSSSEUB. JOSEPH R
fA'RICIt E LE'.ASSEl'R
8» -000-056-
l«3C) IEVII1=ER. niCHAEL >:
LtUR:E lEV-nSER
001-000-011-
<.tm> UtlS, FETER 01B-000-39A-
ic!);i) lEJi;, FErEF. 018-000-167-
uiio- If'JIS. FtlER A 0IB-00-5-09S-
;ji?« lElilS. FFIFP S CIS 000-104-








8088.00 .00 8086. OO
789.00 .00 789.00
1343.00- i;83.00- 80.00-




















8716.00 .00 8716.00 .00
1881.00 .00 1881.00 .00
1748.00 664.00 11(14.00 .00
16.00 6.00 10.00 .00
1636.00 .00 1.1.36. 00 .01
561.64 .00 561.44 .00
1576.00 .00 1594.00 .CO
8843.00 848.10 1401.00 .00
40.15 .00 60.15 .00
58.68 .00 58.68 .00
341.10 .00 34I..M .10
1178.10 .10 1178.10 .00
614.70 .(0 414.70 .00
777.11 .00 777.11 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .Ou .00
3439.00 .00 3439.00 .00
14411.00 .00 14411,00 .00
8590.00 .00 2590.01 .00
W1!'S C.'.CIE', SUSAN 011-000-854-
R"1463
p'.iini:;3 ;. fencoelii.'g inc
015-000-033-
fioiTie noCLEAll, lABES
BUILFiNG I REIIOIELING IIIC
014-000-098-
P01795 haclean, js>(es
euiid:n3 j reiicdelwg ihc
016-000-095-
SI 1791 rCI CHIEN C
JlllE N m
016-000-091-
no.'90o rAllLEII. J NELSON
IfEHE L 'lAILLFTT HEIRS
BS -000-091-
n.ooci UAIILETTE. ;) t8A-000-ll4-






1104601 KARIIal. ROriALD 6
nmm. thalia e
014-000-089-
1104700 n;rr, jean a
I«I:ES E CO'ISTANTINE
009-000-087-
HO'iOO MAVSIS, rERC< n 019-000-080-
nl77( ': Ki.VRIS. «EFCr « 019-000-009-
Wi'.) iiA'Fi5. hercv n 019-000-010-
1.01)50 fiA!:Q|.A, STE'.'EN
KAZrSLA, SIHA I -
008-000-189-
"OSS il nCCAFFREV, NlEi.AEL
|ri:,;crPE( REALTY TRII5T
OlB-COO-137-
'''.'^i ['0 CCCALIW. «;aiAI1 C
?'C[''Ll'JH. pnlH P
018-000-083-
H.iC ..1 NHIMIE'L. niCHAEL U
iic:cn';eu. joan^ia l
013-000-074-
;l?c1(' ncccv. bill, n
rEVFFiv I r-cai
018-000-183-
ir?"'.- i'::,-(ia.u. 'jalur p
BTEfA-, PAFPARA E
019-100-095-
f,M7"l :i It.'.N. lAroilEI IMF II 019-000-083-
nin-i lirnfl!r;i. H'Nff' !1 007-000-041-
I11?150 MCBS;-OK. CFNSV 007-0.W-181-
I'laiii ISI'.'.HC'I. HEIIRy 014-000-094-
.118158 'ICHA'ION. HENP- 004-010-095-
"1:15! liCAHQi;. HENFY 004-000-C98-
I11?l?i 'l[!'I.HON. HE')Ri C06-000-099-
«'E!;7 l'CH.W':N. KE'IRV 007-000-115-
l'!81i? rCIIAHON. FENE. 007-000-118-
i;i8164 ^TN^HuN. HE.'IPi 007-001-120-
NlF'iO ICliUTT. f:..hc:D E
rA"E;A J :<'.
013-000-075-








KUIOO HELtRlST FEALTY TRUSI 019-000-018-
A(i3'') NEITJN, EfliAlD N





m47oo HEESINA, SUEAII A 011-000-245-
1447,00 .00 1447.00 .00
339.00 .00 339.00 .00
341,00 .00 341.00 .00
549.00 804.00 343.00 .00
11.76 .00 11.74 .0(1
271.00 .00 871.00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00
2182.00 .00 8188.00 ,1'
2328.00 .00 8328.00
10.00 .00 10.00 .1
578.35 .00 579.35 .0
514.00 193.00 381.00 .0
1407.00 529.00 B7fl.C0 .Oi
2301.00 864.00 1437.00 .0(
47.43 .00 47.43 .00
2119.00 ,00 8119.00 ,00
1252.00 .00 1252.00 ,00
805.84 .00 805.24 ,00
.00 .00 .00 .00
863.00- S63.00- .00 .00
I32J.OO 494.00 324.00 .01
1873.00 .00 1273.00 .00
54.00 .00 56.00 . '0
394.00 .00 376.00 .0-S
378.00 .00 378.00 .00
399.00 .00 399.00 .00
391.00 .00 391.00 .00
383.00 .00 383.00 .01
343.00 .00 343.00 .00
404.00 .00 404.00 .00
1902.00 .00 1902.00 .00
739.44 .(0 739. -.4 .-00
1489.00 .00 1429.00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00
1957.00 735.00 1222.00 .00
831.97 .00 831.97 .00
SUITE 814 LOIIPOWIEPRI 30
16







E'jOJOO rlEI^aiF, RlCHdRO D
C?Rl£llf ] HflCSLF
009-000-151- B87.00 .00 889.00 .00
(IISIOO miLES, BRIKIJR 5
JJCfUEll-it R BlHtUDO
9B -000-057- B7B.0O .00 878.00 .00
BU?('0 nilLER, SIEFHEH Q
tiL.EF,. FA^ELA T
01(1-000-117- 8170.07 111.07 8156.00 .00
fllBVJO nOEEFE, E'MC i:
FOFF, URE'I r
003-000-082- 911.00 .00 911.00 .00
BOSiOil f;CSA'.fC0.JF..105tFH!lfi.B] RLIV 011-000-878- 89911.00 .00 89911.00 .00
1119E:0 nOluHAII, DERCiMV « 008-000-033- lt93.O0 434.00 1057.00 .00
ri!97.:io fOOFE, SIEPHCH A
JEWIIIE n I'PCPF
018-000-035- 7H.(,3 .00 71.11.43 .00
J1.,-.fn HOWELL 1. DdVIO R
nt.-FlLi. PliUIIIE L
011-000-070- .00 .00 .00 .00
«!;!:'v(i UII.'IFFIMID, INC 00(1-000-007- .00 .00 .Oil .00
lOilC'.i nORCill, IP.'C?
iiORBAN. RICHARD U
0l7-00',i-0t8- 394.00 39I1.OO .00 .00
KB26;:' ItOVEF, J JLAK
HOVER, (1 JEi',11
008-000-005- .00 .00 .00 .00
llJ27fiJ nuRAco, mizi 011-000-851- 754.811 .00 756. c'4 .00
mm IIURFHV, DIIIIEL S
BURFrti, citipy ft
017-000-183- 1B36.00 490.00 111.6. CO .00
«3100 tti'RFHV, JOvCE A 007-000-034- 8005.00 753.00 1858.00 .00
fMit:..i lUFFfV, llrH.'.EL on-oot-oii?- 89.O0 11.00 18.05 .on
SUB- TOTALS: 43.088.15 7, 881.. 08
a: CI. I na:'E
ROBEE BEUFIEHS REfilTV CORF
X ECPFSI •. IlLEllA
ROlHi 'lEkTIElSS REALTY CORP
•; FOFE'T VILLELIA
FvltSS I1EUFIELP3 REAin CORF,
R'lt36 IIEUFIELDS REALT'i CORP
X ROBERT VILLELLA
F:.;669 IIEk'-lELtb REALTY COPr
901738 ;iEi:Fi£L05 REALTY CORP
R5I790 i^EUFlELtS REALTY CORP
iii'.r'O Mr,;,rEii3JiE fCOTi u
MltSOO HIGHTEIISeLE ECOTT U
n.6"'i: IIIPIENGAIE SCOTT U
K8500 IIICI. ilANS H
ELuRIA T KI5L
N0370" niLES. UlUFItLD S
;!ILE3. JIICIIH J
B19500 HO-;AMr;. UILLIAN B.
toi.'ie ii.!R;;;iio
!036» ll'FRIS. y~if ft
IIO-FIS. S'JSAH J
R0164I HOVE?. EARL C
NAP ELK LOT SUB CURR IR FIRST SECOUD PROOF
BALANCE PllLIKS BILLKIG
016-00 5-041- 1690.00 435.00 1055.00 .00
014-000-043- 546.00 805.00 341.00 .00
014-COO-041.- 5^4.00 8'i9.0O 347.00 .00
014-003-047- 871.00 387.00 544.00 .60
016-000-048- 634.00 838.00 394. 00 .00
014000-088- 578.00 815.00 357.00 .00
016-000-090- 598.00 881.00 367.00 .00
8B -001-076- 1874.00 478.00 754. rt .00
BB -000-077- 69.00 .00 69.00 .00
8B -000-078- 89.00 11.00 18.00 .00
017-000-01.6- 1483.00 .00 1483.00 .00
Olii-OCO-OH- 3305.00 1841.00 8064.00 .00
019-000-055- 8884.00 .00 8J86.00 .00
008-000-083- 461.88 .00 441.88 .00







«0OI05 IIADEAU PRCPEniES LTD
iioo3';o IIAEEC'J FRCFEBTIES, LTD
N00600 BSDEAll PROPERTIES LTD
N.5I810 BADE'-li FR5FERI1E5 LTD
300105 MADEAU PRCPERIIES LTD
515400 IIADEA'J FRCFERIIES LTD
CO FFUCE KACEAU
S15700 (lADEAU FROPEfillES LTD
C;0 BRUCE UflCiEAU
184500 KEELY. DEREK >
SO,80C tlEcEJIl, litllDELL U
NEIEW. LORRAINE A
R01450 liEUFIELDS REALTY CORF
R')li51 IIFNMELD5 FEALTY CORF
R01653 MEUFIELDS FEALTY CCRf
R01653 IIEJFIELDS FEALTY COR^
r. ROEERT VILLELLA
R01654 IIEMFIELD3 REALTY CORP
R0I657 NEUFIELDS REALTY CORP
R0!45B (lEUFIELDS REALTY CORP
fiK'A 'liUHELDS FEilLTY CCRF
R!il:47 liEUFlFLtS REAlIf CORP
F'.1443 'lEKFlELES FEALTY CORP
R0167O NEUF1EL05 FEALTY CCRF
R01t73 IIEIIFIELD? FEJLIY CORP
R01i7.' llEWFIELCB FEALTY CORF
R0:6"" •l.'SarlEltS REALTV CORP
R0:479 HEMFIELDS PEALIY CORP
R'U?I 'IEi:c|:lOS »ESLTY CORP
017-000-149- 549.00 814.00 355.05 .00 BO065:' CCOM.'ELL. CAIIiEL V
.TULIE A O'COHHELL
011-000-187- .00 .00 .00 .00




007-000-111- H350.0O 888.00 1468.00 .fO
013-000-162- 683.00 854.00 487.00 .00 F 18000 CUDHELI3DEN, JOHAN A
OUDHEUSEEN, STACEY L
001-000-054- 735.00 .00 735.00 .00
013-000-063- 8945.00 1106.00 1339.0) .00 oo;4"0 ailELlETTE, RICHARD J C17-.100-053- 310.79 .00 310.79 .00
018-000-084- 8681.00 1007.00 1674.00 .00
SUSAN R OUELLETTE





011-000-027- 24.00 .00 84.00 .00
011-000-840- 104.00 .00 104.00 .00
s:53. 1 PARI . THCfAS U 018-000-134- 985.00 370,00 615.00 .00
014-000-OOB- 1060.00 .00 1060.00 .00
F:iaoo
FOR':, PATRICIA 6
F ARSONS, ELVINA 018-000-114- 436.00 164.00 878.00 .00
017-000-131- 698.00 .CO 698.00 .00
F 03700 FErFSELL, NELS a 011-000-834- 466.46 .00 446.44 .00
013-000-151- 543.00 804.00 339.00 .00
F043:o
FENFSELL, LINDA L
FERPY. JANES B 008-000-033- 1719,00 .00 1719.00 .00
013-000-188- 568.00 811.00 351.00 .00
117404
FERRi-, JUDITH A
rETEFSDN, N.'.RI N 080-000-088- 584,00 .00 584.00 .00
013-000-183- 598.00 888.00 370.30 .00
fii5900
FEIERSOII. JANE C
FHULIFS, UILLIAN A 006-000-005- 1811.00 .00 1811.00 .00
O13-0M-I34- 611,00 830.00 361.00 .00
L02I00
FHiLLIFS, FAIFICIA
FINENIEL. B'FNDA 011-000-839- B75.00 .00 875.00 .00
013-000-188- 598.00 885.00 373.00 .00
F 18800 FIOURSE, DEiralS A 008-000-038- 1349.00 .00 1349.00 .00
013-000-189- 408.00 888.00 380.00 .00
08700
E.UIV H LAFLEUR
PCtlEFOY. ALLEU F 014-000-105- 10.00 4.00 4.00 .00
013-000-191- 634.00 838.00 394.00 .00
1043.30
reilE^OY, tlllOREO H
FCiVi, GERARD F 009-000-108- 8161.00 .00 8161.00 .00
016-000-045- 405.00 887.00 373.00 ,00
! 4400
F0!:5. CORINIE R
FOKS, GERARD F 009-000-103- 353.00 .00 353.00 .00
016-000-046- 546.00 813.00 353.00 .00
F0^900
FCti-. CORINIIE R
POOLE. JOHN R 8A -000-071- 1177.00 442.00 735.00 .00
016-000-047- 579.00 817.00 348.00 .00
FOI'OO
F 001 E, CAROL C
POOLE, IHOKAS A BA -000-100- 560.00 .00 540.00 .01
014-000-049- 543.00 804.00 339,00 .00
F09501 POST, JOANNE I 018-000-008- 8867.00 1076.00 1791.00 .00
014-000-058- 559.00 810.00 349,00 .00
F0705B pc;:eil, r.Aoic b 017-000-880- 1979.00 743.00 1834.00 .00
014-000-055- 568.00 811.00 351,00 ..10
PI 7400
IICIEAH, parfab; e
FUTNA1, GARY U. 008-000-857- 505.48 .00 505.48 .00
014-000-056- 54 4. '10 805.00 341.00 .00
mmf, sHteON A,





014-000-040- 543.00 804.00 339.00 .00
'. RDFERT iMLLaLA
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R(.2353 RJNMll. NCURICE I. JR.
R«HO«LL. FWLiPaniCIA RMDALL
0011-000-087- 3.00- .00 3.00- .00 502000 sarowKEvvcH, uilliah
SAFAI»,EV(CH. lAPEII N
017-000-014- 471.73 .00 471.73 .00
ROOIOO R !. D REflirV TRUST
ROEERT 1 DEFRO FLOURDE TRUST
017-OOO-ISO- 2242.31 561.31 1701.00 .00
ni2i;3 SAPAICea RFfltlY CORP 006-00O-O94- 4OB.00 ,00 408.00 .00
NOO'SO FEDDV HOflE BUILDERS 1»C 017-000-503- .00 .00 .00 .00
S'^34'': SAREH. LIKOO ] 017-000-194- 2499,00 93B.00 1541.00 .00
lOlBiC RECrV, WIlLIftN 3
REDC^, :UD1TH B
OOE-OOO-liB- 10.43 .00 10.63 .00
K12I60 SCI'AAC. PEIER H
ECIIAAD, SUSAII G
007-000-114- 345.00 .00 365.00 .00
c.OilOO RICHARDSON. EdFLE L
RICHWDSOi:, DOROTHY V
OlS-OOO-OBd- 496.00 .00 496.00 .00
t:oi850 SCilULIZ, BARBARA 002-000-141- 51.16 557.19- 60B.37 .00
155500 RCSESS, CHfRLES F
ET SL IR FIRST CEDUR REOL. TR
010-000-001- 1604.00 .00 1404.00 .00
S'i43';0 EEIACCA. RICHARD I
SCIACCfi, FOOLItlE
OII-000-22B- 1017.00 .00 1017. 00 .00
WIB56 RONSIVSLU. .HUES L
RCNSIVSLll. JACCUELINE «
002-000-147- .00 .00 .00 .00 S04900
SECKEIIDORF. BARILYN 006-000-033- 1682.00 .00 1682.00 .00
HIBIOO ROOI.'EV. RICHSRC C 009-000-043- 595.72 .00 595.72 .00
304150 3HAINE5, ROBERI A 0I3-000-050-G2 556.00 .00 556.00 .00
ROOKET. PA'IELA
SIB30tl,CCLE/SIPSDN-SHAlNES RE
S041j2 SHAIIIES. ROBERT F OI3-000-050-F2 706.00 .00 706.00 .00




SHEA, PAUL F 002-000-120- 2069.00 .00 204'. 00 .00
SI IMC ROUFF. aiFREO G OOS-OOO-lBl- 944.17 .00 944.17 .00
SHEA, HARG-IRET
H-HiO:i RO::!. ROBERT 3
ROi"I. llHPjdPET K
019-000-139- 2519.00 .00 2519.00 .00
GC85:0 SILLO, DOnEIIICf
3IIL0, LESLIE R
BA -000-092- 891.00 335.00 554.00 .00
ROOSOO R I S REaiTV CORP 011-000-143- 59.00 22.00 37.00 .00
F05500 5II15II, PEIER n
A'l? M SinON
011-000-273- 3386.00 .00 3364.00 .00
ROI(.5ii R I S REHLIV CORP 013-000-184- 634.00 238.00 396.00 .00
S036C0 SIB.'lFIUS, GERALD E 006-000-OIG- 2317.00 870.00 1447.00 .00
R0!t55 R I S RESLTY CORP 013-000-187- 601.00 224.00 375.00 .00
5','9i00 snw. uiiLiAn F
SUSAtI i: SHALL
011-000-131- 388.30 .00 388.30 .00
mtti R I S RESLTl CORF 015-000-03?- 546.00 205.00 341.00 .00
910900 SIIOU, CHARLEE U 011-000-008- 392.00 .00 392.00 .00
miki R I S REtLIY CORF 015-000-034- 592.00 222.00 370.00 .00 5!
1000 SOLOnON, ROBERI S
LVIIDA R ECLCON
002-000-095- 813.79 .00 613.79 .00
E'lti^ R !- S RE«T. CORP 014-000-048- 592.00 222.00 370.00 .00
ni20j rCIEIIIIA, riCHAEL P
M'EHIIA. W,Y E
011-000-113- .00 .00 .00 .00
E01t7c P ; 5 FE«LI( CORP 014-000-051- 463.00 249.00 4 14. 00 .00
SI 3 100 STAFF, PA'JL F
SIAFF, CAIHERINE J
003-000-029- 611.00 .00 411. CO .00
RJltTl. R I 3 REALTY CORP 014-000-053- 556.00 209.00 347.00 .00
S:53O0 EIEUARI, ARLEKE B 001-000-040- 4.00 .00 4.00 ,00
R!lt75 R 1 S REOLTY CORP 016-000-054- 559.00 210.00 349.00 .00
5l540:i STEl'ART, A5LENE B 001-000-039- 4.00 .00 6.O0 ,00
f'lfBt R I S RSfilTY CORP 014-000-045- 544.00 205.00 341.00 .00
512200 SI JEAN, DIAIIE 011-000-211- 605.00 .00 805.00 .00
R0H87 R I S REALTY CORP 014-000-044- 544.00 205.00 341.00 .00 51530)
SIOREV, IIANCY L 019-000-008- 107.00 41.00 66.00 .00
R:'16?I a I 3 REALTY CORP 014-000-070- 553.00 20B.OO 345.00 .00
514-iOO STOREY. FAIBICIA A
;T3FEV. CAVIO
BA -000-043- 492.00 .00 492.00 .00
F.Jli'Z R t S RESET ( CORP 014-000-071- 553.00 208.00 345.00 .00 1:171 >': 3L1L1.-':, ;nPI5!0FriE
St'LLIVA'!, FRECEfilCI
9 8A -000-032- 193.25 .00 193.25 .0)
n-y.t'i R 1 5 REALTY CORP 016-000-074- 549.00 206.00 343.00 .00 c,-v, SOlilVAII, FiA'dD S
PEAESA 1 slULiVAH
011-000-132- 1940.00 .00 P4'i.0O .00
SOIHi R I S PEALTY CORP 014-000-074- 559.00 210.00 349.00 .00 Si;i" 'I'd':..-' 1, F KAPIHA
vm'-i, :;i;:iES';i 1 h; IPS
008-000-0)6- 412.38 .00 412.36 .00
R01477 R I S REALTY CORP 016-000-077- 559.00 210.00 349.00 .00
519-TOTAlS: 23,751.12 22, 12". 31
811698 f. I 5 REALTY CORP 014-000-078- 559.00 210.00 349.00 .00 1,626.81 .0.-
BOIH? R I S REALTY CDRP 016-000-079- 588.00 221.00 367.00 .00
ROITBO R I S REALTY CO.RP 016-000-080- 437.00 239.00 398.00 .00
p.''10O'' TAIIS'IA^, ALEIEAIir^A A 015-fO-Oll- 257. B5 .00 257. E5 .00
R017;i R 1 3 REALTY CORP 016-000-081- 427.00 234.00 391 .00 .00
lOOTO"
PARIOH, DA'.'IC P
TAIIME'. HEFPFRI H 017-1100-058- 1894.00 705.00 1187.00 .00
POITBJ R I S REALTY CORP 016-000-082- 450.00 244.00 404.00 .00
'9O3C0
lA'I'lEP, JEi--;i S
TERR,'. ELIZABETH A 011-000-207- 841.00 .00 Eil.OO .00
r.m:?3 R I S REALTY CORP 016-000-0B3- 592.00 222.00 370.00 .00
TOliCO IE7;iFR, ROGER R 8A -000-013- 133.55 .00 133.55 .00
ROIISh R I 5 RESLTi CORP 016-000-OB4- 5BB.O0 221.00 347.00 .00
IMSM
JA'IICE N IE5!1ER
lEIR^AIILI, HEFHEII I 0,:'7-( '10-009- 409.73 .00 409.73 ,00
(•01765 R E S REALTY CORP 014-000-085- 411.00 230.00 381.00 .00
ijlB'iO
CORIIItlE E lEIREAULI
THIEEAULI, JOYCE 013-000-023- .00 .00 .00 .00
Rill 793 R 1 5 REALTY CORP 014-000-093- 614.00 231.00 383.00 .00
TMTOO rJlEEALlT, lOlCE 013-000-061- 195.00 73.00 122.00 .00
(i'11794 8 I 3 REALTY COSP 016-000-094- 562.00 211.00 351.00 .00
SU703 IHISILE-ChFROLL DEVELDFtlENF CO 007-000-011- 3192.00 1198.00 1994.00 .00
RJIB;^ R ! :- REALTV CCRP 016-000-084- 907.00 341.00 566.00 .00
'02'.53 IHI5ILE-CARR0LL DEV. CO 007-000-122-003 2217.00 832.00 1385.00 .00
RI3M0 f.UIlJELL. JAKES R 014-000-046- .00 .00 .00 .00
rnrnv., CGnKA lee





102' := IHISILE-CARRSLL DEV. CO 007-000-122-009 631.90 237.00 394.00 .00
I02'i60 IHIEILE-CARROLL DEV. CO 007-000-122-010 631.00 237.00 394.00 .00
!'1E061 IHI51LE-CAFF0LL DEV. CO 007-000-122-011 631.00 237.00 394.00 .00
SJOI'O SAOEIT, UilLlAB R 003-000-027- 653.39 .00 653.39 .00
SACIETT. SHIPLEY F 102062 IH15ILE-CSF.R0LL DEV. CO 007-OOC-122-012 631.00 237.00 394.00 .00
M--700 SALIER. ;0H« J 007-00(-028- 117.10 .00 117.10 .00
SALTER, lASr A I02':63 IHISTlt-CARROLL DEV. CO 007-000-122-013 549.00 206.00 343.00 .00
18







\!!Wi IHISTlE-COSRCiLl OEV. CO 007-000-133-014 549.00 306.00 343. OC ,00
I"?;'65 THISRE-tflRCOlL DE'.' CO 007-oriO-133-015 549.00 304.00 343.00 .00
I')J«4 rHIEILE-CBFROLl DEV. CO 007-0(i0-l33-01t 549.00 304.00 343.00 .00
T ;'^^ IHiSllE-CliFPOLl DEV. CO 007-000-133-017 549.00 306.00 343.00 .00
i;i3('(9 THI3TIE-CSRR0U BE'.'. CO 007-000-133-018 549.00 304.00 343.00 .00
! Jit? iPISIlE-CfESSU DEV. CO 007-000-133-01'! 549.00 306.00 343.00 .00
I.iJU'''.! THI5ILE-CARR0LL K'l. CO 007-000-133-030 549.00 304.00 343. '30 .00
i':'j(iTi IHISI'.f-CBfdOLL DE«. CO 007-000-133-031 549.00 304.00 343.00 .00
In3li73 IHIflLE-CHEROLL DEV, CO 007-000-133-033 549.00 3.-)6.00 343.00 .00
''='171 THlSILE-CtPtCU OEV CO 007-000-133-033 549.00 306.00 343.0) .00
IflJ.174 IH!;iEE-'\1fl>0LL DEV CO 007-000-133-0311 549.00 306.00 343.00 .00
TMBOO IHIII'iFSOII, IMPEIICE
SNllE C THOIlPSCn
001-000-080- 1143.00 334.00 838.00 .00
1031(10 THORSE, LAURENCE A
pnSEIIflRV E IIIORNE
003-000-104- 3149.00 .00 3148,00 .00
•130B00 Ili'.CHUK fAVID
.10. CE IIOCHl'l
007-000-101- 1340.00 .00 1360.00 .00
LlSvXi lOFIII. SIEF'AEN J.
lOFIll, LI'II.A A.
019-000-084- 1303.79 .00 1303.79 .00
Ifl'tP-lO TOWIIE. IlICUAFC II
TRIJOV FCIIt'E
011-OO0-04B- 3746.00 .00 3746.00 ,00
JUiSOO T0HI!E,RICFARI);1I0F1IHEI!, BRUCE 0I3-0O0-133- 511.00 .00 511.00 .00
IR, BE lUnf REALI'i IRLI5I
IK53''C IJICH6L50II. F3LIL D
I'SRII.yN L lilCHOLSCII
017-'KiO-004- 1533.00 575.00 957.00 .00
'13501' IBHIIE, RlCWt
BELF REaH IBU3T
00t-0':'0-043- 3515.00 .00 3515.00 .00
Ilctiii) lOUIIE, RICHARD F 004-000-041- 593.00 .00 593.00 .00
II37"'-' ni"iE, RiCHSRC F
VSEIHEIl, tWE
004-000-036- 3303.00 1340.00 3063.00 .00
IP85(l TOUIiE. RICHARC H 0)4-000-040- 1755.00 .00 1755.00 .00
'I3;0'j lOII'.'E, F:CHAF3 II
lOl.'NE. IRUDV A
004-000-039- 3390.(0 .00 3390.00 .00
113100 lOUIIE, RICHARD V 013-000-134- 7537.00 3939.00 4708.00 .00
B H k'ORIliEN IR OF JfllllA
11330^ TOUIIE. rich;.bb V 013-0(0-056- 536.00 303.00 334.00 .00
B H l!MIHEN 1R115IEES JAMflfl R
tip;.,' lOt'llE, RICHARD, t!
U3RTHEII. Bfl''.E, H
004-000-006- 6334.00 337B,00 3956.00 .00
I17''if.;i lOBIISE'lD. un.LiAn G
io'.:;i;ei;d. .iojn a
009-000-138- 3353.00 1331.00 3033.00 .00
ii'a"? IRIHIAS. EFIPOS I;
JORIIVE IRIHIAS
013-000-019- 366.66 .00 366.66 .00
IliS'if IRBUBLi, lESlIE J
TPOI'EK. VALERIE
003-000-031- 1416.00 .00 1416.00 .00
t|.'.70O TROKBLV, LESLIE .1
IPB'lBli. VALERIE
003-OnO-057- 1575.00 .00 1575.00 .00
TI5100 FRUtlElJBRCn, ARIHOB C
IPIICIE'IBPCI'I, lARlll T
017-000-04B- 59B.0O .00 598.00 .00
'irsoo TF'JE. RICHARD K 011-000-153- 3.00 .00 3.00 .CO
:rb 3 IFUEri, FAIRICIA 1 016-000-035-003 1084.00 .00 1086.00 .00
rioior, riCIER. "OBFRI B
T'ICiER, FH'LLIS G
011-000-3'J6- 1180.00 443.00 737.00 .00
TliSOO tupiier. richard 6
iofii-;r. gril c
018-000-041- 1433.00 .00 1633.00 .00
TlcflOO IUF1!EP, FONAIC l!
I'A'HLEEII It IllRIIER
003-000-001- 3155.00 809.00 1344.00 .00
ii;900 TIIRIIER. PDHALD 11
lAIHLEEf 1! IL'RIIER
008-000-37G- 973.00 356.00 616.00 .00



























PAR HARBOR FEALTV TRUST
PAT '..RLELLA 1, LAIIE'EIICE DINE
FAR HARBOR PEALIV TRUST C14-0C0-018-
VILLELLA F 1 DHIEliT L TRUSTEE
VILLELLfl, PATRICIA 011-000-105-
L R D'HENT IR BAR HARBOUR REAL
VIIALE. EAIIIEL P 003-000-011-




B;0S'30 B'UTT. STAIILE. E
IIAITT. B.'.RPRRA R
1101700 USNt'ERS, 30HI] J
AI.'I.'A H '.lANtERS
'.KIS'.'O HARD, SEL'ON L
KAFC, JANET





li'JS'O 'JEPER, ROBERT C
FWLA H 'JEBER
l|i4100 UEIGEL. ALFRED P
W48!" l.'ELCII. KILLUn U
A BELCH, B'.B SOLOHOII
G05OO0 UENIUCRTH. P NICHAEL
1:EPF'( a UEIII'JORTH
IH0900 KENTUORIH DEVELOPNENI CORP.
UolJ.lt UENIUCRIH, PAUL S
P BONNIE NENTUORTH
1(05000 UENTUORTH DEVELOPOdENI CORP
UO55''0 aEMIUC'RIH. FICHAPD G
CKPttEW PI UEIIIUORIH
U'i5"':'0 HEIi:. ROBERI B
SHPfiii; E VEii:
U 410:1 IIHEELER. FFTEP U,
A'NA SIHECLe?, PEIER UILLIAN
l-'k'PO UHEELER. FEIER U
A'CO VHEELER. FETER lilLLIAN
«063.''C HHEELER, FEIER U
U1750.? UHIIE. MARr G, IFUSTEE
UHUE FfllllLV REALTY TR
ll'3550f I.HIIIEH, UlNSLOU E
il0?6i0 giCFERjHAIl. LOWLL A





UI3100 UILSOII. FPED S
hafiha misoi'
lll?4-'0 U.DHLERS. HARIIN R
JANE A HOHLERS
1115800 UOOIHEII. JAKE E
HAUPICE G UIPTHEN HEIRS































30.00 49.00 39.00- .00
1194.00 449.0'! 747.00 .00
3047.39 5"3.39 1565.00 .00
1739.00 653,00 1086.00 ,00
3190.00 1193.00 1998.00 .00
3561.00 943.00 1599.00 .50
1375.00 .00 1395.00 .00
13,068.39 8.361.00
3,807.39 .00
16.00 .00 16.00 ,00
.00 .00 .00 .00
163.95 .00 143.95 .00
437.47 .00 437.47 .00
1167.00 438.00 739,00 .00
6.17 .00 4.17 ,00
9.31 .00 9.31 .00
.34 .00 ,36 .00
673.51 .00 673.51 .00
3.00 .00 3.00 .00
481,00 181.00 300.00 .00
381.36 ,00 381.36 .00
3459.00 349.00 3410.00 .00
3340.00 .00 3340.00 .00
735.00 377.00 461.00 .00
389.93 .00 385,93 .00
3334,00 1314.00 3030.00 .00
1973,00 .00 1973.00 .00
1933.00 ,00 1933.00 ,00
443.00 .00 443,00 .00
594.91 .00 594.91 .00
3333.39 479.39 1843.00 .00
43,00 14.00 E4,C0 .00
485.00 .00 485.00 .00
1430.00 533.00 837.00 .00
1300.00 .00 1300.00 .00
3189.00 .00 3189.00 .00
448.84 .00 448.84 .00
1479.00 .00 1479.00 .00
33.00 ,00 33.00 .00
UOOEOO UFLtni' REAIT'J TRUST









t-:-I.| )|CKE "ft? BLK LOI SUB CU5R >R Flfi5I SECOM PfiOOF
enUNCE BILLING BILLING
2!-'i|0: Z-.:afl»V REfLIi COfP or NH lilt 01B-001-H1- JSI.CO .00 251.00 ,00
ioc-vjo z;:iiiii;;ii, .iiiiHoiiY J 013-000-079- iiJ7.oo .00 1127.00 .00
jsiiEi H :ji:iki!ii
:c:-foc zsFErB^, edussd f 013-000-103- luoa.oo .00 ioob.oo .00
FSSiH T ;«EMB«




GRAIID lOTfiLS; «9,fl76.7J 376,534.24
97,778.48 14. CO
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ioun Of f ice (Mi Salarie
ToUTi Off icerii; I:!: x p tj 1 1 ii e
I imo thy Deiiino iid
Barbara '3ul livavi
Alfred H, Br ick ett
B r uj ii ' i5 R :i. v e r- 13 i n d ev\ , 1 vi c
Capital Caiiih Re>;iii:.ter Co
IBM Corp,
National Market Repoi tiii,
N i-l lax C 1 :i. e c: 1 r s A ii; ii o c:
Rt;;giiii.try of Deediii.
Thcmpiiioii ' s Office rr od ,
Wheeler i. Clark
Computer P r o f e iS iii i o n a 1 is
C; ri t e 1
PA f A!;:;AS F
Karen lied demo a
I Ij n 13 r p .
1... II 3 A s ii; c i a t e 5 . 1 ri c
l< a T' e M 3 a 13 a VI k e vy t; h
ThompiiiOTi ' iii Off ice Pi o d .
Li a n k M e r i cl :i, a r
C a TM- i a g e T o hi re N e u iii-
Kerreth H. Clark
Citisieiis
\:.. a ii; 1 1 ! a m p iii t e a cl U ii i o n C It ij \- c h
f;- iii- CO A ward iii
W a m |;> iii t e a cl r> li a r m a ci y
The Haverhill Gaiiiette
Albert C, Lake
I- a u r e n ci e \\.. a si !l- e "\ r ii- b u n e
l_ e i t h ; ' !l. o w e r S3 h o i:i
Prise ilia R. L iiuil<-iu iiiit
NH Rec & Park Aiii-iiso c ia t io n
Plaiiii-toij Bank h, "\ ruiiit Co .
Ram R r in t i fi'i , I nc ,
R Ci k . C (i u n t y N e ij iii p a fi e r ii;
Re i| iiiit ry of Ueediii
Salem S ci r e e n P i • i u t e i iii
3tate of Hew liampii;hire
The 1686 Houii;e
n i II I- e a i.i! e v (3 o r p o r a t ii. o n
Haro Id l-l i 1 1 iamiii
H a m P r- i 1 1 t i- n j , \. n (ii ,
A m ii; ti e i' cl a m
B T> a iii y 13 u ii; i n e ii; <i; I" o r in ii; , 1 n ci
Kenneth H, Clark
(3 111 ji! liter P r o f e iii ii; i o n a J- ':-,
"\ imo thy Deiicio nd
east Coast I.. umber
Roger h R ii. ci h a i" d C r v:i v e ii;
1 -I a III |ii <i; t li? a cl I'' h a v in a iii y
I- c k e Off ii- Ci e P i- o cl u c t ii , 1 n c
iiarshall an iii Curi-ft
Nat. P' i r e P i o t e (ii t- ii- o ii A iii ii; o
Nl-I Ounicipal Aiiiiiio c iat io n
7027





























2 , 343 00 7031





















































( t a ]-
100 .00
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R am P f ii- II t i- ii g , 1 o ci
.
1 reaiiiure , State of NH
State of Nei.i Hayiipii;h ire
T h Til p s n ' ;; Cj f f ii. ci e I- ' i o d .
Treaiiiurer, State of NH
Nat. P ii- r e P r o t e ci t. ii- o n A ii; iii o
NP: States 13, P.O. A.
N M A ii; iii c . f A ii; s e ii> ii; ii- ii g
Nil C i ty & l"o wn C lerk ' ii;
Nei,i Hampshire G . I- . , A ,
N H M (1 n i (ii ii. 9 a 1 A ii; ii; o iii ii. a t ii. o ii
N PI M u n i c i |:i a ]. 3 e ci , A ii; s o c
PI a m p iii tea cl P li a r m a (ii y
Leith P lower Shop
P 1 a ii- iii 1 1,1 ; j a f 1 k f< '\ r u ii; t C o .
R (ii k i li g I'l a III C o u n t. y Probate
Kenneth I! . Clark
I"' T i ii; c i 1 !l. a R . \... i n (il c| u ii. ii; t
Pitney Boueii;
I- ' s t ill a s t e r , l-i a in p ii; t e a d , (-! I-
1
I'-' r ii. ii; (ii ii. .1. .!. a R . I... ii. n cl <:\ u ii. ii; t
i< a r e n S a p a ii k e vy Ci l"i
I'r iidy A . Co wne
AT & T ConsuTiier Sales i.
i^ew England Tel(i?pho lie
C 11 i,j ay (!) f f ii. (ii e P r o d u (ii t ii;
IBM Corp,
I,- (ii k e f f ii- c e I-' r o cl u Ci t- ii; , 1 n ci
Kenneth li . Clark
Steven li , IT -ii i in ii;
P r ii- ii; c i \. 1 a R , I- ii- ii ci 1 1 u ii- iii t
I:;, (ii M , P u t n a m , 2 11 d
Karen Sapankevych
Paul Uentuorth
J oil a U. 13 r OSS
! r y e r , F' a i- n el]- is I" 1 em ii- n s:
M a 1 Ci 1,3 1 e ci t r « ii ii- c ii;
Ualter 13. Eatoi,
I- e iiisard Appraisal 'c,':::v-j.
Dawn Shaw
Paul Ue (it worth
Carey, Oachon & Clukav , PC
Town Officers Expe
1:3 1 e c t i n a n (il Reg ii- ii; t r a t x o n
M ichael R . Auger
L. ii. n (il -il 13 a e (1 ii- g
Peter Beane
Ellen 0, Bv:;ane
J u 1 i e B e (il r o s i a n
131 iiii abet h Boisse
Margaret Bo len
j y (ii e 13 a i r n ii;
D n n a (3 a r i (il e o
P;isie ( , Carideo
Charles Clark
M a r- y i!) ]- a r k
M a u r e e n P: a s t in a n
V a 111 e 1 1 a 1:3 a ii; t in a n
Ci 1 a i T- e P 1 a q g
i3harleTie P Laherty
H a r i e G e o r g e
Meronica Griffin
James ITaT-t ung
T 11 (II a ii; I- ii- n d g u i ii; t
13 a V i d M o r r i s











































































































































R i c h 3 r cl M u s h i a 1




Ralph R n ey
Mary Ann Sarbanis
G r a c e Saul n i e r










J a ii e U r t h t^ n
M a u r i c e Wort i i e n ,J r .
Karen Yasenka
Evans Printiiig ilovnpany 't
L HS Assoc: i a t es , 1 n c *
Ll-IS Associates, Inc i
Postmaster, llampst ead , f-ill 't
u '3 1 a s Mf 9 . I" r |;> . i
LHS Associates, Inc *
Ele
U V e i: VI t 13 u :i, J. d 1 VI '3 <:
ln(
VI and Registration
I n c .
i- Nil
If.
, :i: VI c *
*
D u =1 1 n Oil C VI I r* a v i y ,
P u b 1 i c S e r V i c e C o . >
Action Equipment Co
E a s t (."; a s t L u m b e r
H a in p s t £^ a d r- i r em e n ' s
Ne -ban , I n t; ,
R ci S Carp e t
S e r V p r o f II a v e r h i 1.
1
S i m p 1 e X
G , A , W a t s n & 3 o n s ,
M i c h a e 1 R . A u g e r
Peter IJeane
Leo J . C; u 1 1 i n a vi
Sean U . C u r r a n
Steven tJ . Harms
James Mac tuny
Shaun La id lay
T hi m a s I.', i n d q u i s t
John M . Newoian
John Crepeau
Don's Market, 1 n c: .
D u s 1 n iJ i 1 Corn p any ,
East Coast Lumber
East 1 1 a rn p s t e a d T r u s t w o r t li
y
H am p s t e a d H a r d u a r e
H am p s t e a d P 1 i a r m a cy
H, A, Holt ^ Sons
S h a iij n Lai d 1 a u
Priscilla R. Lindquist
Poland 3 p r i n ') D i s t .
Powell Supply Co.
Radio E X c h a n <3 e
Roc1<ingham Sau t. Equip Co
Coca Cola li o 1 1 1 i n g C o .
S enter Auto Supply, Inc.
Spectrouax Corporation
Thompson's Office Prod,
Robert H. 13 linn
Kathe Cussen
Q b 1 e s C h e V r 1 e I:. , I n c ,
Dunn's Equipment
Dust on Oil Company, Inc.
East Coast Lumber














































































































































r t a 1
7081




E me r s o n A v e n u eG r e e n h o u «; e s $
P. a y m o n d I" 1 a h e r t
y
t
H amp stead Consultants $
llampstead Garage *
H a r 1 d ' s L o c k svn i t h i>
Huckins Oil Company '.H
T h e Knox C o m p a ny *
Javnes M, Lavelle Assoc, $
M e a r s 1 r- a c: t o i s 1 ii c: , *
P 1 a n d ;3 p v i n g I.) i s t , i>
R a d i E X c h a vv fi e $
C c a i:; 1 a B o 1 1 1 i n g C o , *
S a n b r n E n t e r p r i s e <:; *
S t a t e of N e w H a vn ij s h i r e S
Thompson's Office Prod, *
D u s 1 (1 i 1 (3 m p a n y , I n c . *
Public Service Co, of Nil *
D u s 1 n ;i. 1 C a vn |:> a n y , 1 n c , 't
P u b 1 i c; Service Co, o f NH !•
D u iii t. n Oil 1 3 rn p a n y , Inc. 't
P u b 1 i <:: 3 e v" v i c e Co, o f Nil -I:-
13 u. 5 1 n i 1 (3 o m p a n y , 1 n c . 'Ii
P u b 1 i c: S e r v i c e C o , o t N H
,J Iv n U , C r o s
s
D em e r- ;; PI a t e G 1 a ss
I... e 1 i 1 e R o o f i n g (3 o , , I n c ,
3 1 r a f f r d C o ra vn u n :i. c a t i o n s
C a r- r i a g e T o u n g N e ii) s
East Coast Lumber
F r e s h u a t e r I-" a r rn ?;
Ha rn p s t e a d (3 o n s u 1 1 a n t s
The Haverhill Gazette
I-' 1 a n d S3 p r i n g D i s t ,
P r (' , T r- a f f i c M a r- k i n g s
U n i n 1... e a d e r- (3 o r p o r a t i o n
G , A . U a t s V( it S o n s , I vi c ,
llampstead Garage
K m e VI d a ' b II e 1 d i n g& T" a b r i c ,
3 e n t e r A u t o iii u p r> 1 y , I n c ,
D u !ii 1 n (!) i 1 C o m !:> a n y , 1 n c:: ,
r' u b i i c S e r • v i c: e i.3 o , o f H I -I
P a t r^ i c: i a C h r> :i. ts t e n =e n
J Cl h vv C r- e |;> e a u
E d D e 1 r ey
E a s t (3 a s t L u m I;) e r
[:. a s t H a m p s t e: a d T r' u s t w or- J. Ii
y
H a in p s t e a d C i v i c C 1 u b
H a r 1 d ' s I... o c k sm i t h
G,A, Uatson *i Sons, lire,
Robert Boulter *
Overhead D o o r o f 1 1 a m p s t e a d i>
I r i S t a t e S i g n 1 n c , -l--
IJ i J Insulators 't
I::! a s t C a s t I... u m b e r • *
l< rn (;) n d a ' s U e 1 d i n g i> E a b r~ i c , Ji
Priscilla R, Lindquist *
T' i rn b a r 1 a n e P 1 ate G 1 a •;; b C o 'K
G,A, Uatson & Sons, Inc, '\>
I' iij n G V e r' ir rn e rv l. 13 u i 1 d i n g ;;;
6u :i. Id i.ng 1 vi spect io n
Kenneth 11. Clark





























































































































P 1 i <:: e D e p a r t rn e n t
Uil 1:1. am "i . Alvie
A n n 13 e a u cl o :l. rr





















































































'7 "1 "1 i'\
7:i.:l.0
7 :l. :l.
7 :l. :!. :l.
7 :l. :l. :l.
7 1 1 :l.
7 :i. :i. ;:!
D SI ;i. e A , I.; li :i. 1 cl
s
*
Shant; (5, Ch:i. Ids t
y :L V :i. an R . t; !!. a v
k
$
..John U, Cross *
I... :i. s a C u 1 1 :i. ri g $
Wi :U. iam J, Cyr *
llatu-:/ Deanum $
A :i. ]. a ti T . F' t- a I u s *
..) a m e -i 1... , Gar :i. e p
y
ili
C . 1:;: a r 1 e G o v cl o ii $
f her esa Kno x ^H
R b f? V t K n x *
Dan:i. e!!. Ko inen da *
K a T- j e I... a i ci 1 a u $
,.) u II e 1... e 1 i :i. e i
U:i. :i. J. iam J. 1... e t o :i. :i. e ., Jr *
I... :i.sa P, Cuttiuig *
l< e? II II e t li F' . w
e
ii $
B r u c: e R o I:) e r t <;; 51;
Ooiiaild M, RcbETts, Jr. *
F, Car:i. Rogers $
1» ri II i s F , S III :i. t li f
I"' r e cl U h :i. t :i. w g $
^) y c; e tJ o o d m a u 'li
!:! Ii 1 :i. n g 53 p o r t. s S u p f> 1. :-/ $
,..l s e p h B e a u d o i ii i:
3 h a ii e G . G h i I d s *
IJ a y II £: E , D u in a s '1>
,.J a in e s I... , G a r :l e \> y 't>
H amp stead Harduiare f
I!) a n :i. e :i. K o iii e n d a i
U:j. :i. liam J, L.eto:!. :i.e, Jr $
Moore & Mart i
Kenneth P , Owen $
Ram- -1... i. ne $
R i. ]. ey ' s S p c r t S h o p I n c: . $
3 li t :i. n g 3 p o r t s S ii p p 1 y $
N e p t » n e , :i: n c , *
!:> li t :i. n g 3 p o r t <;; S u i:) p I y f
[) a :i. e A , C; l;-i :i. :i. cl s *
Statt; of NH *
S t raff r d C o mm u n :i. c ii t :i. o n s f
U r ;i. g 1 1 1 C o mm 1 1 n :i. c a t :l. o n s I n <:: t
AT Cl T C n ;:; u m r S a !!. e s fi *
New F:: n g 1 a n d (' e :i. e p h o n e $
1 . A . I... , e: . r- . :i:
.
*
Nil A <:;s o c: :L a t :i. o n o f G h :i. ef s $
FJepartment of Safety $
Goodyear *
Fl a 111 p s t e a d Garage *
K :i. n n ey ' =; G a r' a g e %
U:i. ].:i. iam J. I.etoilFe, Jr %
T 1 1 e I., u I:) e K i. n g i>
Merrimack Oail. 3. ey Tire :Fnc: t
S a n t) r n f;: 1 1 1 e r |:> r i 5e «; $
S enter A u t o S u p p 1. y , in c: , t
Uhoiesale lire Ctr $
A 1 1 :i. e d FS u s i n e s b P r o d u c; t s 'i
[.) i c t a p h II e i|i
Uay ne I-: . f)uma!i; t
Uii:i. iam J. l...etoiie, Jr *
F.. r a i P r e s ;:; 1 n c , f
Neptii ne , I nc: , -^l;
8 e n t e r Auto S u p p 1 y , I n c: . t>




G m p u t e r P r o f ess i o n a 1 s $
Fryer, Parneli & F'leming i
Flampstead Pharmacy i
S u s a n Fl a s t i n g s *
Haverhii:!. Radiological *
IBH Corp, *
Uilliam J. l...etoile, Jr t
l...oral Press Inc. *
P s t m a <ii t e r , 1-1 a m p s t e a d , N II 't>
l-l a II) p =i t e a d P h a i-m a c y $
Uilliam J, Letoile, Jr *
Uhaleco-Cal lahan *




























































































































































































































.." „.. \) /
7208
7208
F) a :i. e A . C F i :i. 1 d s
,.J li a n cl e F! e s c: li e
U m n i C mm u n i c a t :i. o n s
P :F a i •-, 1 u) A Cl u a r i. u m
R a 111 P r :i. ii t i n g , !F n c: ,
( r :i. I. g a a r d
U i, 1 :i. i a m T . Ah :i. e
Uale A, i;hilds
S li a n e G , C h i 1 cl s
II e n r y F) e a in o n
Alia ri T , F' r a t u s
James 1... . Gar iepy
C . ¥.. a r 1 e; G o r cl o ii
F' Fl ere s a Knox
R l::i e r t K 11 o x
Pi a n :i. e 1. K o m e n cl a
Kenneth P. Owen
F" r e d Ul h :i. t :i. n g
F- r y e r , P a ni e 1 1 & F ' ]. em :i. n g
3 1 1 a fl e (3 . G \\ :F 1 d s
N , Fl . Ret i r e in e n t S y ;ii t em
Kenneth P . Owen
F' red U \\ :i. t :F n g
Go dy ear
Ne will an Ford Sales, Inc.
U h e 1 e n f; n g i n e e r :i. n g G, o
'0 I ic:e Depar tmen t
F" :i. r e F) e p a r t m e n t
M a r c: Auger
Kerry Clark
R g e r C u s li ;i. n g
Uayne Devita
N e :i. :i. E in e r s o n
,.) a in e 5 G i :i: mar t i ii
Susan Fla stings
Walter M. Hastings, III
Pal p Fl P (1 Ii ey
Paul lien two rth
M a u r 3. c e IJ o i t h b n J i ,
At' S, r Consumer Sales &
AT f< "I 1 nforinat io nCy steins
N ew E n g 1 a n cl f e 1 e p h o n e
C:: e n • C o m
Glenn P. Clark
Fiast Coast LumFier
M 1 I' 1. a , F n c .
"i Fl m p s au ' s f f i c: e F'' r o d .
Uright Communications Inc
F! r cl e i' A r e a M u t u a :i. A :i. cl
I n t e r s t a t e E in e r g e n c: y G ii :l t
Nat, I" i r e F' i- o t e c; t :i. on As s o
Nil A ss c :i. a t :i. o n o f I" :i. r e
Nil State Firemen's Assoc.
Beverly Dean
Susan l-last ings
Ne- Sa u , I nc .
P e n n Culver t C o .
P 1 a n d ;3 p r i n g I.) i s t ,
S u p e r i o r Hy d r a ri t
C n way A s s o c i a t e s , 1 n c .
Fire Tech i< Safety
Jaffrey i"ire ProtectionCo
Fi e 11 ' s U n i f r m s
Conway Associates, Inc.
Gregg R , S t i 1 e B
Uilliam R. Clark
Neil l:::merson
G r e e n w o o cl E i re A f>
p
a r a t
u
s
K inney ' s Gar age
U , . P e r k i. n s
S enter Bro s , , I nc ,
8 enter A u t o 3 u |:i p :F y , :F n c: ,
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F a u I. U e n t w o r
Alfred H. Brickett
A 1 b e r t u b o ;i. s , J r .
Neil Eme'TSOTi
Glen n F i t t. -i
Walter H. Hast Ir.fis ,
U 3 1 1 11 ri t . ,.! h vi , ,J r , *
J. Michael Sullivavi *
Avnerican Modular l3odyCorp *
C n iij a y As; s o c i a t e s , 1 nc . 't'
Oust on Oil Company, l-nc. *
Easit Coast lumber *
Fire I'ech & Safety
Fir-e? Service I\ist"
J a ine -3 l3 i 1m a r !'. i n
L t u t e
Granite State rireSy stems
Granite State FireSystsms











d u nt. on
E a s t Coast L u m Ij e i
l< r i 5 1 p h e r £m e r 3 o vi
P' i r e C h i ef M a g a x i n e
Fire Pro tect io n Pub ,' i r r
Keven Pitts
,J a 111 (
3d House of Pi;







W 3 1 1 e . . .
Harold Lamb
N a t. . ! •" i 1* e I--' f o t e c t i o vi
NH Fire Standards i,
Ptjrsson




Went bjo r th
;ivic Supply
s Marl': et , I nc: .
East Coast Lumber
^.aii.c-.:i G i Imar t in
H a m p s t e a d H a r d w a r e






E r i c
U a 1 1 n
G r e 9 ':j
J . Mi !
T r i a n g 1 e






1 1 a r 1 d
G , A .
Pbick ins Oil Compa
D . M . Burns
u e r r y . _ . -
New England
Tbompso n ' _ .-
Moore t, H a r t
ny
Security
Fire U e ri a r t rn e n t
'' -- Telepho ne
Office Pro.




H a in p 5 1 e a d E me i g e nt. y P e s c: u e
Harold Lamb
Medical Products











John R. Hillner *
M ike' s I... a n d s c a f i ri g -l--
v e r h e a d o o r o t H a rii p s t e a d t>
Dennis Pepper *
Caro 1 Persso n *
The Pill Box *
Postmaster, Hampstead, Nil i


























































































































































R c k f r d M e d i c a 1 t^ '
Gregg Stiles
Cen-Com
C 1 a r k S u r g i c a 1 C o v p
Dyna Industries
Frontline lii: m€ r g e n c i,
G r- a p li i c V, o n l. r o 1 <;;
Medical Products
Medtronic Andover M
l-l , I... , Moore D x- u g £. x c;
NH Welding Supply
N r t li A m e r i c a ti M e d i
Parkland M e d i c; a 1 Ce
Eric Persson
Physio Co nt ro
1
Rockford Medical I,
S e n t e r A u t o ii! u i > <? 1y ,
T i m b e r 1 a n e P late G
1
C e 1 1 u 1 a ( (J n e
C e n - C Til
M 1 r 1 a , I n c; ,
Cen-Com
K inney ' s garage
The Haverhill Ga:xet
P a t m a s t e r , II a m p s t e
D e r ! y Ma i" i n
e
Susan Hastings
M e d i c: a 1 \'r o d u c t s
NH Welding Supply
M r ey s U n i f o r m s. &
Merck 'Sharp & iJohvne
R e s c u e S '-\ u a d
% 125,00
;;!afety * 856 , 97
* 847 . 45






e d i c: a 1 il> 258.52
h a n g e 'h 3,074 ,71
% 279,81
cal ik * 1 ,069,60
nt.er * 60 , 70
il; 116.50
* 261 ,88
S a f e t y * 144,37
1 n c , * 5,20




* 578 , 00
* 616,87
te * 10,25
ad, NPI * 24 , 89
i 2,110,00
* 14,00
if. 67 , 50
il; 34,21
* 1 ,799,40
* 93 , 52
$18 ,842 ,60
r' 1 a n n ;i. n g an d "Z o n ;i. n
g
Susan Hastings




Susan 1 1 a s t i n g s
f f i c e 1 a n d
R a vii I ' r i n t i n g , 1 n c ,
"( h 111 p <ii n ' s f f ;i. c e Prod,
A I' & [ Consuiiier Sales i-.
N e iij £ n g 1 a n d "\ e 1 e r> 1 1 one
Susan Hastings
P !:; t 111 a s t e r , I-I a m p s tea cl , N PI
C 11 a r 1 e :; C , Ma v- 1 i n , A <:; <:; o c ,
Rockingham County Cons,
Susan Hastings
C h a I- 1 e s C , Mart i n , A s s o c ,
Registry of Deeds








Nil Municipal A s s o c; i a t i o n
Plaistou Bank ^< 'I rust Co ,
Registry of Deeds
HNH - Center for Lifelong
Susan Hastings
I"
r yen, Pa r n e 1 1 (n F" I em i n
g
R c k i n cj i i a m P I a n n i n g C o inm ,
R i Ve I' s E II '::] :i. n ee r i n g C o i p ,
R c k i n g li a m C o u n \. y C o n s ,











































[J a iij Ti S li a irj 'i
("he Haverhill, ijazette *
I... u c k e C) f f :i, t: e P i ^ o cl u r t s , 1 n t. *
1^ a fii I ' r i (1 1 i n :! , I n c; . 'i
< h 111 15 s cs 1 1 ' s f r :i. c e P iMi cl . *
P 5 1 m a s t e r , ! i a rii |:) s t e a cl , NH *
NM Municipal Association $
F" ryer , P a r- n e 1 1 & !'" 1 evn i ri
g
't
B a V cl f A cl j u s t m t> n t
Le>gal
7502 Daniel D. Ciean *
7502 Equity Publishing Corp. $
7502 P ryer , Parnell f. Fleiiring t
7502 Loughlin & Made $
7502 Lau Off ices of IJi.i . Pa nnel 1 $
otal Legal
1 n s u, (^ a n c: e
7503 American Eiankers
7 5 3 H e a 1 1 li 1 n s u r a n c el r u s t , 1 n .:
7503 The Insurance Exchange
7503 Internal Revenue Service
7503 Laurence Eagle Iribune
7503 Morris Insurance Agency
7503 NH Municipal' Uneviip loyriu?n'l
7503 Nil Municipal Uorkers'

























Rock . C; u n t y (; mm . Act i o vi
7602 R c: k . C o u n t y C o mm . A c; t :i. o n i 1 ,44 3 .
Total Rock. County Co mm. Action $1,443.00
Lamprey Health Center
^603 Lamprey Health Care
fotal Lamprey Health Center
1 ,000 . 00
$1 ,000 .00
Center fori, if e Management
7604 Center - Life Management % 6,132.00
Total Center forLife Management $6,132,00
e r r y y i s i t i n g Nurses
7605 Derry Visiting Nurses -li 15,968.00
Total Perry Misiting Nurses
R e t :i. J' e d S e n i o r o 1 u n t e e i' s
'606 Retired Senior Volunteer $
$15, 968. 00
)0 . 00
1 t a 1 I n s; u r a n c: e !i92,137.53 Total Retired Senior Oolunt $500 . 00
Unemp loyviient
NH Municipal Unemployment 713
, 69 ;-607
Family Mediation
Family Mediation Progra 2,626,50
10 t a I Unemp loymen
t
A m b u 1 a n c: e
3 h ana h a n
A m b u 1 a n c: e
750!














I t a 1
* 22,500.0'
Solid Uaste Disposal
Marc: P . A u g e i-
M i c 1 1 a e .1. I* . Auger
B a n g Si D e v e ]. o f m e n t C o v p ,
I- e t e r !!! e a n e
Gate's Rubbish Removal
S e a n B . (;; u r r a n
D e p e n d a b 1 e
H a r 1 d ' s; 1... o c k sm :i. t h
J a iTi i--; s H a r t u ti g
I iij n f K i n g s t o vi
"I h m a s I... i n d q u i s t
,..lo hn M . Newman
N II nun i c; i p a 1 A s <:; o c: i a t i o n
Solid Waste Disposal





















R c: l< , C Ti i 1 d .5. f" a 11 1 i 1 y Service
7608 Rock i n g h a m C;. Pi i 1 d &
T t a 1 R c k . C h i 1 cl 6, 1 a m i 1 y S e r v i c e
S c: k :i. n g h a rii PI o s p i c: e
7 6 9 R c k i n g Ira in PI o s p i c; e
'(' t a 1 R c: k i n g h a m II (s <5 p i c e
'610
Vic Geary Center
Vic Geary D r o p I n C e n t e r
$500.00
$176,314.94 Total Vic Geary Center
$ 750 , 00
$750 . 00
$ 4,000.00



























































H ighwav Department -Suiiiiiier
Kenneth Si. Eienedicl *
J h n D . I3 r o n n & c l< i
Dale A. Chi Ids *
3 h a n e (3 . Chi 1 d s $
D a V i d R . C p g 1 a n d %
Ly m a n C u r r i e r $
A r t h Li r K £^ a i- 1 ey !|i
F r a n i;: i a G , N e s t o r $
Kenneth P. Uuen *
Jeffrey Ouens S
R g e I' S a n b o r n $
Trudy A . To lune i>
Robert J . 1 a uj n e i|i
Christian '/lalenti *
Fred Uhiting *
Bangs Development Corp. 'i
D e p e n d a b 1 e $
Walter M. Hastings, 111 «
Dean C . I-I o u a i' cl C o n s t , , ], n c; $
DCH Inc. *
F rank C . H o u a r- d $
a b e r '.'. v.] l"i n s ri '^iJ
Ne-Sian , I nc . $
Fran c i s G , N e ;= t « v *
E; a n b r n f:. n t e r p r i s e '; , 1 ti c; . t
Ta;naracl< Tree Service $
Richard Toirne $
l-J r t h e n [f r o 1 1 1 e r si C o n i=. l , $
Clyde Earle $
l£ a s t C a s t I... u in b e r $
F i e 1 d P r e c: a s t C o i p . '\>
jiampst'ead Hardware *
H amp stead PhaTinacy t
1 1 i U d Acres t
Penn Culvert Co, $
R A K Industries *
R i 1 a P I- e c a s t C o n c r e t e $
Samson Fastener Co. , Inc. $
3 1 r a n cl e 1 1 F q u i p m e n t 't
U r t hen 13 r o t h e r s C o n s t . i
B r X Paving H a t e v- i a 1 s , 1 1 1 c. '!>
AT i, f Consumer Sales &. t
D u st n Oil Co mp any , I n c; , $
Fas t C a s t L u rn io s r $
HaTTip stead Phannacy *
Bob Moseley «
tiH Fence Company $
I ' •= fi n Cn 1 ye r t C o . $
R A K Industries t
R u 1 s 1 n E X <:. a v a t i n g C o . t
Paul Staff i. Sons *
State of NH US i-, PCD $
Strafford ComTiiun icat io ns f
Walter J . Z i..j e a r c a n $
Barrett Paving Materials $
Br ox Paving Mater ia Is , I nc $
N H B i t um i n u s C o in f> a n y , 1 n c; 'f.
Dependable *
DCH Inc. *
A 1 H y t t< Sons, j: n c . -|;
Jamma Realty Trust *
Uorthen Brother's Const, f,
NH Fence Company $
NH State Prison $































































2 , 700 00
•82,279 00







































































Glen ;:i , I ; m e r' <•; o n $
David l-reeman , ,..Iy . <|i
R i:i e r t l< t< o x $
Stephen C. I... ake *
Richard 3. Leather $
Uilliain G. Letoile $
Bryan D. Marshall $
C r a i 3 K y e r $
F' r a !i c: i b G . He s t o r a
Kenneth P. Ouen $
R g e r S3 a n I;) o r n i|;
Bradley Silsbee $
T r u. d y A , T (i w n e $
Ro bert J , T o une $
Donald f'urner $
F r e d IJ h i t i n g $
r^ b e i t B u 1 1 e r $
Daniel Brickett );
C u n tree I .. a w n $
Frank C. Howard $
K :i. n n ey ' s G a i- a g e t
R i c: k y I... ;i. z o 1 1 e $
H y e r B r o 1 1 1 e r s %
Ne-San , I nc . <|,
F" r a n c i ii; G , N e s t o r' •;);
T I'l 111 a s P !l. e i
R 3 1 { li R n ey H;
S a 11 b r n I!:! n t e r p r :i. b e b , I n c . 't
Robert Stewart t
1 a in a r a c: k i i' e e S e i v :i. c e 'i>
R i c h a r d 1 o w n e *
Pasquale V it ale *
: 3 t e p h e n U e n t u o r t h t
Uorthen Brothers Const. *
Bruce Uorthen *
I n t e r II a t i o n a 1 S a !l. t C o . ^i
A 1 1 a 11 1 i c P :i. w 13 1 a d e (3 o . <i
B r X P a V i n g Mate r i a 1 s , 1 n c i
Fast Coast Lumber *
H w a I- d P . P' a i r f i e I d , 1 n c . i
R , C . H a z e 1 1 o ii (3 o . , J. n c . *
R A K :[ n d u b t r i e ;; *
;3 a rn s o n I" a <:; t e n e r (3 o . , 1 n <:: . 'I;
F. W, Sleeper $
El . U , i3 !l. e e p e r C o , $
DCH Inc. *
AT *< r Consumer Sales & $
t; n u a y A ii; b o t; i a t e s , In c: . *
H amp stead Pharmacy *
N e III 1:3 II g 1 a n cl 1' e 1 e p h o n e *
R A K Industries *
Road Agent Association *
E. U. Sleeper '\'
S; . N . H . C; mm u ii :i. c: a t :i. o n b *
!3 1 1- af f r d l3 o m
r
nun i c; a t i o n ;;; *
Auto E 1 e c 1 1 i c S e t' v i c o , l! n c: i
II a rn p s t e a d II a r d w a i~ e; 'l>
K i n n ey ' s G a r a g e *
':'> a n b r n l£ n t e r |:> i' :i. s e s *
E. U. Sleeper *
N e u £ n g 1 a n d C e 1 e p h o n e *
Tamarack Tree Service *
Barrett Paving Materials ^K




































































































































Highway Dept U inter $148,277,00
Total H i ;.1 1 1 way D e p a r t in e n t - S u mine r *227,900,00
S tree t I... i g h t i n g
H i g h IJ ay D e p t . - U i n t e r
7301 Paul Bernard
7301 Daniel Brickett








00 ( t -i
* 794 50
P. X t:' t e I I-I a in p ton 13. !l. e c: 1 1 :i. c; $
Public: Service Co. of NH i|i
S 1 1' e e t L i g h t :i. n g












































f t a 1
Carriage Touiie N ::'i. s $
F r y e r , P a r~ n e 1 1 & 1= lerni vig $
H e a 1 1 h 1 1> B u r a ii c: e I- u !;. t , 1 vi c: $
1 ngravn/Ua 1 lacw *
1... i. brai-y T t- u ?; t ££: «;. *
N H ii 11 n 1 c i p a 1 U n e np 1 y in e ri t *




:i. a i s 1 hi B a n k i< "r ust Co
,
t>
R c: k , C u ri t y N t; w iP apei- s *
M i c h a e 1 R , A u 9 e r $
Peter Beane t
M a f y ,.) i-:o a 11 C: 1 b u r 1 i
...1 u cl i -t h C I- li.i 1 £;Y $
i^ 1" iij 1 >?:/ , K a t ii o? r :i. It- $
S £) a 11 B , C u I I a ti *
J a VII e s 11 a r t u 11 <;i *
...loan u HenineBsey $
3 h a iij n 1... a i cl 1 a w $
T h m a s 1... i ri cl q u i 5 t !l-
A SI 11 e s M a r t i n %





,.) a n e t T h i b u 1 t ;H
,..! u cl i -t h C t- iij 1 £:y *
E 1 i a. a b e t h R n ey *
J u cl i t h C r iij 1 e^y !|i
C r w I ey , l< a t h e r :i. it e *
E: 1 iz aljE't h Ro nC'V *
I... :i. b r a r y
U a 11 e T' a .1. A b s i n t a n <:: e
AH Br ickett , "I a X Collector *
C u s t e a u ' b \' h r i t i. ui a y 1;
Janet R, Oilts: t
Do 11 ' s Market , Inc, *
Eva K . G 1 1 1 a s p y $
Leu:i.5 Builders inc. $
Pen tucket Baiik *
Public Service Co, of Nil $

































































































P a t r i t i c r> u r |;i i
Theatre Res, for Youth
T :l.m b e r 1 a n e T r a n s p r t a t ioi\
Treasurer, State of Nil
P a t r i c i a C h r :i. =; t e n s e n
Elderly Dinner fund
E d n a f 1 e t c ti e r
Map leva le Cur key Farm
P r 1 1 a n d M u s e urn f Art
3 a n b i- n ' :;
Hal 1 smith- Sysco
J i VII b e r 1 a n e T r a n =ii|:> r t a t :l. n
U i Ti n i 1:1 e s a u k e e F 1 si c) =; h i ri
U Scott Bates
P a t r i c i a C h r i s t e v. s e vi
N e 1 s n C u r v~ i n
Don ' s Market , Inc .
East Coast I.. uvnber
Thomas Frank
I -1 3 m p s, t e a d Ha r d uj a r e
H a III F> s t e a d P h a r ir. a c y
I VI t e r s t a t eT' r i:> h i e s& G i f t s
Mark-All Industries, Inc,
,.) e n n i f e r 1
1
1... r a 1 i e 1
1
Kevin 1... , Pato n
J h e P i 1 1 f) X
D U S t i n P VI s
U h i t i,.i r t h ' s
Gate's Rubbish Revnoval
East Coast I... uvnber






I" u e 1 1 S u |:> p 1 y (; .
Water Test Corporation
Youn'ii Br OS. Well & Puvnp Co
H a r ] d ' s L. c k svn i. t h
Megan Murphy
Toys-R-Us
A p p V- a i s a 1 S e i^ v i c: e 5;
Fryer, Parnell (^ Flevning
C; a r 1 G a u v i n
NH Municipal Association
D u s t i n P Ii s
P s t vn a s t e r , H a vn p i:; t e ad, N 11
Thompson ' s f f i c e I"' r d ,
A T i, r C n s u vn e r S a 1 e s &
N e III E n g 1 a n d T e 1 e p h n e
P u. b 1 i c 3 e r v :i. c e C , f N H
The Citadel
Tufts University
* 200 , 00
* 1 ,070,00
$ 25 . 00
* 74 . 68
* 350 . 00







* 5 . 49




* 36 , 00
* 45 . 38
'i 108.93
i 233 , 90
* 70 . 00
$ 14.99
$ 14.99
t> 5 . 49
* 13.80
* 70 . 49




* 3 , 385 . 00
* 2,732.00
* 87 . 07
:|; 300 . 00
<.|:- 65.42
* 69 . 74
* 130.00




i 200 . 00
i 90 . 00
* 8 . 76






il> 322 . 98
* 500 . 00
* 500 . 00
8201 Evnersoii A venueGreenho uses *
8201 H amp stead Lions Club $
8201 Leith Flouer Shop $
3201 Scots Hi;:)hlander Band «
I 1 a 1 P a t r i t i c F' u r p B e s
P a r k s a n d R e c r e a t :i. n
8301 U Scott Bates t
8301 Patricia Christensen $
3301 Pamela A. Grosso *
3301 Lisa Lavache *
8301 Megan Murphy *
S'tSOl Jennifer utt *
8301 Loral ie A Ott it
3301 Kevin L, Paton $
8301 Michael Pavl ini *
8301 Dust in Pons $




































M i c I'l a e 1 R . A u g e r
P e t e r Beane
Javnes Hartung
S h a i.j n I... a i d I. a w
T h m a s L. i n d q u i s t
John M . Neuman
East Coast I... uvnber
East I' I a vn |:> ;:; t e a cl (' r u s t iiH)
H e- S a n , Inc.
Michael R. Auger
Dust on Oil Covnpany, I
H u c k i n s i 1 C m j:) a vi y
Thovnas L indqu ist
John M. Neiiivnan
N 1-1 C; e vne t e r y A s s c i a t i
Registry of Deeds




















3410 u mi ' i E q u i p in e ii t
8410 Freshwater F"arin;;
3-410 M e a r -; f r a c t o r s I n c; ,
S4 1 R c k i 11 g h a ni £.: a uj v^ E q u i p
3411 Nil F e 11 c. ej C o in p a ny
S412 Dunn's Eliqu ipinent
8412 M e a r s f r a c t o r- s 1 n c .
8420 Steven U. Harms
S421 Michael R, Auyer
8421 F'eter Beane
S421 Sean \i . C u r r a n
8421 James Hartung
8421 Shaun l.-aidlau
8421 1 homas Linclquist
842
1
J h n M . N euina n




« 45 45 8603
* 24? 59 8603
* 600 00 8603
$ 422 69 8603
« 4,400 00










'\i 1 ,1B3 50
8605
ili 1 , 1
6
1 00
U B n d a 1 1 a L. r r a 1 n
e
No 1 s o n 4
3 1 e r) h e n N o u r y $
P u b 1 i c: S e T- V 1 c c; C (: . o f" N 1-1 *
Herbert A. 3i. nder *
James h Joan Sweeney *
f" r a n c e s c; o V a 1 e n t e *
Abatements
Ret Ir eviient
P 1 a i <ii 1 i,j B a n k & T ( u s t C o







*44 ,885 , 23
> 3, 130.01
105 . 35
1 o t a 1 Cemet er ie- i|i24,209.54 I t a 1 Ret ir ement $23,235,36
8501 C a r r
3501 K a t l-i
8501 Davi
8501 Rock
8501 l. u c y
S502 A '? p r









3505 !-" r y e
8506 Hamp






C n 5 e r v a t i o n C o mm i s «: i o n
i a q e T o iij n e N e ii.i =i.





t a 1 Appraisal As b o c: . .
stead Hardware
5 s c i a t i n o f
'
i in b e r 1 a n d w n e r ' s





„) . U i 1 1 i a m s
r, Parnell i< Fleming
stead Hardware
les C, Martin, Assoc.
e of NH-Dept of Res.e.
in:;) ham County Cons,
e n c e lii: a ji 1 e '( r- i. b u n e
s t e a d C i vie ir, 1 u b
ingham County Cons.
Total C 11 se r v a t i o n (."; o inm i s; si i o n
Regional Ass o c i a t i a n

































T' t a 1
8703
T t a 1
S704
! t a ;i.
8802
r t a 1
Payments to State
i:j t a t e T r e a s u r e i^
Payments to State
Pavments to (:;ounty
(;; u 11 1 y T 1' e a s u r e r
i-' a y m e n t s t o I.', o u n t y




P a y m e n t s t o S c h o o 1
ilamfi stead School District $4,289,404.00
p a y m e n t s t o ;:i :: h o o 1 $4,239,404,00
Firehouse Bond
i h e L 11 n . N a t i o n a I B a n k $ 4 , 00.00
1~ i I" e 1 1 u s e 13 o n d $40,000.00
3803
f" i r e |-1 u ;; e Ii! o n cl I n t e r e s t
The Conn, National Bank $ 21,582,50
Abatements
8603 Owen S. Allen




8603 David «. Elaine Oimetri
8603 Don's Market, Inc.
8603 t" r in u 1 a I] e ve 1 o pme n t C o r f) .
8603 John 2, Margaret Frazier
8603 Richard •!, Susan Kieley
8603 James B. Knox
8603 Walter & Carleen Knowlton
8603 Leuis Builders Inc.
8603 Walter f. Barbara McCowat
8603 Daniel {, Pamela Maurice









50 , 00 9001
$ 538 . 00




















| t a :i
I" :i. r e h o u s e 13 o n d 1 n t e r e s t
T r u s t e e '3 alary
E d F' u l: Ii a ra
1'













9003 NH l-E'iice C;ompjiTr 493,00 900£
'{' V a :i. 1 :v, - 19S 7
E:velyii B . Shore J. ,393,26





U n :i. n L e? a d e r ('; o r F' o r a t i o n * 4 1 . 8
Trails 19 88
9009 ILsco Awards * 570.00
9009 Fv-yer, I'arnell 5, l-lemivi'i * 364 . HO
9009 Evelvii 13. Shore * 782,95
T t a 1 ReaBsessTiieirt 4fc:
T t a 1 Trails 1938 «1 ,717,45
'005
r t :
I- ire Alar m 3 y s t em
Bl< Systems
Fire Alarm System
15 , 600 . 00
*15 ,600 , 00
R e a p p r a i s a 1
9010 AOITAR
9 1 F r y e r , f a r n e 1 1 .5, I-' 1 em i n 9




1 1 i '3 1'l 'J a y Si
9006 B a 11 a 4. D e V e 1 |.' m e ii t C 1 f' .
9006 Br ox Paviri'j Mater ia Is , 1 ric
9006 David R. CopelaTid
9006 8 u n t r ee !... a iij n
9006 Lymairi Surrier
9006 U a 1 1 e r M . 1 1 a ;; t :i. 11 g s , 111
9006 D8H liic.
9006 F r a n k (.; , 1 1 iij ar i:l
9006 K i 11 II ey ' <:i Garage
9006 Robert l<no:>!
9006 Manchester Sand, Gravel
9006 Ronald Mills
9006 Dor Murphy J. Sons
9006 Ne'-Gaii, Inc:,
9006 Nil I- e lice Gompary
9006 Rila Precast Govicrete
9006 Registry of Deeds
9006 R 11 1 s 1 ii F X c aval :i. 1 1 g C .
9006 Samsor Fastener Co, , Inc.
9006 Si) a n I:) r- n F n t e r f> r :i. s e s; , Inc;,
9 6 R g e r S a n b r n
9006 Paul Staff i, Sons
9006 A. R. Stewart
9006 Tavnarack free Service
9006 Richard lowne
9006 Trudy A. lowne
9006 Richard Uood
9006 Uortheii Brothers Const.
9006 Bruce Uorthen
9006 Ualter J. Zwearcan





















i|i 1 200 00
Ii 525 00
;|i 7 732 00
Ii 7 1 00
't 348 34
ii 8 00
:|i ;;! 770 00
ii 13 60
:|i 25 010 b ':.>
f- 724 50
ill 2 380 00
* 240 00
* 800 00
<|i 12 850 00
;|; 105 00
.|> 1 680 00














I? e a p p r a i s a !L
I... i I:) r a r y P Ian iii
1 ngr aiii/Ua 1 lace
fotal Library Plans
tS ,000. 00
$ 21 ,000 ,00
$21 ,000 , 00
Tuiijn Garage Septic System
Paul Carideo 'i- 300.00
1 1 a m p s t e a d II a r d ui a r e i .1. 35.00
State of Nil WS f. PCD f 50,00
Wort hen Brothers Const. ;|i 6,078,00
T t a 1 To w n (3
a
t' a g e S e p t i c. S y s t em ^li 6 ,56 3 .
Road EvaluVjt;ion






T C / TC f f i c: e Addition
9007 C; a I- r i a g e T iij n e N e i,i s
9007 Fast Coast Lumber
9007 The Haverhill Gazette
9007 Lawrence Piagle Tribune
9007 Rock, County Newspaper
=
9007 Paul Uentworth
9007 U e n t i,,i ( t h C; n s 1 1 u c t i n









C a Ij 1 e CO C a m era
M a 1 c E 1 e c t r vi i c
G a b TV Ca.n^
;'016




3 ,500 . 00





Locke Office Product;; , I nc f
Thompson's Office Prod. t
952 , 30
571 .84
Total Poll c e F" u V Ti 1 1 u r e ( R S ) *1 ,524 , 14
Fiv P n d
9020 Dependable
9020 K i n n ey ' s G a r a ;} e
9020 NH Fence CoTiipanv
9020 Superior iiydr<3nt






rot.-5i "ire P n d * 13, 581 .32











Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire for the year ended December
31, 1987 and have issued our report thereon dated February 2,
1988. As part of our examination, we made a study and evaluation
of ' the system of internal accounting control of the Town of
Hampstead, New Hampshire to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing
standards.
The purpose of our study and evaluation was to determine the
nature, timing, and extent of the auditing procedures necessary
for expressing an opinion on the entity's financial statements.
Our study and evaluation was more limited than would be necessary
to express an opinion on the system of internal accounting
control taken as a whole.
The management of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire is
responsible for establishing and maintaining a system of internal
accounting control. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates
and judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of control procedures. The objectives
of a system are to provide management with reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are
executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. Because of the inherent limitations in any system of
internal accounting control, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any
evaluation of the system to future periods is subject to the risk
that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions or that the degree of compliance with procedures may
deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation made for the limited purpose
described in the first paragraph would not necessarily disclose
all material weaknesses in the system. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion on the system of internal accounting control
of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire taken as a whole.
However, our study and evaluation disclosed the following
31
conditions that we believe result in more than a relatively low
risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements of the Town of
Hampstead, New Hampshire may occur and not be detected within a
timely period.
TAX COLLECTOR/TOWN CLERK
In our prior management letter, we recommended that the Tax
Collector/Town Clerk discontinue the practice of maintaining
separate checking accounts for each office. We again wish to
express our concerns about the lack of separation of duties in
this area, a material weakness in sound internal accounting
controls, because the Tax Collector/Town Clerk is responsible
for the receipt and disbursement of funds. In addition, we find
no statutory authority for either the Town Clerk or Tax Collector
to maintain checking accounts. We further note the continued
practice of disbursement of funds from the tax collector's
checking account to outside purchases of tax liens. Under the
state law, only the Treasurer, upon order of the Board of
Selectmen, may disburse funds. Finally, we continue to note that
transfers to the Town Treasurer are not made in a timely fashion
as required by state law.
We urge the Town to reconsider the continuation of this
procedure. An alternative procedure would be to transfer the
signature authority to the Town Treasurer while maintaining
separate accounts. Because there is no statutory authority for
the Tax Collector/Town Clerk to maintain checking accounts, we
recommend that this current procedure be reviewed with your
current insurance agent to insure that, in the unlikely event of
a loss, the insurance company would agree to make reimbursement
to the Town.
TIMELINESS OF DEPOSITS
Also as in the prior year, we noted that cash received in
the selectmen's office is not consistently deposited in a timely
fashion.
Leaving cash undeposited for prolonged periods leaves the
Town to the potential of loss or theft. Therefore, we suggest
that a regular schedule be determined for weekly deposits to













LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS 88 730.88













































PLAISTOW BANK & TRUST CO. 2937.36
BENEFITS
HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST, INC. 1955.91
BOOK
ADELE TRESTED 126.80
AMERICAN MEDIA CORP 307.69
BAKER S TAYLOR 4246.62
BARGAIN BOOK PREVUE 76.17
8EACHAM PUBLISHING 259.00
BOOK/MONTH CLUB 39.29
CABOT LIBRARY SERVICES 254.56
CAROLRHODA 21.10















































UNIVERSITY PRESS OF N.E.























































































































PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 10.00
SAT EVENING POST 12.97




1 I ME 29. 12






BAKER 8 TAYLOR 79.31
EQUITY PUBLISHING COMPANY 666.95
















E. B. ROONEY- (PETTY CASH] 310.00
GAYLORD 237.85
HARVD MED SCHL HEALTH LETTER 5.00
JONES OFFICE EQUIPMENT 128.74
POSTMASTER 256.00














S. LAIDLAW 18. GO
T. LINDQUIST 58.75
J. NEWMAN 51.00
6. A. WATSON S SONS 450.00
IBM 124.00


































E.B. ROONEY (WATER TSTD
E.K. WHEELER





















LUC D. GIRARD CO. INC.
MAX COHEN 8 SONS
MENAGERIE PLAYERS
MULTI STATE ROOFING
NH WATER SUPPLY/POLL CONTL
N.E. TECH AIR
N.H. MUNICIPAL UMEMPLOYMENT
N.H. MUNICIPAL WORKERS COMP
PALMER 8 SICARD
PENTA CORP
PLAISTOW BANK 8 TRUST CO.
POSTMASTER (FR1ENDS3
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
ROCK COUNT CONSERV DISTR
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY NEWS
R. COOPER PAVING






VERMONT HEATING 8 VENTILATION
PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE
CHILIS


































































































During Lhe year this office issued 313 building permits, 97 plumbing permits,
and 152 electrical permits. The building permits included 91 single family homes,
6 duplex homes, 5 apartment buildings, 6 residential condominiums, and 4 commercial
buildings
.
The total of new assessments for the Town of Hampstead was $14,632,44 1 and
showed a 9 percent decrease over the 1987 period. This is reflected in the decrease
in building permits and the down-turn in the building industry.
In spite of the slow down in the building industry, the outlook for Hampstead
is above the norm for the area. We have numerous projects before the planning board-
approved, under construction or proposed. We have an approved industrial sub-div-
ision on Kent Farm Road, a large multi-family project on Depot Road, a large business
condo project approved and under construction on Stage Road. Also under consideration
is a mini-mall in East Hampstead. All these projects have a positive impact on the
tax base of the town after considering the 1988 tax rate increase and the difficulties
that such an increase imposed.
After receiving permission by the legislative body at the March 1988 Town Meeting,
the fee schedules for the building department were revised. With the changes in the
fees, including plumbing and electrical permits, our goal of making the building de-
partment self-sustaining has been reached. The fees that were received by this office
were well in excess of the operating cost of this department. We anticipate fine-
tuning the fee schedules further which will enhance our position even more. When we
consider the operating costs of this office include code enforcement, building in-
spection, tax assessing, health and welfare departments, a positive trend has been
reached
.
During the winter months a representative of the planning board and I attended
a course of instruction sponsored by the University of New Hampshire on the subject
of soils from the glacial times to present. The design and installation of sub-surface
disposal systems was also covered. During the year I took the prescribed test from
Water Supply Supply and Pollution Control Commission and was granted an installer's
permit for sub-surface systems. I feel that the possession of such a permit makes for
a more tenable situation in view of the fact I inspec: all disposal systems.
In June 1 attended a week of instruction at the New Hampshire Technical Institute
sponsored by the Department of Revenue Administration. The course covered the sub-
ject of assessing by use of the State of New Hampshire cost manual, including the
assessment of real property and the guidelines of the Department of Revenue Admin-
istration. In September I attended a week-long period of instruction at U. Mass.
Amherst covering course 2.- The Income Approach to Valuation. One remaining course
is required by the International Association of Assessing Officials - Mass Appraisal
will become available during the upcoming summer months and I plan to attend that
course. That will complete the requirements of the association to qualify me to
take the final exam to become a certified appraiser.
The cooperation of the Board of Selectmen, Fire Chief Chip Hastings, and fire
department inspector Walter Eaton is appreciated. Without their ever-present under-
standing and assistance the responsibility of this office would be more difficult.
Special thanks also to Deputy Building Inspector Paul Wentworth, for filling in
during my absences and for his able assistance throughout the year. Appreciation is




Building Permits — 1988
1988 Map/Lot Name





64 1 1 1 298
64 2 1 1 126















658 1 1 300
659 1 1 299
660 17 220
66 1 17 212

























687 1 1 262
688 1 1 94
689 5 12
690 13 69
Paul S. Wentworth, 35 Wentworth Lane
Jack Baumhor, Blueberry Circle
J. Maclean Bldg., 65 Spring Brook Drive
J. Maclean Bldg., 6 1 Spring Brook Drive
John Schlicher, 100 Laura Lane
Robert Villella, Odd Fellows Road
Salvatore Moccia, 112 Buttrick Road
Daniel Brickett, 30 Little's Lane
Paul LaRochelle
Beverly Fuller, 66 Timberlane Road
Michael McCarthy, 2 1 Pentucket Drive
Michael McCarthy, 44 Pentucket Drive
Lewis Builders of N.H., 36 Mayflower Drive
Fran McCarthy, 32 Pentucket Drive
Fran McCarthy, 16 Pentucket Drive
Fran McCarthy, 3 1 Pentucket Drive
Fran McCarthy, 25 Pentucket Drive
Fran McCarthy, 40 Pentucket Drive
Lewis Builders of N.H., 116 Harper Ridge Rd
.
Lewis Builders of N.H., 40 Mayflower Drive
Raymond Leotta, 1 Laura Lane
Hans Nigl, Brown Hill Road
Joseph Comeau, Odd Fellows Road
Joseph Comeau, Odd Fellows Road
Green & Co., Bldrs., 24 Pentucket Drive
., 15 Pentucket Drive
10 Bloody Brook Road
. , 67 Pheasant Lane
, , 44 Pheasant Lane
Tifkim Construction Co., Inc., 19 Kimberly Rd
.
Jeffrey Owen, 3 1 Old Danville Road
William Young, 27 Island Pond Road
George Gebow, Mill Shore Drive
Alfred Deslisle, 10 Squire Ridge Road
Green & Co., Bldrs., 39 Pentucket Drive
Lewis Builders of N.H., 30 Indian Ridge Road
Lewis Builders of N.H., 26 Indian Ridge Road
Wentworth Development Corp., 17 Wentworth Ln
.
David Blye, 32 Page Lane
Joseph Scotti, 272 Kent Farm Road
Minor
Nico Builders, Inc., 21 Pheasant Lane
Rito Acevedo, Rt . Ill and Emerson Ave.
Lois Briscoe, 42 Emerson Avenue
Mark Leboeuf, 44 Lexington Drive
Beverly Fuller, 66 Timberlane Road
George Gebow, 183 Mill Shore Road
Peter Polinski, 304 Sandown Road
Nico Builders, Inc., Ill Rolling Hill Road
David Edwards, 158 Harper Ridge Road
Thomas Eraser, 187 Wheel Wright Road
Anthony Santagate, 33 Shannon Road
J & J Realty Trust, 53 Buttrick Road
Walter Cote, 305 West Road
Kenneth Winchell, 123 East Road
36
Green & Co . , Bldrs
.





new home 150 000
addit ion 17 000
new home 175 000




new home 50 000
incomplete
demolition
new home 80 000
new home 90 ,000
new home 96 000
new home 75 000
new home 70 000
new home 75 ,000
new home 90 ,000
new home 75 000
new home 90 000





new home 90 ,000
new home 75 ,000
addition 25 ,000
new home 125 ,000
new home 125 ,000
new home 100 000
remodel 80 ,000
new home 78 000
demolition
pool 2 ,000
new home 60 000
new home 94 000
new home 90 000
new home 150 000
new home 150 000
addit ion 5 000
incomp Lete




new home 100 000
new home 25 000
addition 500







69 1 16 59
692 16 60




697 1 1 1 18
698 19 63












71 i 7 43
712 17 38
7 13 12A 1 12
7 14 17 238
7 15 13 156
716 13 103
717
718 1 1 168
719 12 56
720 12 101




















74 1 13 141
742 8A 92
743 2 126







Nico Builders, Inc., 47 Pheasant Lane
Nico Builders, Inc., 37 Pheasant Lane
Robert Villella, 7 Odd Fellows Road
Chris McCune , 34 Holiday Lane
T.W. Park Builder, II Jody Lane
Michael Tecce, III, 30 Sawmill Lane
Michael Theriault, 166 Buttrick Rd
.
Richard Pospeck, 40 Harper Ridge Rd
.
Richard Correlle, 44 East Main St.
Seldon Ward, 1 Derry Road
Fletcher
M.C. Realty Trust, 5 Tory Lane
Toby Esposito, 300 Wheel Wright Rd.
Robert Winmill, East Road
Nico Builders, Inc., Pheasant Lane
Lewis Builders of N.H., 102 Harper Ridge Rd.
Lewis Builders of N.H., 110 Harper Ridge Rd.
Winslow Whitten, Jr., 23 Sherry Lane
Ellen Dyment, 40 Adeline Street
Frank Morin, 145 Mill Shore Road
Thaddeus Tomaszewski , 43 West Road
Walter Pare, 42 Russet Lane
Robert Blanchet, 3 Glen Drive
Green & Co. Builders, 37 Munroe Drive
James G. McAnulty, 100 Faith Drive
Edward Zaremba, 342 East Road
Duffy
Wilfred Bergeron, Shore Road
Robert Moseley, Route 111
Rev. Robert Dobson, 120 Emerson Ave.
Leo J. Cullinan, 76 Squire Ridge Rd
George Leclair, 65 Central Street
Robert Begin, 12 Sherry Lane
Anthony Bonanno, Fieldstone Drive
Wentworth Construction, 26 Proctor Drive
Paul Powers, 11 Kelly Brook Lane
Richard Curran, 70 Wash Pond Road
Frank Camarada, 43 Munroe Drive
Thomas Meyer, 25 Hickory Road
Roland Martel, Central Street
Kenneth M. Smith, 176 East Main St.
Richard Towne , 285 Stage Road
Albert Frim, Beach Road
Joyce Peavey, 54 Golden Meadow Road
Joyce Peavey, 22 Golden Meadow Road
Thistle-Carroll Dev., Inc., Larson Drive
Mark Jones, 28 Gallant Drive
John Kolias, 285 Brown Hill Road
Peter Hagen, 687 Main Street
Cleo Hurley, Bailey's Shore Drive
Victor Brandalise, 23 Gallant Drive
Dominick Sillo, 39 East Shore Drive
Sebastian Gioioso, 7 Andrew Circle
William Comeau, 19 Odd Fellows Road
David L. Morris, 707 Main Street
A & J Realty Trust, Main Street
Glenwood Ard, 272 Central Street
Lewis Builders of N.H.
Lewis Builders of N.H.
Peter Bakanosky, 40 Faith Drive
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new home 180 000
addition 38 ,000
foundation permit
new home 125 ,000
new home 92 ,000




new home 95 ,000
pool 60 ,000
addition 5 ,000







addit ion 1 ,550
addition 10 ,000
deck 700
new home 200 ,000
new home 100 ,000
addit ion 5 ,000
alteration 5 ,000




comm. bldg 97 ,000
porch 3 ,000
new home 1 15 ,000









new home 58 ,000
alteration 2 ,000
apt. bldg. 300 ,000
pool 7 ,500
apt. bldg. 250 ,000
apt. bldg. 250 000
alteration 2 000
751 1 I 1 12
752 1 1 275
753 1 1 276
754 15 10
























779 1 1 126
780 8B 97
78 1 13 136
782 13 60
783 19 I 10
















800 1 1 45
80 1 18 13
802 17 24 6








Charles Hollingsworth , 17 1 Buttrick Road
Green & Co. Bldg., 19 Croy Path
Green & Co. Bldg., 15 Croy Path
Bruce Gagne , 4 56 East Road
James Vasil, 20 Shannon Road
Wendell Nelson, 14 1 Central Street
Wendell Nelson. 14 1 Central Street
Green & Co. Bldg., 18 Munroe Drive
Steve Colby, 149 Mill Shore Drive
Norman Bangs, Route 12 lA
Nico Builders, Inc., 27 Nicole Circle
Philip Plante, 16 Quail Run
Kevin Boda, 87 Pilgrim Circle
Linda Hermetet, 10 Bartlett Road
Carmen Marchetti, 12 Liberty Lane
William Winmill, Hickory Road
Steve Flionis, 53 Scott Drive
Edward Lombardi, 139 Mill Shore Drive
Concher
i
Robert Weber, 2 1 Moulton Drive
William Reddy, 56 Page Lane
Joseph McGillicuddy , 49 West Road
Jeffrey Brown, 5 Sawmill Lane
Saratoga Realty Trust, 60 Cambridge Road
Richard Maher, 15 Jody Lane
Margaret O'Donnell, Hampstead Road
Stephen Donnelly, 62 Pitman Road
David Rockwell, 60 Maple Avenue
Salvatore Moccia, 112 Buttrick Road
Mabelle Nystedt, 26 Timberlane Road
Paul Croteau, 20 Gallant Drive
Don Simpson, 292 East Road
Joseph Cappello, 60 Indian Ridge Road
Steven Flionis, 53 Scott Drive
Richard Kaye , 38 Kelly Brook Lane
Joseph Cain, 16 Sawmill Lane
Sebastian Gioioso, 7 Andrew Circle
Hazel
Nico Builders, 85 Rolling Hill Road
Clarence Senter, 47 Woodridge Road
James Pimentel, 39 Country Road
James Pimentel, 39 Country Road
Green & Co., Bldg., 25 Pitman Road
Green & Co. Bldg., 24 Pitman Road
George Myrick, Governors Island Road
Colleen Fralick, 34 Cortland Road
Richard Murphy, 70 Pitman Road
James Raid, 75 Checkerberry Road
Beverly Vasquez, 42 County Road
Richard Wade, 187 Wash Pond Road
Doris Haggett, 14 Webber Road
McCarthy & Son Bldrs., Inc., 4 1 Pitman Road
McCarthy & Son Bldrs., Inc., 53 Pitman Road
Carolyn Rockwell, 118 Central Street
Alan Robinson, 90 Wash Pond Road
New England Telephone
Richard Christensen, 15 Lancaster Road
Gregory Libby, 20 Indian Ridge Road
St. Christopher's Church














































































827 1 1 1 10
828 1 1 258
829 18 161
830 5 15







838 1 1 105
839 7 i 16
840





84 6 2 147




85 1 5 12
852 17 24 2
853 16 14
854 7 1 13















870 1 ] 93
Frank Camarda, 4 5 Pitman Road
Nico Builders, Inc., 15 Rolling Hill Road
Nice Builders, Inc., 10 Rolling Hill Road
William Hodgson, Jr., 30 Failh Drive
Lewis Builers of N.H., 75 Harper Ridge Road
Raymond Richard, Jr., 9 Pitman Road
Gerald Creeden, Central Street
William Hagen , 59 Cambridge Road
William Spirdione, 1 Beverly Drive
Richard Brooks , 6 Lake Avenue
James McLean Bldg., 55 Spring Brook Drive
Joseph Bellone, 85 Harper Ridge Road
12 Robert Foster, Governors Island
Dean C. Howard Const. Inc., 10 Partridge Lane
Dean C. Howard Const., Inc., 44 Pitman Road
Thomas Robitaille, 16 Partridge Lane
Charles Hoepf, 185 Buttrick Road
James Vasil, 20 Shannon Road
Philip Dietz, 25 Atwood Drive
Terence Pavlini, 325 West Road
Denise Gioioso, 7 Andrew Circle
Julia Forbes/V. Barton, 180 East Road
Kathleen Bannon, 30 Cortland Road
Dunton
Kevin Boda, 87 Pilgrim Circle
C & G Realty Trust, 3 Pitman Road
Debra Waters, 38 Russet Lane
Bruno Villella, 139 Buttrick Road
Pe'ter Schaad, 39 Cambridge Road
Holt
Jeffrey Brown, 5 Sawmill Lane
Carlos Paz, 595 Main Street
George Kwiecien, 26 Heath Road
John Thomas, 82 Wash Pond Road
Robert Young, 25 Mayflower Drive
James Ronsivalli, 55 Page Lane
Scott Wain, 153 Emerson Avenue
Reddy Home Bldrs., Inc., 2 1 Pitman Road
Connery
Michael Cutting, 113 Central Street
Walter Cote, 305 West Road
C & G Builders, 15 Pitman Road
Marcelo Vasquez, 42 Country Road
Richard Blake, Cambridge Road
Richard Blake, 15 Cambridge Road
Dary Belisle, 49 Rolling Hill Road
Stage Road Junction, Route 111 & 121
Stage Road Junction, Route 111 & 12 1
Stage Road Junction, Route 111 & 12 1
Stage Road Junction, Route 111 & 12 1
Stage Road Junction, Route 111 & 12 1
Stage Road Junction, Route 111 & 12 1
Gregory Syvinski, Mill Shore Road
Frances Lefebvre. Grove Drive
Sheltra
Craig Bennett, 589 Main Street
Douglas Brickett, 223 Main Street
Alec Dunton, 98 Old Danville Road































































872 8B 1 14
873 1 29
874 16 45
875 12 1 16





88 1 17 166
882 17 166
883 17 166





































92 1 1 1 45
922 8 173














Dean C. Howard, 10 Abbie Lane
Carlos Paz, 595 Main Street
Nico Bldrs., Inc., 74 Rolling Hill Road
N.E. Telephone Co., Emerson Avenue
Bruce Pike, 27 Starwood Drive
Dale Gerry, 102 Main Street






Gerald Tucker, 40 Squire Ridge Road
Richard Poshpeck, 40 Harper Ridge Road
William Sackett, 2 Clow Lane
Cleo Hurley, Bailey's Shore
Thomas Gorski, 6 1 Spring Brook Drive
Burnett
Robert Joseph, 15 Quail Run
Richard Moseley, 28 Old Forge Road
Roy Bergkuist , 169 East Road
Vernon Dingman,IV, Old Forge Road
Nico Builders, Inc., 40 Nicole Circle
Christopher Ryan, 17 East Road
Donald Rosenberg, 43 Checkerberry Road
Camarda Const. Corp., 76 Pitman Road
Joseph Hannigan, Jr., 43 Kelly Brook Road
Joseph Vannette, 26 Barthelmess Lane
Douglas Gallipeau, 50 Maple Avenue
Richard Morgan, 54 Central Street
Nico Builders, Inc., 4 1 Nicole Circle
Nico Builders, Inc., 33 Nicole Circle
Gerard Riley, 26 Russet Lane
John Gallant, 42 Indian Ridge Road
McCarthy & Son, 144 Central Street
Tilton Family Trust, 137 Central Street
Reddy Home Bldrs., Inc., 58 Monroe Drive
Edward Lombardi, 139 Mill Shore Drive
Fournier
Louis St. Onge , 84 Woodridge Road
Continental Cablevision, 4 Woodridge Road
Leslie Trombly, 280 Main Street
Walter Rothe, 548 Main Street
Anthony DelGrosso, 10 Golden Meadow Road
Eileen Tocci, 50 Central Street
Green & Co., Bldrs., 2 1 Barthelmess Lane
Robert Plourde, 8 Country Road
Joseph Jordan, 54 Laura Lane
Richard Wade, 187 Wash Pond Road
Leo Jezierski, 185 Main Street
Kathleen Woitkun, 2 1 Buttrick Road
Paul Sweeney, 56 Brown Hill Road
David Morris, 707 Main Street
Lewis Builders of N.H., Lewis Lane
Lewis Builders of N.H., Lewis Lane
James Duffy, 75 Pilgrim Circle
Green & Co., Bldrs., 31 Barthelmess Lane



























































































































931 17 1 16
932 8 170
933 17 255







94 1 19 92
942 4 80
943 19 79





Mike Tsaprounis, 4 15 Emerson Avenue
Edson Davis, 205 Main Street
Gerald Creeden, 3 1 Central Street
Dennis Whitmore, 33 Pitman Road
Marc Auger, 14 Westwood Drive
Burton MacAllister, 32 Timberlane Road
Julius Emmert , Emmert Drive
Michael Roman, 48 Laura Lane
David Dubinsky, 72 Pilgrim Circle
Griffin Construction, 10 Tory Lane
Ruden Arroyo, 143 Harper Ridge Road
Frank Morin, 145 Mill Shore Road
David Dubinsky, 72 Pilgrim Circle
Paul Fischer, Island View Drive
Frank Marten, Jr., 27 Shore Drive
Frank Marten, Jr., 27 Shore Drive
Proctor Wentworth, 17 Nicole Circle
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The members of The Board of Selectmen submit to the tax payers
and residents of the Town of Hampstead our report for the year 1988. We
will attempt to highlight some of this year's accomplishments.
During the past year, it has been necessary for The Board to make
decisions and take stands that were not always popular. The Board is elected
by all of the voting townspeople and is therefore required to consider
the effects of their actions on the entire town, giving due considerations
to the differing opinions of many people. The long term benefits accruing
to the town are not always consistant with a short term "bandage" approach
to town problems.
We clearly recognize our duty and responsibility to all of the
townspeople of Hampstead and will continue to bring our collective wisdom
and judgement to bear on todayls problems, while keeping in mind the long
term effects of present day policies.
This past year two problems have taken on increasing significance
within our town. Rubbish and septage disposal costs have risen dramatically
with no end of increases in sight. We need to mount a major effort to
study alternatives to our present methods. Recycling processes and multi-
community participation are two of the areas that we must explore.
We have worked very closely with the road agent on the road improvement
project. We feel that everyone who travels the roads that have been completed
would have to agree that there has been great improvement. We realize that
some people were inconvenienced while these projects were going on, and
we appreciate their cooperation. We would like to thank Roger Sanborn
for the time and effort he has put into this project.
Getting all roads that qualified approved at last year's town meeting
enabled us to receive more highway aid money from the state.
The Board has walked the town bounds of Derry, Atkinson, Kingston,
and Danville this year with Sandown and Plaistow yet to be done. There
is a state requirement that this be done every seven years.
The revaluation that was voted at last year's town meeting has been
awarded to Avitar of Deerfield, N.H. The process is well underway and
should be completed by September of this year.
We are all unhappy with the large tax increase in 1988 and have
worked very hard this year to keep 1989 's town budget as low as possible.
Most departments have had a reduction in their budgets.
This year saw a big change on election days, with the addition of
new voting booths and a "state of the art" vote counting machine. Probably
the biggest change was in the relocation of the voting and town meeting
to the Middle School. This provided much easier access for the handicapped
and elderly as well as needed space for town meeting. We would like
to thank the Hampstead School Board, Mr. Little, and the Middle School
staff for helping in this transition.
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We saw a change in the Town Office building with the addition of
space and much needed storage to the Town Clerk - Tax Collector's office.
This addition has made serving the public easier and more efficient. We
would like to thank Dean Howard who donated his time to draw the plans
for this project.
Another word of thanks goes to the Citizens For A Safer Hampstead for
the work they have done to make us all aware of the importance of driving
slower in our town. The bumper sticker campaign was a great success and
the signs that were installed are very attractive.
1988 marked the 50th anniversary of the Hampstead Volunteer Fire
Department. For one half century men and women have given their time
unselfishly for the protection of life and property of the citizens of
the Town of Hampstead. Our sincere thanks go out to these men and women.
The installation of a new water hole at the fire station and three
dry hydrants will enable the fire department to provide protection for
the property in the center of town.
We would like to take the opportunity to acknowledge and express our
appreciation to members of various committees, boards, civic organizations,
department heads, and volunteers. Without the cooperation and many hours
of hard work given by all of these people, Hampstead would not be the
town it is. Volunteers are the back bone of our town and any citizens
that are interested in volunteer service to our community should submit
their names, qualifications, and areas of interest to the Selectmen.
We feel that we must remind every owner of property that there is
a penalty which applies to your real estate taxes if you fail to file
an inventory form with the Selectmen prior to April 15, 1989. The penalty
is 1% of your tax bill with a minimum of $10 and a maximum of $50 . We
have been and will continue to enforce this penalty provision without
exemption. It is your responsibility to get the completed form to the
Selectmen's office by April 15, and it is preferable that you obtain
a receipt for the form if the question should arise later about filing.
Without filing this form on a timely basis you lose your right to appeal
your property tax assessment to the state. Please make sure you file
this important information .
We are looking forward to another year of progress in our community
and would like to encourage everyone to attend our annual town meeting
on Friday March 17,1989.
Respectfully submitted,
Neil E. Emerson, Chairman
7
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The following was adopted by the Board of Selectmen on 4/24/88:
CODE OF CONDUCT - BOARD OF SELECTMEN
1. I will not be coerced into decisions by pressure groups; rather, I will
listen to all points of view and try to make decisions based on all
available data.
2. I will strive to identify my own personal biases and prejudices and to
keep them from influencing my decisions unfairly.
3. In the consideration of financial matters, such as budget approval,
purchases, salaries, and capital needs, I will attempt to maintain a
balanced sense of fiscal responsibility to the Town.
4. I will remember that a Board of Selectmen functions only as a total
Board in a legally posted meeting; I will not make unauthorized
commitments on behalf of the Board, except in those matters specifically
delegated to me by a vote of the Board or assignment of the Chairman.
5. If I should disagree with the majority on any vote, I will abide by the
decision of the Board.
6. If contacted by a citizen about a Town matter not specifically delegated
to me, I will recommend that the matter be taken up at a legal Board
meeting.
7. I will respect the confidentiality of information disclosed in executive
sessions of the Board.
8. Even though I have been elected by my friends and neighbors, I will view
myself as a representative of the entire Town and will not be influenced
by partisanship; I will consistently support what is best for the
total Town.
9. I will not participate in Board decisions to obtain goods or services for
the Town from companies in which I hold a significant proprietary interest.
10. I will not participate in Board decisions regarding employment of, promotion
of, or other benefits to members of my family by the Town.
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Planning Board Report—1988
The Planning Board reviewed 17 residential subdivision proposals,
14 were approved and 3 have conditional approval. This represents 4
duplex Lots, 145 single family dwelling lots and 8 new roads. A total
of 19 site plans were reviewed and 18 approved, the other one has
conditional approval. There were 15 proposals for new buildings, 5
were for additions to existing buildings, one was for a condominium
office building and there was an approval for two satellite dishes, one
shopping center and one church. One commercial subdivision has
conditional approval. Approval was granted for one multi-family
development and three more received conditional approval. Lot line
adjustments granted totaled five. Sixty-six lots were released for
building. One commercial subdivision received conditional approval and
one mobile home park recieved conditional approval. Four proposals
were denied. As of the first of the year the Board had four plats
under consideration.
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION APPROVAL
Robert Villella, Odd Fellows Road: 4 duplex lots, 1 single family lot
Richard & Joanne Leuchte, 18 Hickory Road: 2 lots, 1 buiidable
Vincent & Nancy Ternullo, 422 East Road: 2 lots, 1 buiidable
R & S Realty. East Road: ROLLING MEADOWS, 66 lots, new roads Pheasant
Lane, Golden Meadow Road, Rolling Hill Road, Spring Brook Lane
Corinna Development Corporation, 126 Central Street: LILAC ESTATES, 7
lots, new road Nicole Circle
James & Olympia Scars/Kasher Corporation, Central Street St Hadley
Road: HADLEY FARMS, 9 lots, new road Pentucket Drive, upgrade Hadley
Road
Dean C. Howard Abby Lane: 2 lots
Anthony Decesare, 213 East Rd: 2 parcels
Wesley Hodgman, 43 Central Street, 2 lots, 1 buiidable
Henry McMahon, Cambridge Road, 2 lots to 3 lots (1 new)
Kent Farm Realty Trust, 144 Kent Farm Road: 2 lots, 1 with existing
dwelling, 1 parcel
Kent Farm Realty Trust, 144 Kent Farm Road: 10 lots, new road
Barthelmess Lane
Gerald Field, Nicole Circle: 4 lots, 3 buiidable
Dean C. Howard, Munroe Drive: WILDWOOD, 29 lots, new roads Pitman
Road, Partridge Lane
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
Library Study Committee, Emerson Ave., 7/13
Stephanie Ross, Clark Woods, Main Street, 1/49
Douglas Lund, 395 Main Street, 2/57
SITE PLAN APPROVAL
Norman Bangs, Route 121-A: 3 buildings
Hampstead School District. 21 Emerson Avenue: Central School addition
Ken Woods, Route 111: CONTECH, amendment to site plan
R. & T. Towne, 258 Route 121: storage building
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Knightbridge Development, Route 111: condo building at Village Square
Nestor Auto, Colonial Drive: 2 existing buildings
Jamma Realty Trust, 11 Hazel Drive, commercial building
New England Telephone, Emerson Avenue: unoccupied building
Nicky Realty Trust, 2't Hazel Drive: addition to a commercial building
Ed Zaremba, RAll PRINTING, Commerce Park Drive: addition to a
commercial building
Continental Cable, Woodridge Road: two satelite dishes
Continental Cable, Woodridge Road: utility building
James D. Schultz, Route 111: VALLEY POND MALL, shopping center
Richard Towne , 10 Gigante Drive: addition to existing building
Stage Road Trust, Stage Road: STAGE ROAD JUNCTION, 5 commercial
building
Mary Avera, Route 111 & 121-A: office building
Stephen Wentworth, 19 Hazel Drive: commercial building and garage
Jamma Realty, 11 Hazel Drive: commercial building
SITE CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
Saint Christopher's Episcopal Church, 187 East Road: church
COMMERCIAL SUBDIVISION CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
Ruma, Inc., Crossroads Industrial Park, Kent Farm Road, 10/5
MULTI-FAMILY DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL
Lewis Builders, Inc., Lewis Lane: EAST VILLAGE APARTMENTS, 106 units,
6 buildings, extension of existing road
MtJLTI_FAMILY DEVELOPMENT CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
A & J Realty Trust, 42 A Main Street: 20 studio apartments, new road
Glenwood North Road
Nadeau Properties, Ltd., Webber Road: TANGLEWOOD, 27 two bedroom
condominium units in 6 buildings, new road Tanglewood Drive
Cooper Homes, Depot Road: 4 multi-family apartment buildings, 6 single
bedroom and 2 two bedroom units in each
building
MOBILE HOME PARK CONDITIONAL APPROVAL
C & L Realty Trust, Kent Farm Road: GRANITE HILL MOBILE HOME PARK, 33
lots, 2 new roads Granite Circle, Prospect Lane
LOT LINE ADJUSTMENT
Lewis Builders, Inc., Page Lane: between 2/97, 2/98
Lewis Builders, Inc., Woodland Pond: between 19/128, 19/130, 19/131
Richard & Joanne Leuchte. Hickory Road: between 13/126, 13/192
Bruce Nadeau, Faith Drive: between 13/63, 13/23




Rolling Meadows, 66 lots, New Roads: Pheasant Lane, Golden Meadow
Road, Rolling Hill Road, Spring Brook Road
PLATS DENIED
Budget Storage, Depot Rd, 1/30, 1/37
Nadeau Properties, Ltd, Webber Rd, 17/166
Knightbridge Development, Village Square, 13/50
Dearborn Road Properties, Ltd, East Main Street, 18/111
PLATS UNDER CONSIDERATION
Richard Correl.le, 44 East Main Street: 2 lot subdivision
Hampstead Library Committee, Emerson Avenue: new library building
Hampstead Pharmacy, Main Street: addition to building
Knightbridge Development,. Route 111: condominium building
MISCELLANEOUS
R. Thibeault, partial construction of Marshall Rd
Road Easement on Wash Pond Rd between the Town of Hampstead and
Richard Wade
Corrina Development Corporation, Central Street and Nicole Circle:
road entrance design
Cooper Homes withdrew plans for multi-family housing
East Hampstead Investment withdrew site plan
W. R. Clark, Chairman
John M. Wood, Vice Chairman
Susan E. Hastings, Secretary
George Wallace, Treasurer







ROGER SANBORN, ROAD AGENT
11 MAIN STREET • HAMPSTEAD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03841
TELEPHONE: 603-329-5110
The Highway Department would like to thank the
Townspeople for allowing us to make major road improvements.
A lot of improvements have been accomplished this past year,
there is still a long way to go, but with your continued
support we will be able to achieve our goals. To update
you, we would like to announce the completion of the
following roads. Wash Pond, Kent Farm, Maple Ave., Sawmill
Lane, Holiday Lane , Pinewood Ave., Checkerberry Road,
North Salem Road, and Brown Ave. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all Town Officials and other departments
for their donated time and efforts to the Highway Dept
.
Also, a special thanks to our local Contractors who
made themselves available to perform there services as





1988 Town Warrant •— Town of Hampstead, NH
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County of
Rocl^ingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Hampstead Middle School in
said Hampstead on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of IVIarch, next at
ten o'clocl< in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To choose all necessary School Officers for the year ensuing.
3. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article II (RESIDENTIAL
ZONE A) Section III #1:
Article III (RECREATIONAL ZONE B) Section V;
Article IV (COMMERCIAL ZONE C-1) Section II #5;
Article V (COMMERCIAL ZONE C-2) Section III #1;
Article VI (COMMERCIAL ZONE C-3) Section III;
and Article X (MULTIPLE UNIT DWELLING STRUCTURES);
to delete the provision for staking lot lines and add:
"Before a building permit shall be issued, a certification will be
provided to the Building Inspector verifying the location of all
foundations to insure compliance with the Town of Hampstead
Zoning Regulations."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
4. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article II (RESIDENTIAL
ZONE A) Section VIII. Permitted uses #3; and Article III
(RECREATIONAL ZONE B) Section IV #5 by adding the following:
"A. The keeping of animals shall not create a health or safety
hazard to immediate abutters or the community at large.
B. Fences shall be erected that are adequate to prevent animals
from escaping.
C. Owners shall be responsible for all damages and expenses
incurred in the capturing and holding of escaped animals by Town
Officials.
D. A fine shall be levied under the guidelines established by the
Board of Selectmen whenever a Town Official is called out to
capture an animal.
E. Large animals such as horses and cattle shall not be kept on
lots of less than four acres unless they meet the following
conditions: No more than one large animal shall be kept on one
acre lot; no more than three (3) animals on a two acre lot and not
more than five (5) animals on a lot of less than four acres.
Recommended by the Planning Board.
5. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article IX (MOBILE HOME
REGULATIONS) Section 1. #2 by adding the following:
"There shall be an inspection by the Code Enforcement Officer to
ensure the proper installation of the sewage disposal system and
related plumbing and proper installation of electrical, gas, and
water systems and proper anchorage."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
6. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article V (COMMERCIAL
C-2) Section II by adding the following:
"8. Where contiguous or clustered businesses are built, only one
general display sign shall be allowed and that sign must be limited
to 80 square feet, to identify these businesses.
One additional sign of 15 square feet may be permitted for each
business but shall be attached to that part of the building it
occupies and shall not be free standing in any way."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
7. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VI (COMMERCIAL
C-3) Section II by adding the following:
"4. Where contiguous or clustered businesses are built, only one
general display sign shall be allowed and that sign must be limited
to 80 square feet, to identify these businesses."
One additional sign of 15 square feet may be permitted for each
business but shall be attached to that part of the building it
occupies and shall not be free standing in any way."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
8. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article II (RESIDENTIAL
ZONE A) Section II #1. to read:
"1. A building lot in Zone A shall contain the appropriate square
footage as set forth under Article XXII (SOIL BASED LOT SIZE) for
the soil and slope which constitutes such lot and all other
requirements as set forth in these regulations."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
9. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article III (RECREATIONAL
ZONE B) Section II #1. to read:
"1. A building lot in Zone B shall contain a minimum of 45,000
square feet. Further, a building lot shall contain the appropriate
square footage as set forth in Article XXII (SOIL BASED LOT SIZE)
for the soil and slope which constitutes such lot and all other
requirements as set forth in these regulations."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
10. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VIII (MOBILE
HOME PARK ZONE D) Section II with the following:
"2. Mobile Home Parks shall have a minimum mobile home site size
of 10,000 square feet per mobile home site and a minimum of 75
feet of frontage on the access side of the lot. Mobile home sites
within a mobile home park shall not be subdivided."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
11. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VIII (MOBILE
HOME PARK ZONE D) Section II with the following:
"5. Mobile Home Park plot plans shall be subject to Site Plan
approval by the Planning Board."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
12. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article VIII (MOBILE
HOME PARK ZONE D) Section II by adding:
"7. There shall be a buffer of 50 feet from any property lines or
abutting zones.
Landscape treatment shall consist of natural features, or ground
cover, shrubs, or trees as appropriate. The building shall be 75 feet
from side and rear abutting buffer zones or property lines."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
13. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article IV (COMMERCIAL
ZONE C-1) Section II by adding the following:
"2. Building lots for business only shall:
(1) have a minimum lot size equal to % of the minimum lot size
required in Article XXII (SOIL BASED LOT SIZE) unless the NH
WSPCC regulations require a larger size based on subsurface
disposal requirements, and
(2) shall have a minimum contiguous frontage of 125 feet on an
approved street."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
14. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XI (SIGNS) Section
III to read:
"1. Signs may be illuminated with external illumination only in
Zones A, B, C-1, C-2, C-3, and D."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
15. To see if the Town will vote to add the following to Article XXI
(DEFINITIONS):
"BUILDING, ONE AND ONE HALF STORY: A building where the
gross floor area of the second floor, where the height from the floor
to the ceiling exceeds five (5) feet, is greater than 33%, but shall not
exceed 67% of the gross floor area of the first floor (story above
grade) of the dwelling. The first floor area, for this calculation does
not include basement or garage area.
BUILDING, TWO AND ONE HALF STORY: A building where the
gross floor area of the third floor, where the height from the floor to
the ceiling exceeds five (5) feet, is greater than 33%, but shall not
exceed 67% of the gross floor area of the second floor above grade.
FLOOR AREA, GROSS: Gross floor area shall be the floor area
within the perimeter of the outside walls of the building under
consideration, without deduction for hallways, stairs, closets,
thickness of walls, columns or other features.
GRADE; A reference plane representing the average of finished
ground level adjoining the building at all exterior walls. When the
finished ground level slopes away from the exterior walls, the
reference plane shall be established by the lowest points within the
area between the building and the lot line or, when the lot line is
more than six (6) feet from the building between the building and a
point six (6) feet from the building.
BASEMENT; That portion of a building which is partly or completely
below grade (see STORY ABOVE GRADE).
STORY ABOVE GRADE; Any story having its finished floor surface
entirely above grade, except that a basement shall be considered
as a story above grade when the distance from grade to the
finished surface of the floor above the basement is more than six (6)
feet for more than 50% of the total perimeter, or more than twelve
(12) feet at any point.
QUALIFIED SOIL SCIENTIST: A person qualified in soil
classification and mapping who is licensed by the Board of Natural
Scientists of the State of New Hampshire."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
16. To see if the Town will vote to add to Article II (RESIDENTIAL
ZONE A) Section VI:
"The maximum building height in Zone A shall not exceed 35 feet
measured from the grade to the highest roof peak."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
17. To see if the Town will vote to add to Article IV (COMMERCIAL
ZONE C-1) Section II;
"5. The maximum building height in Zone C-1 shall not exceed 35
feet measured from the grade to the highest roof peak."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
18. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XVIII
(ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTY) Section II to read;
"Whoever violates any of the provisions of this Ordinance shall be
punished upon conviction by a civil fine not exceeding one hundred
dollars ($100.00) for each day of violation in accordance with RSA
676:17 or its successor or by a criminal penalty."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
19. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article X (MULTIPLE UNIT
DWELLING STRUCTURES) paragraph 5 to read:
"Density: Density shall not be more than one-third of the density
calculated when using the procedures and standards set forth in
the regulations established by the New Hampshire Water Supply
and Pollution Control Commission, Administrative Rules, CH.WS
1000.03, WS 1000.04 and 1000.05 or their successive provisions."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
20. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XV B. Qualified Soil
Scientist to read:
"QUALIFIED SOIL SCIENTIST: A person qualified in soil
classification and mapping who is licensed by the Board of Natural
Scientists of the State of New Hampshire."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
21. To see if the Town will vote to amend Section IV, Article III by
adding paragraph no. 5 as follows:
"5. Special Exception. For separate lots which were subdivided
prior to December 17, 1968, and which are vacant as of March 14,
1989, and which do not meet the lot size requirements of Sections II
and III of this Article but which were legally subdivided prior to
December 17, 1968, the Board of Adjustment shall grant a special
exception upon application maae to them, for the construction of
and occupancy as a seasonal dwelling, provided the applicant
satisfies all of the following conditions;
a) A subsurface disposal system design which has current
approval by the State of New Hampshire Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission.
(i) "Privy's" and holding tanks are not permitted, and do not
qualify unless the applicant also obtains a variance for the use
thereof from the Board of Adjustment.
b) There are no vacant abutting lots which are in common
ownership with the lot in question, nor has such common owner-
ship occurred since the date ten (10) years prior to the enactment of
this Ordinance.
c) The lot in question has not been owned in common with an
improved abutting lot any time since the date ten (10) years prior to
the enactment of this Ordinance.
d) The road on which the lot fronts must be at least "summer
maintained" by the Town,-i.e. be a road which, as a minimum, is
maintained by the Town under RSA 231 .79 as amended from time to
time.
e) The applicant has presented to the Board of Adjustment, an
instrument duly executed and acknowledged by the existing owner,
in recordable form, and in form acceptable to Town Counsel,
containing appropriate covenants and restrictions in favor of and
enforceable by the Town, preventing and prohibiting the use of the
lot and the dwelling for residential purposes from December 10 to
April 1 of each year."
Recommended by the Planning Board.
22. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XI Section I to read:
1. Only one permanent sign, limited to six square feet of overall
dimensions, is permitted on the property to which the sign pertains
in Zones A, B, and D.
To amend Article XI Section II to read:
II. Permanent advertising signs are permitted with a total display
area of no more than 25 feet in Zone C-1 and 40 square feet in Zone
C-2 and C-3, but only as an accessory to the lawful use of a
business property and located on said property.
To amend Article XI Section III to read;
No neon, tubular, flashing, internally lighted, revolving or change-
able copy signs shall be permitted in any district. Signs may be
lighted externally by incandescent lighting only. Such lighting shall
be shielded so it does not present a hazard to automotive traffic.
Signs shall be lighted only during the hours when the associated
establishment is open for business. No sign shall project over any
street or sidewalk lane.
To amend Article XI Section V to read;
A permit issued by the Building Inspector of the Town shall be
obtained before the erection of any sign greater than five square
feet. The use of moveable signs is prohibited. Temporary political
signs are permitted.
To amend Article XI by adding Section VII as follows;
No permanent special attention getting devices such as pennant
strings, strings of lights or flags other than the State or U.S. flag
shall appear on the land or buidlings or any premises, and those
flags shall be limited in an area to twenty five square feet. Also
prohibited are sandwich signs, signs on trees, rocks or other
natural surfaces.
To amend Article XI Section IV to read:
Non commercial informational signs limited to six square feet in
overall dimensions are permitted in Zones A, B, C-1, C-2, C-3, and D.
To amend Article XI by adding Section VIII as follows:
Any premise sign legally erected prior to the adoption of these
amendments may be continued and maintained. Any such sign
shall not be enlarged or altered by change in shape or rewording,
except signs with replacement letters, unless it is brought into
conformity.
By petition.
Not recommended by the Planning Board.
23. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XVI by adding
Section III as follows:
1. A posted notice requesting tfie granting of a special exception or
variance shall be specific as to the nature of the request and the
vote of the Board of Adjustment shall be limited to that which has
been requested.
2. In addition to the requirements of RSA 676:3, the Board of
Adjustment shall issue a final written decision stating its reasons
for granting a special exception or variance.
By petition.
Not recommended by the Planning Board.
24. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the adjusted
elderly exemptions from property tax? These statutes provide for
the following exemptions, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $10,000; for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $15,000; for a person 80 years
of age or older, $20,000. To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse,
they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the tax
payer must have a net income of less than $10,000, or if married, a
combined net income of less than $12,000, and own net assets of
$30,000 or less, excluding the value of the person's residence.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
25. To see if the Town will vote to construct and furnish a new Town
Public Library; and authorize the town to issue bonds or notes
pursuant to NH RSA 33 in the amount of Eight Hundred Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($825,000.00) to pay for said facilities and site
work, such bonds to be payable over a ten year period; and to
accept, receive and apply grants and gifts and interest received
from said bond funds toward such construction and furnishing.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
26. To see it the town will vote to raise such sums of money as may
be necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make




















Recommended by the Budget Committee.
27. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire
money for the use of the town in anticipation of taxes.
28. To hear reports of Auditors and Committees and to act thereon.
29. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
dispose of, by public sale, any real estate acquired by the town
through Tax Collector's deeds, excluding those parcels of real
estate which the Conservation Commission recommends for
retention in the best interest of the town, as provided in RSA 8-:42a.
30. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to accept private
donations of land, interest in land or money for the purposes of
contributing to the local matching portion required for acquiring
conservation land or interest in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent conservation use under the N.H. Land
Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221 :a, and authorize
the Selectmen to apply for and accept the state matching funds
under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of the fee or lesser
interest in conservation land. Said appropriated funds and state
matching funds may be expended by majority vote of the Conserva-
tion Commission with the approval of the Selectmen.
31
.
To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to make application for, to receive and to spend in the name of the
town, such advances, grants-in-aid or other funds for town
purposes as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal,
State, local or private agencies that would be of benefit to the town.
32. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Library Trustees and
the Selectmen to accept a donation of an approximately 3-acre
parcel of land to be subdivided from Tax Map 7, Parcel 13, from
Mildred and Mabel Emerson for the specified purpose of
constructing a new Town Public Library,
33. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Library Trustees to
accept, expend and apply any gifts and donations made to the
Trustees and to make application for and to receive and spend in
the name of the town library any grants or other funds as may now
or hereafter, be forthcoming from Federal, State, local or private
agencies that would be of benefit to the library.
34. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$260,000.00 for the purpose of making capital improvements to
highways as recommended by the Road Agent and the Highway
Capital Improvements Master Plan.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
35. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$180,000.00 for the purchase of a Class A pumper for the Fire
Department.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
36. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) for the
purchase of a new cruiser.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
37. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,500.00 for the purpose of painting the exterior and touch-up of
the interior of the Hampstead Public Library Building.
No recommendation by the Budget Committee.
38. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,400.00 for the purpose of putting a handicapped ramp on the
Hampstead Public Library Building. One half the cost will be
reimbursed by LSCA funds, if the application is accepted.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee.
If Article 25 fails, recommended by the Budget Committee.
39. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100,000.00 to establish a Capital Reserve Fund to purchase land
and/or toward construction of a new Public Library building.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee.
40. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell the
Hampstead Public Library and the land on which it sets, and to
apply the proceeds therefrom for the purchase and for construction
of a new Town Public Library to be constructed on land to be
donated by Mildred and Mabel Emerson.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
41. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 to put an addition on the town salt shed.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
42. To see it the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9,300.00 for the purpose of putting vinyl siding on the Town Office
Building.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
43. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,900.00 for the purpose of painting the Town Office Building.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee.
44. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), to be used during 1989, to help
support the Crisis Pregnancy Center (of Haverhill, Massachusetts.)
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
45. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$405.00 to support the Women's Resource Center.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee.
46. To see if the town will vote to rescind the exclusion for election
workers for which remuneration is less than $100.00 and the
exclusion for any position the compensation for which is on a fee
basis, and add coverage for these positions under the Federal
Social Security Act.
47. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to join a
subdistrict, under the provisions of RSA 149-M:18, within the
existing 149-M District and draft a Solid Waste Management plan
for the subdistrict by October 1, 1989. The direction of the plan shall
be to set up a Solid Waste Implementation District under the
provisions of RSA 53-A, The district will potentially include five (5)
member towns; Kingston, East Kingston, Newton, Hampstead and
Exeter. In addition, to vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,000 for the payment of the town's share of the planning sub-
district's (149-M) budget.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
48. To see if the town will vote to join a 149M planning sub-district
within the existing 149-M district for the purpose of creating a
regional solid waste district under State of N.H. RSA 53:A. The
Planning District will report back to town meeting for acceptance of
the plan and proposed agreement (& budget) within one (1) year.
The Plan will include the selection and siting of facilities within the
sub-district with the emphasis on reduction, reuse, and recycling of
as much waste as possible. The facilities to be sited include:
recycling center, also known as a MRP (Materials Recovery Facility
— a facility set up to process glass, cans (aluminum and steel),
paper, plastics and other items into resaleable material for
remanufacturing), a yard and wood waste processing center (to
include stumps); a co-composting center (for septage, organic
fraction of Municipal Solid Waste (MCW), sewerage treatment plant
sludges and bi-products from yard waste) septage treatment/
dewatering facility and a landfill (to include study of landfill
mining.) Also to be undertaken is an analysis of the collection and
transportation network to service the communities and facilities.
The sub-district is to devise a plan to handle its waste without the
use of incineration and develop plans for a landfill that will not
accept ash from a mass burn incinerator. The sub-district will be
made up of the following towns and will be formed if at least two of
them vote in the affirmative: Exeter, East Kingston, Kingston,
Newton and Hampstead. If other towns request to join the 149-M
planning sub-district, they will be considered and assessed on a
case by case basis.
By petition.
49. To see if the town will vote the following ordinance:
It shall be unlawful for any person to cause noise that will disturb
the peace of other residents in the Town of Hampstead between
the hours of 10:00 PM and 6:00 AM on weekdays and between 10:00
PM on the previous evening and 7:00 AM on the morning of
Saturdays, Sundays and all State and Federal holidays unless a
permit has been granted by the Selectmen for a public activity.
This ordinance shall be subject to a warning on the first offense
and a fine of $100.00 on a second offense.
50. To see if the town will vote to set the rate and amount of
compensation to be allowed the Town ClerkfTax Collector in
accordance with RSA 41:25 and 41:45-a, in a salary range between
$20,000.00 and $35,000.00 annually, with the specific rate and
amount to be established from time to time by the Selectmen in
accordance with standards established by them.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
51. To see if the town will vote to instruct the town's representative
to the General Court to respond to our solid waste crisis by taking
all necessary measures to insure that New Hampshire adopt
legislation that will permit consumers to return for refund of
deposit within New Hampshire all soda, beer, wine cooler and
liquor containers and that all unclaimed deposit monies shall be
collected by the state and no less than 80% shall be returned
annually to local municipalities for the sole purpose of imple-
menting, expanding and reimbursing community recycling
projects.
52. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,452.00 for the 1989-1990 dues to the Southeast Reigonal Solid
Waste District.
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
53. To see if the town will vote to accept the donation of the Eli and
Bessie Cohen Foundation for $4,000.00.
54. To see if the town will vote to accept Faith Drive as a town road.
55. To see if the town will vote to adopt the following Code of Ethics
for all town officials and employees:
Each town employee or elected or appointed officer or board or
commission member who is elected or appointed or employed
shall, by accepting such office, employment or appointment, be
deemed to have accepted, consented to and be bound by the
following ethical principles:
1. I will not be coerced into decisions by pressure groups; rather, I
will listen to all points of view and try to make decisions based on
all available data.
2. I will strive to identify my own personal biases and prejudices
and to keep them from influencing my decisions unfairly.
3. In the consideration of financial matters, such as budget
approval, purchases, salaries, and capital needs, I shall attempt to
maintain a balanced sense of fiscal responsiblity to the town.
4. I will remember that a town official functions only in a legally
posted meeting; I shall not make unauthorized commitments on
behalf of the town.
5. If I should disagree with the majority on any vote, I will abide by
the decision of the majority.
6. If contacted by a citizen about a town matter not specifically
delegated to me, I will refer the matter be taken to the appropriate
board or agency.
7. I shall respect the confidentiality of information disclosed in
executive sessions.
8. Even though I have been elected by my friends and neighbors, I
will view myself as a representative of the entire town and will not
be influenced by partisanship; I will consistently support what is
best for the total town.
9. I shall not participate in decisions to obtain goods or services to
the town from companies in which I hold a significant proprietary
interest.
10. I shall not participate in decisions regarding employment of,
promotion of, or other benefits to members of my family by the
town.
56. We the undersigned registered voters of the Town of
Hampstead, petition the Board of Selectmen to place the following
proposed Code of Ethics Ordinance on the 1989 Town Warrant to
see if the Town will vote to adopt the proposed Code of Ethics
Ordinance pursuant to RSA 31:39-a.
Hampstead Town Code of Ethics Ordinance
The Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire, pursuant to RSA 31:39-a
ordains as follows:
1. Title
This ordinance shall be known and referred to as the 'Hampstead
Town Code of Ethics.
2. Declaration of Policy
A. Where government is based on the consent of the governed,
every citizen is entitled to have complete confidence in the integrity
of that government. Each local Officer/Employee of the Town,
whether elected or appointed, paid or unpaid, including members of
Town boards, commissions, committees or agencies (hereinafter
referred to as "Town Officer"), must earn and honor that trust by
his or her conduct in all official actions. The purpose of this
ordinance is to (a) ensure fair consideration of any application or
matter to be voted upon, and also to ensure the appearance of fair
consideration so as to maintain public confidence in the integrity
of Town government, and (b) ensure that Tovi/n Office not be used
for personal gain or advantage.
B. In recognition of these principles, there is hereby established
a Code of Ethics Ordinance for all Town Officers/Employees.
3. Definitions—As used in this Ordinance, the following terms shall
have the meanings indicated:
Abutter—Any person who owns land adjacent to or within 200 feet
of a parcel of real property under consideration.
Employee— Each and every person employed by the Town of
Hampstead in any capacity whether permanent or temporary, on a
contractual basis, full-time or part-time, intermittent, or consultant
basis.
Employment Relationship— Exists when a Town Officer/Employee,
or a member of his family is employed and compensated by the
person or busines requesting action or opposing action on a matter
before the Town board.
Family—A spouse, children, parents, grandparents, grandchildren,
brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, and the parents,
grandparents, brothers, sisters, aunts and uncles of the Town
Officer's/Employee's spouse.
Financial Interest—Any financial interest, direct or indirect on the
part of any Town Officer/Employee which is not common to the
interest of other citizens of the Town. Such interests include, but is
not limited to an ownership interest, a mortgage interest, and a
creditor or debtor interest.
Personal Interest—An interest which shall affect or benefit the
Town Officer/Employee or his family which is not common to the
interest of other citizens of the Town. Personal interest need not be
financial.
Town Officer— Each and every person holding an office or position
whether by election or appointment, whether serving with or
without compensation.
4. Conflict of Interest
No Town Officer/Employee shall engage in any business or trans-
action or have a financial or personal interest, directly or indirectly,
which is in conflict with or incompatible with the proper discharge
of his official duties or would tend to influence or impair his
judgment and action in the performance of his official duties. A
conflict of interest or incompatibility exists:
(a) if the Town Officer/Employee has a financial and or
personal interest in the outcome of any matter under consideration
before him or his department.
(b) if the Town Officer/Employee has reason to believe or
expects that he will derive a direct financial and or personal gain or
suffer a direct financial and or personal loss, as the case may be,
by reason of his official activity.
5. Eligibility to Partipate
A. No Town Officer/Employee shall introduce, discuss as a
member, approve, act upon, or vote upon any motion, resolution,
permit, or other matter in which he or a member of his family has a
financial and/or personal interest.
B. No Town Officer/Employee shall introduce, discuss as a
member, approve, act upon, or vote upon any motion, resolution,
permit, or other matter in which he or a member of his family has an
employment relationship as defined in Section 3 of this Ordinance.
C. If the matter to be introduced, discussed, approved, or voted
upon relates to real property owned by a Town Officer/Employee or
a member of his family, or if the Town Officer/Employee or a
member of his family is an abutter to such real property, the Town
Officer/Employee shall be deemed to have a financial and/or
personal interest in the matter and shall not debate the matter and
shall disqualify himself from voting or acting upon such matter.
6. Disclosure of Interest
Any Town Officer/Employee who has, knows he will have or later
acquires a financial and/or personal interest, directly or indirectly,
in any matter under consideration before him or his department in
his or its official capacity shall disclose (as soon as he has
knowledge of such actual or prospective interest) in writing, the
nature and extent of such interest to the chairman of his board (or
in the case of an Employee, his appointing board or the board he is
accountable to). Such Town Officer/Employee as a member shall
not debate the matter and shall disqualify himself from voting or
acting on such matter.
7. Confidential Information
Except as may be required by law, no Town Officer/Employee shall
willfully and knowingly disclose for financial and/or personal gain,
to any other person confidential information acquired by him in the
course of and by reason of his official duties or employment.
Furthermore, he shall not use such information for the purpose of
financial and/or personal gain for himself, his family, or any other
person or business with which he is associated.
8. Accepting Gifts and Favors
No Town Officer/Employee shall accept any gifts, favors or
something of value, directly or indirectly, from any person,
organization, or business/corporation having a direct interest in a
particular matter under consideration or interested in any manner
whatsoever in business dealings with the Town of Hampstead.
9. Standards of Conduct
(a) A Town Officer/Employee while in the performance of his
official duties shall conduct himself at all times in a manner which
shall reflect creditably on his position.
(b) A Town Officer/Employee shall adhere to the spirit and
letter of any all rules governing his official position, including, but
not limited to the contents of this Ordinance.
(c) No Town Officer/Employee shall knowingly or with reason
to know use or attempt to use his official position to secure for
himself or for others unwarranted privileges or exemptions which
are not available to the other citizens of Hampstead.
(d) No Town Officer/Employee shall claim to at anytime act on
behalf of any board or department without prior written
authorization from the remaining members of the board of
department.
(e) No Town Officer/Employee shall use Town property or Town
labor for personal purposes.
10. Challenge Procedure
(a) Any resident-voter of the Town of Hampstead may inquire
into a possible violation of this Ordinance on the part of any Town
Officer/Employee. Inquiries shall be in writing and shall state the
grounds for the inquiry. A copy of the inquiry shall be directed to
the challenged individual and to his presiding officer.
(b) Such challenged Town Officer/Employee shall be obligated
to respond in writing, within seven (7) business days, to the person
making the inquiry, to advise whether or not a violation of this
Ordinance has occurred or shall occur if the challenged individual
acts on a particular matter.
(c) If the resident-voter making the inquiry is not satisfied with
the challenged individual's response, he may require the presiding
officer of the Town board (in the case of an Employee, his
appointing board or the board he reports to) to call for a vote as to
whether or not the challenged Town Officer/Employee has violated
or shall violate this Ordinance if he acts on a particular matter.
11. Appeals Proceedings
Appeals under this Ordinance shall be governed by RSA 31:39-1.
12. Effective Date
This Code of Ethics Ordinance shall become effective upon its
adoption by the resident-voters of the Town of Hampstead.
13. Compliance
Each and every person who is in violation of any section of this
Ordinance on the date it becomes effective, shall w/ithin sixty (60)
days from the effective date remedy his situation so as to comply
with this Ordinance.
14. Ordinance Provided to Town Officer/Employee
Each and every Town Officer/Employee shall be furnished by the
Town Clerk with a copy of this Ordinance. Each such person shall
sign a written acknowledgment that he has received such a copy.
The acknowledgement shall be filed by the Town Clerk with the
Town Officer's/Employees appointment/personnel papers.
By Petition.
57. To see if the town will vote to install a street light on the corner
of Route 111 and Fieldstone Drive at a cost of $120 per year.
By petition.
No recommendation by the Budget Committee.
Given under our hands and seal, this 27th day of February, In the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty nine.




For persons over 65 who receive the Elderly Exemption and those
who think they may qualify for it, there is a new exemption
proposed this year by the Selectmen in Article 24. If the Article
passes at the Town Meeting, a new application must be filed. All
those who received the exemption last year will be mailed a new
application form. Those who do not receive one may obtain one
from the Selectmen's Office. These applications must be filed with
the Selectmen before April 15. If Article 24 does not pass, the
extended Elderly Exemption that we now have will remain in effect.
INVENTORIES are mandatory. They must be filed with the
Selectmen on or before April 15th. Forms are distributed by mail.
The polls will not close before 6:00 PM. It is understood that a
motion will be made at the opening of the meeting that the polls
remain open until 8:00 PM.
VETERANS should understand that it is their responsibility to
request forms for tax exemption. The Green Card is a permanent
record and must be filed only once. However, in order to receive the
exemption each year, the Inventory must be filled in, signed and in
the hands of the Selectmen before April 15th.
Articles3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,21,22,
23, and 24 will be voted by ballot on Tuesday, March 14, 1989.
The SELECTMEN meet in their office in the Town Office Building on
the second and fourth Monday of each month at 7:30 PM.
The remaining articles will be voted at the business meeting which
will be held on Friday, March 17, 1989, at 6:30 PM in the Middle
School Gymnasium.
The PLANNING BOARD Regular Meeting is held on the first
Monday of every month at 7:30 PM.
Article 25 is a bond issue and requires a one-hour voting period
after discussion.
The BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT meets on the first Thursday of every
month at 7:00 PM.
































HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance (Summer)
Town Maintenance (Winter)









Rockingham Child & Family Service
Ambulances
Health Department
Rockingham County Community Action
Lamprey Health






































































Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense — Long-Ternn Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense — Tax Anticipation Notes
Interest Expense — Other Temporary Loans











































National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Land Use Change Tax
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES — STATE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Civil Defense — Highway
Civil Defense — Fire Department
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest of Deposits



































TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 948,742.54 1,064,406.57 1,052,500.91
Police Department Report—1988
The year 1988 was one of pride and accomplishment for your Police Department.
Pride in the fact that all officers became certified by the State of New Hampshire
and the accomplishment of reaching our goal of drastically reducing the number of
fatal accidents on our roadways . These fatalities were reduced from seven last year
to only one this year. This drastic reduction was a direct result of added visability
,
stronger enforcement and cooperation by you, the residents of the town. We also feel
that the signs encouraging people to drive safely through Hampstead had an effect on
this reduction. Court cases were up 200% to a high of 850 cases while the number of
accidents remained the same. The number of serious injuries were considerably less.
Burglaries were up from nine to eleven and thefts increased from fourteen to twenty six.
Our greatest problem was vandalism which showed a marked increase.
A new program was initiated which involves juveniles arrested for Criminal Mischief
ie: vandalism. Court action is waived for first offense if subject and parents agree
to pay restitution for damages and allow the juvenile to perform community service.
To date over ten thousand dollars has been repaid for damages while the town has
received over four hundred hours of free labor. To date there have been no repeat off-
enders.
During the past year three members of your department attended and graduated from
the N. H. Police Academy and were certified as Full Time Police Officers by N . H. Police
Standards and Training Council. The officers are Frederick Whiting, Kenneth Owen
and Shsnt Childs. These men plus the Chief, Deputy Chief, twelve certified Part Time
Officers , three matrons and four dispatchers give your town one of the most efficient
departments im the area. These officers are dispatched twenty four hours a day by
dispatchers who are your neighbors, who are always sympathetic to your problems, yet
are trained to react to any emergency which might arise. Your officers are in constant
radio contact with all surrounding towns for immediate response to any situation.
We have a Mutual Aid Agreement with six area towns which allows us the luxury of many
extra officers at no added cost to you. Training of all officers is conducted
monthly and exceeds all requirements set forth by Standards and Training Council.
All the officers have been issued new 9mm. semi-automatic weapons which gives added
protection for ourselves as well as you the townspeople. Qualification with this
weaponis done semi-annually at our own range with instruction by our own State Certified
Range Officer.
We would take this opportunity to thank all Town Officials and other departments
for their continued cooperation. We thank all of you for your continued support and
assistance which can only improve our service to you.
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Fire Department Report—1988
The 50th Anniversary year of the Hampstead Fire Department has
been a busy but productive one. With the increased population of Town
and the very mobile life style of people today we find out services are
in much greater demand. Our level of training is constantly being
challenged. To meet or exceed these challenges we have had members in
Certified State Firefighter Training Level I and II as well as our own
department programs. The automobile extrication portion of this
training was on display at the Anniversary Field Days held in July.
Incidentally, this event will be held again this August and should be
interesting to the public.
In early spring, the new water hole behind Central Station was
dug and fenced in. The hydrants behind the school were installed this
fall and should prove very beneficial to the fire protection in the
center of town. We have tentative plans to light this area for night
ice skating.
The fire alarm system was updated with the addition of two more
radio boxes which serve four town buildings.
Looking to the future of the fire department, our most immediate
needs are to continue with the replacement and upgrading of fire
apparatus to keep in step with technology and growth. There are also
operational and personnel equipment proceedures and policy changes as
defined by the National Fire Protective Association which may affect
the operation of volunteer fire departments such as ours.
The Firemen's Association has pledged money which will be added to
several private donations to purchase and equip a boat to be used for
emergencies which occur in or on the lakes and ponds in our area. This
will assist our dive team by making for a safer and more efficient
response
.
Several factors will dictate when an all volunteer department is
no longer feasable and we need paid staffing. At this time suffice to
say the lower the number of calls we respond to yearly, the longer the
department can remain volunteer.
The members of the Hampstead Fire Department are proud to belong
to an organization with a 50 year history of service to the towns
people and we thank all the organizations who have supported us through
the years.
Chip Hastings, Chief




1988 FIRE AND RESCUE CALLS
12 STRUCTURE FIRES
7 CHIMNEY FIRES
2 RUBBISH AND DUMP FIRES
19 BRUSH AND WOODS FIRES
13 MOTOR VEHICLE FIRES
52 MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS (counted as medical emergencies)
15 BOX ALARMS
39 INVESTIGATIONS
29 MUTUAL AID SENT
226 MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
362 TOTAL EMERGENCY CALLS
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




To throw down LIGHTED matches, cigarettes or other burning substances from
vehicles or otherwise.
To set a CAMPFIRE on land of another without written permission of the
owner or agent and a written permit from the FOREST FIRE WARDEN of the
town, except authorized recreational areas where suitable fireplaces are
approved by the Forest Fire Warden.
To fail to TOTALLY EXTINGUISH a campfire before leaving it.
To throw any flammable waste material on, near or adjacent to a public
highway or private way in or near woodlands.
To burn BRUSH OR OTHER MATERIALS when the ground is not covered by
snow without a written PERMIT from the FOREST FIRE WARDEN. A
permit IS needed to burn rubbish in an incinerator or outdoor fireplace.
Regulation PROHIBITS kindling of open fires between 9:00 A. M. and
5:00 P. M. daily except when RAINING.
Burning in violation of Air Pollution regulations is prohibited.
To leave slash and mill waste within 25 feet of land of another; or
within 50 feet of any great pond or navigable river; or within 25
feet of any river, stream, or brook which will float a canoe at
normal water level; or in any stream, river, or brook which
normally (lows throughout the year; or within 50 feet of any
public highway; or within 60 feet of the right-of-way of
any railroad; or within 100 feet of any occupied building except
a temporary lumber camp. All slash or mill waste shall be
disposed of in such a manner, within the area between 50 feet
and 150 feet of any great pond, navigable river, or public
highway,so that no part of it extends more than 4 feet above
the ground.
To fail to report a Forest or Brush Fire or to fail to report to FOREST
FIREWARDEN'S call for assistance.
To operate Wood Processing Mills without complying with laws relative to
registration and permits.
Report Fires To Your Local Forest Fire V/arden, Tel. No.
FIGHT FIRE UNTIL HELP ARRIVES
DON'T BE A LITTERBUG - CARRY IN, CARRY OUT
Your Efforts to Help Protect our Woodlands are Appreciated.
DIVISION OF FORESTS AND LANDS
JOHN E. SARGENT, Director
PEf^ITS MAY BE OBTAINED BY 'CALLING CHIP HASTINGS, WARDEN 329-64'+2
PAUL WENTWORTH, DEPUTY WARDEN 329-5571
NEIL EMERSON, DEPUTY WARDEN 329-6938
JAMES GILMARTIN, DEPUTY WARDEN... 329-7171
KERRY CLARK, DEPUTY WARDEN 329-5407
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1988 Rescue Squad Report
We want to thank all citizens and agencies that helped make
Hampstead highways much safer this year, one fatality! Keep up the
good work and slow down.
We responded to 227 rescue calls in 1988, and generally the number
of serious medical injuries was down.
We welcomed two new members to the rescue squad from the public
and three new members from the fire department. We would like some
additional people to join us volunteers so come on down to the fire
station on the first or third Wednesday of any month.
Four of our members spent half a year in the EMT-Intermediate
course and all passed the National Exam with flying colors. We now
have six EMT-I's. Nine squad members have completed the
EMT-Defibr illation (manual) program. With the generous donations of
our citizens and the Alexander Eastman Foundation, we purchased a
second Life-pac V heart monitor-recorder-def ibrillator . We now carry
one in each of the rescue vehicles. Five of our member have completed
the training and certification as Search and Rescue Scuba Divers adding
to our water operation rescue capability.
This year as part of the Fire Department's 50th Anniversary we
held our first auto extrication head to head competition. The towns
that participated enjoyed it so much that we are continuing it as an
annual event.
We thank everyone for their continuing support through the year.
Squad Captain Dave Duston
President Neil Emerson
Training Officer Gregg Stiles
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Hampstead Public Library Report—1988
"Information is a resource just as energy is a
resource. Both are vital to the well-being of
individuals and organizations in today's world." A.G.Oettinger
The Trustees and Staff of the Library again express their thanks for the
continued support and understanding of the library patrons during this past
year. Use of the facility increases with the physical surroundings remaining
the same.
¥e were, of course, disappointed, that although the majority of the
townspeople voted for the new facility in March of 1988, the needed 2/3 vote
was lacking. Special thanks go to the Building Committee members of 1987 and
the members of the 1988 Committee for the endless hours of time spent in
trying to solve the library space problems adequately in a most difficult
tax-burden time. Unfortunately, if the voters turn down the proposal for a
new facility this March, the gift of land is no longer available to the
townspeople, and the Board of Trustees and the Building Committee will have to
pursue other avenues that will prove to be more expensive to the taxpayer in
the long run.
The proposed building project cost (including site preparation, septic and
parking) is $825,000 for a 7,500 sq. ft. building, to be financed with a
ten-year bond issue. The cost per $1000 assessment is 82^ the first year,
down to 51^ the tenth year, or an average of 66. 3s^ for the length of the
bond. The Board of Trustees has voted to use special income to finish any
incomplete areas. It is of major concern, that if the project is defeated,
the gift of land will no longer be available, and the $50,000 voted in 1987
for plans may not be applicable in the future.
Total circulation for the year was 29,497 items; adults accounting for
A5%, and children 55^. The staff was pleased to welcome the many visits from
school classes and various scout and youth groups. We note, with pleasure,
the increased usage of non-fiction materials by the children.
The Mother's Club continues to offer a pre-school story hour and donates
monies for childrens' magazines. Also, this year, videos, based on books,
were purchased to the delight of the patrons. The library offers an
additional story-hour, and there is demand for afternoon sessions which we are
unable to provide.
¥e were especially grateful to purchase the 60 volume set of the Library
of America from the Michael Turner Memorial Fund as well as a television set
for the Children's room. From the Frank Child Memorial Fund, we purchased
National Georgraphic videos. The N.H. Revised Statutes Annotated and a VCR
were purchased from the Mary Clark Fund. Thanks, also, to the Hampstead
Lioness who donate books on tape that are enjoyed by adults and children
alike. Randy and Sally Zeitvolgel donated a Mcintosh Computer and printer for
library use. Alyson Thompson donated a print of the Library. Also,
appreciation goes to all the people who donated books, magazines, and other
items.
Our children's craft workshops were conducted by Kathy Hootman, and are
now being offered by Sue Dunn. We are sorry that we were unable to offer more
of these popular programs for adults and children.
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Gail Laphani passed the presidency of the Friends of the Library on to
Harriett Crush. Another successful year from the Thrift shop was realized
under the direction of Janet Thiboutot and Becky Rooney. Thanks to all who
donated items and helped with the shop itself. The Friends have instituted a
yearly 'Mary Clark Lecture Series', offering a talk by an author or someone in
a related field. The Friends supported the summer reading program, purchased
the pass to the Boston Fine Arts Museum, financed the printing and mailing of
the 1988 project brochure and the library consultant fees, and sponsord the
Library's 100th Birthday Party. This group's continued support cannot be
sufficiently recognized, and everyone is invited to join and attend meetings.
"Eead-a-saur-us" , the summer reading program was enjoyed by all the
participants. Suzanne Trested won the 4th annual 'worm race' and Menagerie
Theater presented a delightful program. Adele Trested conducted craft
programs and the pre-school story hour. The Hampstead House of Pizza helped
celebrate the 7th and 8th graders 'pizza' readings.
The staff and Trustees continue to attend workshops, lectures, and classes
in library related areas. The library cooperative continues to provide
information and solutions to common library concerns.
¥e were sorry to accept the resignation of Joanne Hennessey and we will
miss her many talents, and Kathy Crowley left us to attend college. We
welcomed Agnes Martin, Mary Jean Colburn and Jessica Sakash to the staff.
Volunteers, Elsie Miller, Margaret Noonan, and Elaine David continue to
contribute their time and talents, as does my husband, Ralph Rooney.
Dr. Lincoln Palmer resigned from the Board of Trustees. His time and
expertise on the Board and the Building Committee was greatly appreciated. We
are grateful to Dr. David Lanning, former Trustee, for completing the
unexpired term. Trustees, Joseph Hannigan, David Lanning and Chrm. Pamela
Hartung have given much of their time, in a very challenging year, to provide
sufficient library service and to plan adequately for future library service.
It is of great concern to the staff that we are unable to offer many
services that we feel should be addressed. We have requests for more
programming; how-to's, edcuational, travelogues, and current concerns. We are
unable to purchase the quantities of large print books, videos, or audio
cassettes that people desire. The library does try to have as wide a range of
offerings for as wide a range of interests and ages as possible. Certainly,
space curtails many of our endeavors. In the future, types and extent of
services will depend upon the physical facilities available.
The town of Hampstead has always been concerned with the betterment of its
citizens and has taken upon itself the responsibility to offer services in all
areas. Please continue this tradition, by voting "yes" for the new facility.
The Board of Trustees, and the Staff; Mrs. Martin, Mrs. Colburn, Miss
Sakash, Mrs. Thiboutot, Mrs. Crowley, and myself have enjoyed working for you
and with you and will continue to do so wherever we may be housed.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth B. Rooney, Director
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Public Library Building Committee Report—1988
The Trustees of the Hampstead Public Library appointed a
1 988 Building Committee which was charged with conducting a
thorough review of the nine thousand square foot, $950,000.
new building project. Although the recommended project did not
receive the two thirds vote neccessary for Town approval at
the 1988 Town Meeting, the Trustees were concerned about the
fact that they had already expended the $50,000. appropriated
by the Town to obtain working drawings. Also, the offer of a
gift of three acres of land on Emerson Avenue, valued at
$180,000. will be withdrawn by the donors if a new library
building is not authorized for the site by the 1989 Town Meeting.
An informal poll of Townspeople during the Summer period
indicated that a very small percentage of taxpayers realized
that the Tovm stands to lose $230,000. toward the library
building replacement project if the working drawings now paid
for and the gift of a land site are not secured for the project.
Architect Peter Tennant of Ingram and Wallace, Manchester
volunteered his time to the Building Committee to recommend
a way to reduce the size and cost of the existing building design
without requiring new, expensive working drawings. Regardless
of any reduction in the size of the building, the costs involv-
ing site preparation, a v;ell for water, septic system and basic
landscaping do not change appreciably. The Trustees accepted
the Building Committee's recommendation that 1000 square feet
be taken from the adult service area, 500 square feet be taken
from the childrens reading area and the function area with study
and conference room be left as an unfinished, unfurnished shell.
The revised library building project which is coming before
Town Meeting on March 17, 1989 is a 7445 square foot building
with a total project cost or $825,000. We have recommended to
the Selectmen that the project be financed with a ten year bond
issue. As of January 12, 1989, this reduced project financed
over ten years would have an average annual cost to the taxpayer
of .66^$ per $1000. of assessed valuation. For the taxpayer
at the median assessment, that would amount to the cost of
purchasing three and one half books per year.
The Building Committee has advised the Trustees of the
Hampstead Public Library that this project plan represents the
lowest cost to the Town which will ever be achievable.
We are very grateful to Library Director Elizabeth Rooney
and the Library Staff for their untiring support and professional
assistance. We also thank Architect Peter Tennant and Library
Consultant James Kennedy for donating their professional services




























Ptiblic Library Trustee's Report—1988
The Hampstead Public Library has continued to strive to maintain its high
level of service to the community. This has been accomplished in spite of the
crowded conditions and the increase in library usage.
Appreciation goes to the Building Committee members these past few years
for their time and conscientiousness in trying to achieve an economical and
long-range plan for the solution to library space problems. It is
unfortunate, in a heavy-tax year, that the voters must address this issue, but
it has become unavoidable due to the possible loss of a gift of land worth
approximately $180,000. It is hoped that the townspeople will vote "yes" to
the warrant article for the proposed library building.
For the current building, we have repaired and reshingled a section of
the roof and added electrical wiring.
¥e would like to thank the many volunteers, and all those who have given
books, magazines, and other articles for library use. The Mother's Club and
the Hampstead Lioness have donated videos, books-on-tape, magazines, and other
special items to the pleasure of library users. Thanks go to Randy and Sally
Zeitvogel for the donation of a Mcintosh computer. Also, gratitude goes to
the friends and family of Michael Turner for their generous donations from
which the 'Library of America' set and a television for the children's room
were purchased; and we purchased videos from the Frank Child Fund.
Appreciation to the individuals, who wish to remain anonymous, for their
donations to the Library Building Fund.
The Friends of the Library remain steadfast in their support of the
library. Without them, we could not have hired the library consultant for the
building project, the printing of brochures and hand-outs, and other items
related to the building proposal.
We were sorry for the resignation of Dr. Lincoln Palmer, and appreciate
David Lanning for completing the unexpired term. We thank Ralph Rooney for
his continued help in maintaining the building.
We take this opportunity to again express our special appreciation to
Becky Rooney, our devoted librarian, and the dedicated efforts of the library
staff. Their commitment to serving you, the public, can not be
over- emphasized.
The public library is YOUR library, and we are looking forward to your
continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Pamela L. Hartung, Chrm.
Joseph P. Hannigan, Jr.
David D. Lanning
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Hampstead Historic District Commission Report—1988
The annual Commemorative Thanksgiving Service» held on
Sunday* Nov. ''.O in the Olds Meeting House» Emerson Avenue* was
once again vvell attended.
"^he commission would like to thank Rev. Robert Dobson»
Hampstead Congregational Church* for participating in and Planning
the service. Also Participating were the Rev. Patricia Ketzier*
Fast Hampstead Union Evangelical Church* the Rev. Carlos Paz*
Island Pond :BaPtist Church* Father Kent W. Johnson* St. Christo-
pher Church* and the Rev. Florent Bilodeau* St. Anne Church* who
delivered the message of Thanksgiving. Weaiso express our thanks
to them* to Selectman Brian Fastman* who presented Father Bilodeau
with the traditional basket of harvest vegetables and bundle of fire
wood as was the custom in the early days* and to Dr. Raymond E.
Moore* music director* the combined choirs and to Mildred Emerson*
who Played the antique Pump organ.
This past year the meeting house has been a busy Place* with
meetings* showers* a weddine and gatherings of various kinds.
The '43 year old building once again came to the rescue of
Central School students when classrooms on the left side of school
had to be opened up for the new addition. Students used the meeting
house for approximately two weeks.
Unfortunately* with constant use and moving of furnitue* the
floor (believed to be the original) was badly marred. The commision
has been informed because the floor is getting thin* it cannot be
re-sanded. Anyone using the ground floor are asked to move furniture
with care and not 'drag' tables* chairs* etc. across the floor.
The spring bulbs* Planted by the Hampstead Garden Club, added
- mo re -
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much color to the beautiful old building as did the shrubs.
Several state disnitaries recently attended a meeting
in the Olde Meeting House and commented that they never realized
Hampstead has such a beautiful> historic building still in con-
stant use .
Respectfully submitted!





Hampstead Board of Adjustment Report—1988
During the year the board heard requests for 25 Special Exceptions. Twenty
were granted and five denied. Of the 20 that were granted, five were for home
occupations
.
There were 43 variance requests of which 36 were granted.
At the end of the year, there were two court cases pending.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas Gaff, Chairman
Hampstead Board of Adjustment
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Conservation Commission Annual Report—1988
The Conservation Commission succeeded this year in obtaining preliminary approval for a $95,000.00
grant from the New Hampshire Land Conservation Investment Program G:.CIP) towards the purchase of
25 acres of land abutting our existing conservation area between Stage and West Roads. In addition to
the LCIP grant, gifts from a private individual and the French Foundation will be used for the purchase.
The donation of 44 acres of land to the town by RUMA Inc. for use as a match property was key in
making the appUcation a success. The Commission sincerely thanks everyone involved with this project,
especially RUMA Inc., the private individual, and the French Foundation for their generous gifts and
Roberta Jordan for her help in preparing the application.
The Commission processed 15 dredge and fill applications, which entailed on site inspections, reports to
the New Hampshire Wetlands Board, and reports to the Planning Board. Seven wetland violations were
reported and were referred to the Wetlands Board for further action.
Traditional Arbor Day tree distribution was conducted this year with 1000 Douglas Fir and 1000 Blue
Spruce seedlings given to the town residents. This event is scheduled to be repeated again this April.
The Commission again co-sponsored the Fishing Derby at Shop Pond with the Civic and Mother's Club.
The Commission has started a project to map all Town owned land and conservation easements. This
will be completed in mid 1989 and will be on file at the Town Hall.
Our appreciation to former member Carey Gherman and office secretary Lucy Williams for their
valuable contributions over the past year.
The Conservation Commission extends an invitation to all residents to serve on its subcommittees or to











Rockingham Planning Commission Report—1988
The Rockingham Planning Commission provided Hampstead with a
variety of services in 1988.
The most significant aid came in the form of preparing the Town's
Master Plan. Staff met with the Master Plan Committee seven times.
Assistance included preparation of the Introduction, Goals and
Ovjectives. Community Profile, Existing Land Use, Housing and
Transportation sections — including a base map and Existing Land Use
map.
Other assistance included:
1. Staff attended a Citizen's for Safer Hampstead meeting and provided
assistance to the group by determining whether a list of businesses was
available for the Toivn.
2. Provided Planning Board members with a sample letter to department
heads for gathering budget requests.
3. Spoke with Conservation Commission Chairman regarding the
possibility of preparing a Land Conservation Investment Program
application and reviewed the Town's 1987 Land and Wetland Conservation
Fund application.
As a member of the Rockingham Planning Commission, a variety of
planning services were provided on a region-wide basis. During 1988
these included:
1. Continued to provide administrative, organizational and planning
assistance to the Southeast Regional Solid Waste District. The
District is a 21 town organization created to plan for and develope
long term solid waste disposal solutions in Southeastern Rockingham
County.
2. Completed work on the first phase of a multi-year effort to
develope a regional master plan designed to set forth land use and
development policies for the region and to develope supporting data for
those policies.
3. Organized and hosted the 5th annual Natural Resources Lecture
Series in cooperation with the Rockingham County Conservation District
and Cooperative Extension Service. Topics included groundwater
protection, indentifying wetlands, water resource protection and saving
open space
,
4. Assisted in the organization of and hosted the 13th annual
Municipal Law Lecture Series for town officials involved with land-use
decision making.
5. Prepared and distributed our annual zoning and building code
amendment calendar informing town officials of the required timing of
events associated with proposed zoning and building code amendments.
6. Participated in a study organized by the Southern New Hampshire
Water Supply Task Force for the purposes of studying water resources
and distribution systems in southern New Hampshire.
7. Organized 4th annua] Rockingham County Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Project providing County residents with environmentally safe
disposal of unwanted hazardous household products
.
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8. Continued to assist in the organization and direction of COAST —
the Cooperative Alliance for Seacoast Transportation — an organization
of public transit providers in Rockingham County, Strafford County and
Southern Maine.
9. Continued to assist in Federal, State, and local coordination of
highway improvement planning and public transit planning; provided
technical assistance to local highway safety committees and performed
numerous traffic analyses: continued to work with committees on
special transportation needs.
10. Developed and tested a pavement management program to assist
communities im making structured inventories of roadway surface
conditions; provided technical assistance on highway corridor and
signal analysis.
11. Continued to maintain and update our collection of model
ordinances, subdivision regulations and other local land use
regulations
.
12. Produced and distributed to planning boards a report outlining
local fees charged by towns, a handbook on strategies for successful
adoption of ordinances and codes, and a sample water resources
management and protection plan.
13. Participated as an active member of the Seacoast Unites Way's Task
Force on Affordable Housing, which is working to develope methods for
providing more affordable housing,
14. Sponsored the 5th annual "Legislative Get-Together" to provide a
fortim for discussion with area legislators of local, regional and state
wide land use planning issues and related legislative initiatives,
15. Testified in support of several legislative initiatives, including
bills to permit towns and cities to charge developers for off-site
costs resulting from development — so called "impact fees",
16. Organized and held a Building Inspectors Workshop to provide
training for local building inspectors,
17. Prepared a report and maps outlining zoning, land uses, natural
resources and property owners for land abutting the Squamscott River in
Exeter, Strathara and Newfields,
18. Organized and held a Health Officers Workshop designed to provide
training and information for local health officers.
19. Assisted the Exeter River Watershed Association in its efforts to
protect the Exeter River by promoting coordinated land use regulations.
20. Worked closely with local land agent for the Trust for New
Hampshire Lands to publicize the program and assist communiites in
preparing applications for funding.
21. Prepared and distributed an Annual Report and issue of "Rockingham
Notes", the newsletter of the Rockingham Planning Commission.
22. Prepared an updated version of "Regional Facts", a compilation of
interesting and informative facts about our region.
23. Prepared and distributed our annual report outlining and explaining
RSA amendirients made during this year's legislative session.
24. Supplied 1987 Planning and Land Use Regulation books to Planning
Boards.
Susan E. Hastings, Vice Chairman
W, R, Clark, Commissioner
Rockingham Planning Commission
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Lamprey Health Care Report—1988
Lamprey Health Care marks eighteen years of service in 1989!
Two medical offices, one in Newmarket and one in Raymond, provide
primary medical care, preventive health services, community outreach, social
services and short term counselling with referral to mental health agencies.
Services also provided by Lamprey Health Care include the Senior Citizen
Transportation Program and the Rockingham County Info-Center, information and
referral service.
The medical team at Lamprey Health Care consists of six physicians:
Sarah C. Oxnard, MD is a Pediatrician and is the Medical Director of Lamprey
Health Care. Edward G. Benoit, MD is a Family Physician and is Associate
Medical Director at our Raymond facility. Karen 0. Brainard, MD is a Family
Physician practicing in Raymond. Paul E. Friedrichs, MD and Micki A.
Kantrowitz, MD are both Family Physicians at the Newmarket Center. Cynthia A.
Rasmussen, MD is an Obstetrician/Gynecologist who directs the Prenatal Program
operated by Lamprey Health Care and provides gynecological services. Also on
staff at Lamprey Health Care are Michael C. Lewis, Certified Physician's As-
sistant, Barbara Janeway, Nurse Practitioner and John Mark Blowen, Nurse Prac-
titioner. Registered and Licensed Practical Nurses and a Medical Assistant
round out the medical team.
The addition of physicians in recent years has allowed Lamprey Health
Care to respond to the growing demand for services in this area.
Lamprey Health Care continues to operate the Senior Citizen Transporta-
tion Program. The transportation service enables seniors citizens to remain
independent, self-sufficient and active by providing a means to needed serv-
ices such as food shopping, pharmacy, meals, medical appointments and recrea-
tional trips. Three of the busses are equipped with hydraulic lifts to
provide services to individuals in wheelchairs.
Lamprey Health Care also operates the Rockingham County Info-Center
which provides information and referral services to the residents of the area.
Information and referral is available to callers through a toll-free number on
a wide range of subjects. The toll-free number is 1-800-582-7214.







It is our pleasure to submit to you our report on the activities
of the Zoning Ordinance Committee during 1988. For the benefit
of new residents, the Zoning Ordinance Committee was appointed by
the Selectmen in April, 1987 to address citizens' concerns about
the Zoning Ordinance and propose ways to improve it to the
Planning Board. The Committee membership is comprised of 6
citizens and one representative each from the Board of Selectmen,
the Planning Board and the Zoning Board of Adjustment, each
member having equal voting privileges.
As you may recall from our last report, the Committee had
rearranged the existing Zoning Ordinance to conform to a proposed
new format, without changing any text, and presented it to the
Planning Board and the Zoning Board of Adjustment for their
verification and approval in September, 1987. We called the
document Phase I because it was the necessary first step to
identify errors, omissions, contradictions, duplications, etc.,
in the current Ordinance. While waiting for approval, the
Committee continued to meet twice a month and began discussions
on improvements that we had already identified as necessary by
virtue of our work in developing Phase I
.
We received the "go ahead" from the Planning Board and the Zoning
Board of Adjustment in May, 1988. Shortly thereafter, the
Planning Board solicited the Town Attorney's opinion of the
proposed restructuring of the Ordinance. In his reply, Mr. Fryer
stated that the format was one of the best he had seen, that the
revision was long overdue, and that we should go on with our
task.
Encouraged by these opinions, the Committee spent the summer and
fall months finishing Phase I. We incorporated the suggestions
offered by the Planning Board, made corrections in wording and
adoption dates discovered in a concurrent legal research of all
Town Warrants conducted by the Planning Board, and incorporated
all new Articles passed at the 1988 Town Meeting. Further, we
began making provisions for the entry of the Phase I reformatted
Ordinance into the town's new computer so that it would be ready
to receive the subsequent revisions which the Committee would
recommend during its work in Phase II, the final work of the
Committee.
As I write this report, I'm pleased to report that the Committee
is fully immersed in Phase II. We are reviewing and dissecting
every word and every sentence to make sure that they are clear
and understandable by any citizen and that the provisions in the
Ordinance are consistent, well defined, supported by New
Hampshire laws, and fair in their requirements. The Committee
expects to submit the final proposal to the Planning Board in the
fall of 89 so that the Planning Board will present it for your
approval in the 1990 Town Meeting, after the customary public
hearings are held.
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Yes, the work u/e are doing is tedious and laborious. We believe,
nevertheless, that this u/ork is necessary for the good of all of
us: after all, it is our Ordinance. We u/elcome your opinions and
inputs. Please join us at 7:30 pm on the first and third







Eastman (selectman), Beverly Fuller
Priscilla Lindquist, Jorge Mesa-Tejada
Jean Schlichte-Farrell (Board of
Adjustment), John Williams (Planning Board)
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Hampstead Recreation Commission Report—1988
THE RECREATION COMMISSION OF HAMPSTEAD ADMINISTERS AND SUPERVISORS THE
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES OFFERED BY THE TOWN. THE RECREATION
COMMISSION IS MADE UP OF AN ALL VOLUNTEER COMMITTEE;
TERRY PAUL IN I -CHAIRMAN. JOYCE OMERSO-SECRETARY , NELSON CURRIN,
AND PHIL TORRE. THE SELECTMAN LIASON IS RAY FLAHERTY
THE RECREATION COMMISSION MEETS TWICE A MONTH ON THE 2nd AND 4th
WEDNESDAY AT 7:00pm IN THE TOWN OFFICE BUILDING. THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
AND ENCOUARGED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PLANNING AND RUNNING OF THE PROGRAM
193S SAW AN IMPORTANT CHANGE IN THE RECREATION DEPARTMENT. THE
HIRING OF A PART-TIME YEAR ROUND RECREATION DIRECTOR. HER NAME IS PATTI
CHRISTENSEN. SHE BRINGS TO THE JOB A KNOWLEDGE AND ENTHUSISUM THAT NOT
ONLY WILL BENEFIT THE PROGRAMS BUT THE TOWN IN GENERAL.
PARTICIPATION IN OUR SUMMER YOUTH PROGRAMS AVERAGED BETWEEN 150 TO ISO
CHILDREN ON A WEEKLY BASIS. ACTIVITIES RANGED FROM SPORTING EVENTS TO
ARTS AND CRAFTS. FIELD TRIPS WERE OFFERED AND INCLUDED SUCH ACTIVITIES
AS; BOWLING, SWIMMING, HIKING, MI NATURE GOLF, AND A VISIT TO THE
BOSTON-- S CHILDREN MUSEUM.
THE LITTLE RED WAGON, A TRAVELING PUPPET SHOW, MADE THREE APPEARENCES
DURING THE SUMMER. THESE SHOWS WERE WELL RECEIVED BY THOSE THAT
ATTENDED.
THE MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM WHICH IS UNDER THE RECREATION COMMISSION CONTROL
IS STILL THE MOST UTILIZED FACILITY IN TOWN. BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL
RUN THE YEAR ROUND. THE BUILDING IS ALSO USED FOR RECEPTIONS, PARTIES,
ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIRS, DANCES, BOY SCOUT ACTIVITIES, AS WELL AS OTHER
EVENTS. THE BUILDING HAS PROVEN ONCE AGAIN TO BE A VERY BENEFICIAL ASSET
TO THE TOWN AND PEOPLE OF HAMPSTEAD. WE WOULD LIKE TO REM I NED EVERYONE
THAT YOU MUST RESERVE THE GYMNASIUM IN ADVANCE IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO USE
IT. THIS CAN BE DONE BY CONTACTING ANY RECREATION MEMBER.
USE OF THE TOWN BEACH EXCEEDED OUR EXPECTATIONS DUE TO THE HOT SUMMER
WEATHER. PEOPLE FLOCKED TO THE BEACH AT ALL TIMES DURING THE SUMMER.
WEEKENDS WERE ESPECIALLY CROWDED. SWIMMING LESSONS SPONSORED BY THE
RECREATION COMMISSION IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE HAVERHILL RED CROSS
ACCOMMODATED OVER 150 PARTICIPANTS DURING THE COURSE OF THE PROGRAM.
THE TENNIS COURTS WERE IN CONSTANT USE THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE SUMMER.
TENNIS LESSONS SPONSERED BY THE RECREATION COMMISSION DREW AN
OVERWHELMING RESPONSE. THESE LESSONS WERE TAILORED TO THE VARIOUS GROUPS
FROM BEGINNERS TO THE ADVANCED LEVEL. THE ANNUAL TENNIS TOURNAMENT SAW
THE PARTI CAPATI ON OF AN ALL TIME NUMBER OF RESIDENTS. TROPHIES WERE
PRESENTED TO THE WINNERS OF THE VARIOUS DIVISIONS. THE TOURNAMENT WAS A
FANTASTIC SUCCESS AND A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL.
THE ANNUAL FISHING DERBY HELD ON APRIL 23rd, 1983 CO-SPONSERED BY THE
RECREATION COMMISSION AND THE HAMPSTEAD CIVIC CLUB SAW APPROXIMATELY 300
YOUNG ANGLERS PART I CAPATE. BOY AND GIRL WINNERS IN EACH OF THE VARIOUS
AGE CATEGORIES RECEIVED A PRISE. ALL OF THE YOUNG ANGLERS ALSO RECEIVED
A GIFT IN RECOGNITION OF THEIR PARTICIPATION. OUR THANKS GO TO THE
MOTHER'S CLUB AND THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE.
SENIOR TRIPS WERE ONCE AGAIN WELL RECEIVED AND SUCCESSFUL WITH ALL
THOSE PARTI CARAT I NG HAVING AN OUTSTANDING TIME. OUR THANKS GO OUT TO
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ALL OF THE SENIOR PEOPLE INUOUv'ED WITH ASSISTING THE RECREATION
COMMISSION IaHTH THE PLANNING AND RUNNING OF THESE TRIPS. THE SENIOR
DINNER HELD ON DECEMBER 4,1983 AT THE MIDDLE SCHOOL SAW APPROXIMATELY
225 PEOPLE ATTEND. TURKEY WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS WAS SERVED. EVERYONE
IN ATTENDANCE HAD A GOOD TIME.
THE BALLFIELDS LOCATED ON HOLIDAY LANE RECEIV'ED SOME NECESSARY REPAIRS
AND UPDATING. THE INFIELDS OF BOTH FIELDS WERE RE-DONE. FENCING AROUND
BOTH FIELDS WIAS EITHER REPLACED OR REPAIRED.
1988 SAW MAr-JY OF HAMPSTEAD'S YOUNG ATHELETES PARTI CAPATE IN THE HERSEY
TRACK AND FIELD COMPETITION HELD IN LATE JUNE. THE ATHELETES WERE
CHOOSEN FROM THE WINNERS OF THE GREATER HAMPSTEAD CWIC CLUB'S JUNIOR
OLYMPIC COMPETITION. THE TOWN WAS WELL REPRESENTED AND COMPETITIVE.
ALL WHO PARTI CAPATED HAD A GOOD TIME.
THE RECREATION COMMISSION IS PROJECTING THAT 1989 WILL SEE CONSIDERABLE
GROWTH AND PARTICIPATION IN THE EXISTING PROGRAMS, MUCH MORE THAN WAS
EXPERIENCED IN 1938 AND HAS PLANNED FOR THE INCREASE. EUEN WITH THIS




OF OUR 1989 BUDGET. THE TOTAL BUDGET FOR 1989 IS DOWN
A RECREATIONAL SURVEY IS BEING PLANNED
FACILITIES WILL BE REQUIRED TO FULFILL
TO ASSESS WHAT PROGRAMS AND
THE FUTURE NEEDS OF THE TOWN,
THE RECREATION COMMISSION WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS
THEIR THANKS TO ALL WHO HELPED AND PART I CAPATED IN THE PROGRAMS BECAUSE
THOSE INDIVIDUALS ARE LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PROGRAMS SUCCESS. THE
RECREATION COMMISSION SINCERELY HOPES THAT THE TOWNS RESIDENTS CONTINUE
THEIR SPIRIT OF VOLUNTEERING THEIR TIME TO INSURE THAT THE SUCCESS WE
HAVE ENJOYED IN THE PAST WILL ALSO BE EXPERIENCED IN THE FUTURE.










Derry Visiting Ntirse Association Report—1988
As your home and community health care agency, Derry Visiting
Nurse Association is committed to delivering services which
respond to the needs of Hampstead residents. In the recent past
and in the foreseeable future, there have been and will be many
sweeping changes in health care technology and funding. These
changes have put stress on individuals with health care needs and
on the organizations which provide health care. It is the
Association's desire to work with you in all possible ways on an
individual and community-wide basis to solve these problems.
Thus the agency fulfills two roles in your community. The first
of these is in the provision of "hands-on" service units. These
include
:
Acute Care Services: Nursing, physical therapy, occupational
therapy, speech therapy, medical social service and home health
aide services provided in individual home visits for the acutely
ill person. Nursing services can also be provided at our office
when more appropriate.
154 of these visits were made to Hampstead residents in the year
ending June 30, 1988.
Daily Support Services: Nursing, personal care service,
Homemaking and HELP (companion /respite) services provided in
individual home visits to individuals with chronic illness or
problems of aging. HELP service also provides specialized child
care for families with young children. Once-weekly social day
care for clients with Alzheimer's and related disorders is
available at a site in East Derry.
611 of these visits were made to Hampstead residents in the year
ending June 30, 1988.
Health Promotion Services: Community screenings for adult and
senior citizens, newborn visits. Well Child and Immunization
Clinic services, and additional specialized services are provided
in clinic, class and home visit settings. The annual Well Being
Day held in Hampstead in cooperation with the Woman's Resource
Center is an example of programming to fit this particular
community.
Ill of these contacts were made with Hampstead residents in the
year ending June 30, 1988. (Infant car seat rentals are in
addition to this number.)
The town appropriation is a very important source of support for
many of these services. When available Medicare, private
insurance and other sources pay for individual services. Town
funds may be used where these sources do not pay the full cost.
Because of the town allocation, Hampstead residents can receive
maintenance services at a fee adjusted to their income, and
health promotion services, in many cases at no cost.
The second role of Derry VNA is in consultation, education and
advocacy for individuals and groups within the community.
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Professional staff are available by telephone in the office to
answer various questions for community residents. Examples of
such questions are immunization recommendations for children and
adults, consultation on the most appropriate care arrangement for
a certain individual, or advice and assistance in how to access
special health resources and funds. Agency staff are also
available to work with community residents in planning education
and screening events within the community. In addition, Derry
VNA works on the state and/or regional level to advocate for
funding and services which are important to our communities.
The amount of these activities is not counted statistically as
"hands-on" services are. However, they are a very important part
of our service to the community, and are made possible almost
entirely by town allocations. Again the primary goal of Derry
VNA in Hampstead is to provide the kind of services needed and
desired by town residents. Please call our office, 432-7776, with
your questions and suggestions.
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH
For Year Ending December 31, 1988
Date of Birth Place of Birth Name of Child Name of Father Maiden Name of Mother
January 4 Nashua, N.H. Edward Anthony Lukas, Jr. Edward Anthony Lukas, Sr. Vivian Ann Arcand
January 8 Deny, N.H. I^an Michael Fredericks Michael Joseph Fredericks Helia Marie Goulart
January 9 Derry, N.H. Joshua Andrew Stevens William Stevens Lisa Jeanette Maglio
January 18 Derry, N.H. Samantha Rose Gallant Charles Thomas Gallant Jane Randall
January 18 Derry, N.H. Amanda Grace McNutt Rayrrond Sebastian McNutt Pamela Jeanne Gow
January 22 Derry, N.H. Joseph Michael Gervino Rdcco Anthony Gervino Nancy Hetu
February 12 Derry, N.H. Charity RDse Fish N/A Kathleen Lenna Fish
February 26 Derry, N.H. Renee Hannah Gherman Gary Bruce Gherman Abby Michelle McCown
March 10 Derry, N.H. Joseph Eric Watson Richard Brian Watson Terry Leigh Nichols
March 11 Derry, N.H. Kelsey Kristine Troy Patrick Thcmas Troy Julie Ann Kinney
March 11 Derry, N.H. Benjamin Charles Troy Patrick Thcmas Troy Julie Ann Kinney
March 12 Derry, N.H. Devon Charles Hunt Charles Francis Hunt Janice Lee Pheeney
March 21 Derry, N.H. James Brian Knox, Jr. Janes Brian Knox Julie Elizabeth Bartlett
March 24 Haverhill, MA Nathan Ronald Nadeau Brian Gerard Nadeau Roseann Marie Florentino
April 15 Manchester, N.H. Meredith Kite Olsen Paul Stuart Olsen Cassandra Scott Hite
May 27 Manchester, N.H. Thcmas Jacob Goss Edward Louis Goss Jean Susan STrong
June 18 Derry, N.H. Eric Michael CafazzO Paul John Cafazzo Robin Mersereau
June 24 Derry, N.H. Kayla Ashley McKee Tinothy Scott McKee Sylvia Reman
June 23 Salan, MA Meaghan Mariah Cassidy Michael James Cassidy Martha Miller
June 25 Derry, N.H. Christopher Joseph Clanente Francis Marshall Clemente Margot Rodney
July 15 Exeter, N.H. Candace Racheal Chouinard Victor Charles Chouinard Lynda Dawn Tremblay
July 26 Stoneham, MA Eric Jeffrey Peterson Jeffrey Scott Peterson Dawn Elizabeth Flood
July 28 Derry, N.H. Genevieve Ann Marotto Anthony Michael Marotto Janice Marie Simard
August 9 Derry, N.H. Kelsey Elizabeth Currier Peter Eavid Currier Anne Marie Kelleher
August U Nashua, N.H. Jessica Shannon Brooks Richard Joseph Brooks Joanne Marie Breton
August 18 Nashua, N.H. Matthew Joseph Brooks Joseph Mitchell Brooks Sandra Lee Gross
August 30 Haverhill, MA Tyler Joseph Jendrick Edmund Joseph Jendricklll Pamela Lynn Duputs
August 31 Exeter, N.H. Matthew Joseph Carr Eric Shawn Neff Kristen Lea Carr
September 16 Derry, N.H. Jereny Andrew Clague Earl David Clague Barbara Jean Donahue
Septatiber 19 Derry, N.H. Lawrence Michael Arlen Jr. Lawrence Michael Arlen Jacqueline Anne Oscroft
September 20 Haverhill, MA Kerry Beth Nolan Robert Terrance Nolan Sheila Kay Mcintosh
Septanber 26 Derry, N.H. Paul Francis Robson Robert Michael Robson Sr. Paula Leigh McCarthy
October 1 Haverhill, MA Ashleigh Elizabeth Heuser Eric Vaughn Heuser Mary Ann Gallagher
October 1 Derry, N.H. Kerri Susan Rosenberg Donald Ira Rosenberg Susan Helen Lapar
October 11 Manchester, N.H. Michael Daniel Kelly Daniel Michael Kelly Dianne Marie Kirk
October 21 Derry, N.H. Kaleigh Elizabeth Betke Alan Louis Betke Mamee Ann Corinna
October 25 Exeter, N.H. Jason Earl Martel Roland Anthony Martel Jr E»nna Mae MDrse
November 11 Manchester, N.H. Baby Straub Richard Straub Elizabeth Ann Straub
November 19 Haverhill, MA Gregory Anthony Ucich Samuel Gene Ucich Brenda Beattie
November 22 Derry, N.H. Corey Adam Morelli David Raymond Morelli Bonnie Lee Strangman
December 25 Exeter, N.H. Laura Michele Noonan Thcmas Joseph Noonan Michele Anne ftorel
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Alfred H. Brickett, Town Clerk
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Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH





February 1 Hampstead, N.H.
February 2 Derry, N.H
February 7 Brentwood, N.H.
February 23 Hampstead, N.H.




May 3 Brentwood, N.H.
May 9 Hampstead, N.H.
June 11 Tewksbury MA
June 24 Hampstead N.H.
July 21 Derry, N.H
August 1 Hampstead, N.H.
August 23 Hampstead, N.H.
August 24 Hampstead, N.H.
September 2 Hampstead, N.H.
September 15 Derry, N.H
September 16 Brentwood, N.H.
November 5 Derry, N.H
November 7 Derry, N.H •
November 15 Hampstead, N.H,












Irving D. Reval Sr.
Irma H. Daigneault
























































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Alfred H. Brickett, Town Clerk
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead, NH










































































































































Rochester, N.H. Aug list
Hampstead, N.H.











Melissa B. W mtworth










Anthony P. Romano, Jr.
Diara M, Bartlett
John F. Willey, Jr.
Pamela Jane Fiala











































































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and
Alfred H. Brickett, Town Clerk
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Annual Report of the School Board
of the Town of Hampstead, NH
Officers of the School District of Hampstead
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Name Term Expires
Ruta Jordans, Chairperson 1989





Michael J. Gorham, Moderator .... 1990
Brenda Clark, Clerk 1990
George Stokinger, Treasurer .... 1990
ADMINISTRATION
Terrance F. Holmes . . . Superintendent of Schools
Richard F. Fugere . . . Asst. Supt. of Schools
Thomas H. McDonald . . . Business Administrator
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A Time of Transition
The three years I have served on the School Board (1986-1989) have been a period
of transition for the Hampstead School District: the School Board, administration
teachers, staff and children.
Ginny Clark and Maurie Randall both retired from the School Board after each
having served twelve years. Along with new faces on the School Board, there have
been changing expectations from the community, reflected in current School Board
priorities: goal setting, evaluation, site-based management and computers in the
schools.
After eighteen years, Robert Crompton retired as Superintendent of Schools and was
replaced by his Assistant Superintendent, Terrance Holmes. The School
Administrative Unit No. 55 office (SAU, the top administration of the Hampstead
and Timberlane Regional School Districts) moved to a new building next to
Timberlane High School, after bulging at the seams in a small rented office. In
these three years Hampstead 's use of SAU time and personnel has increased
dramatically. It has become apparent to both districts that we either need to
reorganize our SAU structure and use of personnel or the two districts should
separate.
At Pinkerton Academy, Fred Manning has retired after 14 years chairing the Board
of Trustees, Student enrollment at the Academy has surpassed 2200, If we combine
all the sending towns' first through fourth grades now, they add up to 2844. In
eight years (1996) they will be in high school. In 1987 we signed a new contract
which after 1992 allows either Pinkerton or Hampstead to give a five-year notice
of nonrenewal. Along with the other small sending towns (Windham and Chester), we
need to consider if there should be an alternative to Pinkerton for our high
school students.
In response to the sharp increase in elementary age children, we built an addition
onto Central School, more than doubling the school's size. The children at
Central School now boast about their own cafeteria and multipurpose room, as well
as sufficient classrooms. To go along with growth, Central School also has a new
Principal, Kathleen Sciarappa, and nine new faculty positions.
For the first time in eight years. Bob Little can again focus on being Principal
of Middle School (the job he was hired for 11 years ago!). And just in
time,... two classes are already housed in a trailer, and the census bubble that
hit Central School is on its way to Middle School. Luckily, Middle School already
has good core facilities of gym and cafeteria. Its main lack is classrooms.
Walking through Central School it becomes obvious that the biggest change in our
school district has been growth. We are no longer small. Our combined student
enrollment has just passed 1000 (HCS - 418; HMS - 306; PA - 291).
As a result of all these changes, this year we have an interesting personnel mix
in Hampstead. Throughout the District we find a combination of the wisdom of
experienced staff joining with the vitality and enthusiasm of new staff. Through
the years Hampstead students have scored well on national achievement tests and
our schools have enjoyed community support. During this transition period, as we
pull in our budgetary belts and thank the community for providing the Central
School addition, we need to challenge ourselves to use this combination of wisdom
and enthusiasm to find ways of excelling that don't require additional funds. And





Terrance F. Holmes, Supt. of Schools
Two of the biggest stories in Hampstead schools this past year have been the
problems associated with the building of the new Central School addition and
the tax impact associated with paying for it. Much of this negativeness is
being countered by the look of joy on the faces of those young children and
teachers who now benefit educationally and otherwise from bright, new and
delightful facilities.
Where do we go from here? The town continues to grow rapidly and while we
currently see some slowing, we know it will be short lived once all those
people in Massachusetts feel the impact of the Dukakis miracle gone sour.
This growth will be felt most immediately at the Middle School as the
current enrollment bubble at grades 1-3 moves into that school in the next
two years. The question is whether we add on to the Middle School or
consider the added expense associated with building a new intermediate level
(grades A, 5, 6) in the East Hampstead area. This solution, while
visionary, would have significant added cost associated with land purchase
and duplication of core facilities (cafeteria, all purpose areas, libraries,
etc)
.
This solution will allow future development of the Middle School site into a
junior/senior high school, should that be the solution to the high school
problem when the Pinkerton Academy contract is up in 1997. The good news is
that Governor Gregg has promised to explore some form of development impact
fee to lessen the cost impact of new school buildings on the local property
tax.
The School Board will ask the voters this year for planning money to explore
these and other options open to us to solve the future challenges of
continued growth. While it is important to work on these issues, it becomes
imperative that we work much more cooperatively with other town committees
and community groups to solve these problems than we have ever before.
Another challenge facing the Hampstead School District is the current
working relationship with the Timberlane Regional School Board in School
Administrative Unit No. 55. The increased demand for services by Hampstead,
plus the desire for independence in decision making, financial and
otherwise, suggest that a further look at that relationship be undertaken
and alternatives, however expensive, be explored.
We seem always to be at a crossroads but challenges are also opportunities,




Report of the Principal
Hampstead Central School
It is commonly accepted that "communities get the schools they deserve."
And as Hampstead can be characterized as a family oriented, civic minded,
athletically active, caring community its rich reward is a treasure of an
elementary school! The building addition, while it caused considerable
inconvenience and distraction during the actual building process, has become
a loving home to its students, faculty and staff. Our first graders,
graduating class of the year 2000, have the pleasure of enjoying what other
first graders in recent years in Hampstead have not had - a real library, a
music room, an art room, a gymnasium, spacious, fresh classrooms and a
complete special education department. They have a playground and a
comfortable area to eat lunch. Their physical surroundings enhance the
educational process and allow children to concentrate on the fundamentals of
learning. In " return, our students have put forth their best effort this
year in school.
As the new principal, I visited the Central School each day throughout the
summer as construction or remodeling invaded every corner of the building.
The pace was hectic for construction workers and it was thrilling to witness
the transformation from a shell in many pieces to a completely inhabitable
school! As the September opening drew closer the pace became even more
hectic and the work for the principal took form. How would busses approach
the school? Where would children enter the building? How would traffic
flow inside and outside of the building? Where would we temporarily eat?
What about the soap and tissue paper in the new bathrooms? When will the
phones be connected? While it was tempting to become buried in the many
questions, I planned for some administrative time to be devoted to
developing an entry plan. The entry process served as a structured,
collaborative inquiry into the nature and needs of the Hampstead Central
School. Interviews with selectmen, religious leaders, businessmen, civic
leaders, town officials, school board members, central office administrators
and each teacher highlighted the strengths and needs of the school system.
The people were warm, open and insightful. Common themes emerged and it is
quite clear that the Hampstead Central School is highly regarded as a
nurturing, effective school.
My purpose in studying the school and community was to create a vision for
the future which compliments what others are trying to accomplish. Research
indicates effective schools are cultivated by principals with clear goals,
shared visions and a support structure that allows work to get done. The
entry process led to the development of a complex set of goals which have
been shared with the faculty, school board and central administration. We
have a map for the future and all the tools and talent necessary to
strengthen our school program. With continued community support we can




Report of the Principal
Hampstead Middle School
The educational program of the Hampstead School District has entered a new
phase with the opening of a substantial addition to the Central School in
September of 1988.
For the first time in eight years, I am reporting as the Middle School
Principal and not as Principal of both schools. The transition to the two
principal concept is going very well. The educational administrators meet with
our immediate supervisors, Mr. Holmes and Mr. Fugere, on a weekly basis.
My intent in this report is to focus on issues related to student enrollment
increases. For the past several years the Central School was involved in a
space crunch, while the Middle School was very slowly growing. Now the tables
have turned. Historically, the Middle School educated between 225 and 250
children. We now have 306 students. There are 418 students currently enrolled
in the Central School. Where are we going to put these children in future
years?
Consider the following:
1. We have two sixth grade classes using trailers behind the school
this year.
2. We only have 12 rooms that were built as classrooms. By the
school year 1992-93, we will need eight additional classrooms
for regular education students. That is a 75% increase.
3. Most of our core facilities (gym, cafeteria, etc.) are capable
of handling the projected enrollments.
A. Special education facilities need improvement. Students are
being educated in very cramped rooms.
5. Some staff are already working in storage closets.
6. The School Board in recent years authorized dividers for the
cafeteria and the gym. This is a big help!
The School Board has had a committee active since last spring looking at the
District's space and building needs. Many of you will recall a questionnaire
about future HMS building needs that was distributed last June.
You will find a warrant article or two in March of 1989 asking for
authorization to deal with growth issues. I urge everybody to consider our
space needs.
There are many components to an effective school. Certainly, high among these
factors are competent teachers, motivated students, time on task, and
appropriate space. I'm sure we have the first three ingredients. I wonder
when space needs will become too important a factor.





I want to thank the Hampstead School Board for giving me the opportunity to
submit this report.
At the beginning of the 1988-89 school year there were 2309 students
enrolled in our regular education programs with an additional 51 students in
special education programs. There were 289 students from Hampstead in
regular classes along with 6 students in special education. During the next
three years, the enrollment will be stabilizing at a population near 2250
students.
Each marking term there is a solid representation of Hampstead students
making the Honor Roll. During the first quarter of the 1988-89 school year,
the following students earned this distinction:
HIGHEST HONORS - Senior - Rachel Partridge; Juniors - Theresa MacPhail,
Danielle Pelletier, Jennifer Watson; Sophomores- Glenn Crowley, Matthew
Emerson and Erika Miles.
HONORS - Seniors- Charles Ashford, Jr., Joseph Beaudoin, Heidi Cambra,
Kiraberly Cambra, Sara Chapman, Keira Chin, Kimberly Clark, David Currier,
Susan Czyski, Erin Farrell, Dale Gerry, Lolita Kotsopoulos, Michael Krewson,
Carol Lough, Michelle Mayer, Shannon McConnel , Christopher Pacht, Kevin
Paton, Michael Sheridan, Julie Thorne, William Torre, Natasha Turner, Karen
Zwearcan; Juniors - Martin Auger, Stephen Beaudoin, Jeffrey Canfield, Jamie
Carideo, Mi-Son Chon, Jacob Filip, Robin Fisher, Jennifer Grelle, Pamela
Moccia, Jennifer Ott, Jessica Sakash; Sophomores - James Gallery, Shannon
Currin, Shannon Farrell, Kerri Grant, Leighanne Jezierski, Alison Keiran,
Chad Klotzle, Amy Longbook, Brian Marshall, Kristen Meaney, Michael Pavlini,
James Stavropoulos, Kelley Sullivan, Clifford Sumner, John Sutliffe, Doreen
Sweeney, Sande Vander; Freshmen - Keith Breinlinger, Carin Carideo, Brian
Cayer, Christopher Colotti, April Driscoll, Kristin King, Jason Koraulainen,
Jennifer Lavoie, Kristin MacDonald, Melanie Spencer, Carolyn Sumner, Janel
Sweeney and Bethany Thiboutot.
Hampstead students have also attained the following awards and distinctions:
Senior Class President Tracy Grout attended a special Teens Are People
state-level conference in Concord last fall.
Heidi Cambra was elected Parliamentarian of the Future Business Leaders of
America in the fall.
Shannon McConnell was elected, in September, as Historian for the Pinkerton
Chapter of Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA).
Michelle Mayer was named a Commended Student in the National Merit
Scholarship Program for this year.
Kimberly Clark was recently named an "Honored Artist" by the Music
Department for achieving the 2nd highest score from approximately 450 New
Hampshire Students in the All-State Chorus.
Jessica Sakash is one of two alternates on the Pinkerton Granite State
Challenge Team, which is in the semi-finals of the Channel 11 competition at
the University of New Hampshire.
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Erika Miles was named Miss Teen of New Hampshire last summer and named
runner-up among the individual state winners in the New England area. From
570 sophomores who were eligible for the 1988-89 Hugh 0' Brian Leadership
Award, Erika 's academic, musical, and ballet talents, together with her
community service, placed her among the top 3 finalists for the award at
Pinkerton Academy.
Alexia Trihias is one of 18 Peer Partners at Pinkerton this year. This
group of volunteers has been trained by Pinkerton guidance counselors to
listen to students who would like to share their problems or concerns with
peers.
Erin Dixon received the Fall Coach's Award for Varsity Cheerleading. The
sub-varsity Coaches' Awards went to Katy Russo for JV Field Hockey, and
Sheila Hannigan for JV Girls Soccer.
Hampstead is also well represented on the various athletic
winter, and spring sports.
teams in fall,
The results of the 10th grade state-wide testing program in October are
shown in the chart below. The chart illustrates scores for sophomores from
New Hampshire, Hampstead, and the academy. All scores for the California
Achievement Tests are in percentiles - 50th percentile is average. The








Math Concepts & Application
Math Total



















Total Students: 10,600 66 486
Special recognition should be given to Katherine Crowley, who earned the
honor of Valedictorian for the Class of 1988 at Pinkerton Academy. She is
presently attending Michigan State University.
I would like to extend an invitation to everyone to attend the dedication




School Warrant—State of New Hampshire
Hampstead School District
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Hampstead,
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Middle School in Hampstead,
New Hampshire, on the thirteenth day of March, 1989, at 7:30 in the evening
to act on the following articles:
1. To see if the District will vote to appropriate, and authorize the School Board to
expend up to thirty thousand dollars ($30,000), received from excess Sweepstakes Aid,
for the purpose of planning (demographic and engineering studies) for future school
building needs in the Town of Hampstead, (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
2. To see if the District will vote to raise, appropriate, and authorize the School
Board to expend up to one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to pay for the design
and production of biddable documents determined from the results of the study
authorized under Article 1. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
3. To see if the School District will vote to authorize the School Board to do all
things that are necessary to bring about the Hampstead School District's separation
from S.A.U. No. 55 and to form a single district S.A.U. or a multiple district S.A.U.,
should some other district be willing to join Hampstead in the formation of a new
S.A.U., and vote to raise, appropriate, and authorize the School Board to spend an
additional one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to achieve the above stated goal.
(Subject to State Board Approval) (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
4. To see if the District will vote to raise, appropriate, and authorize the School
Board to expend up to twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500) for the purpose
of providing health and dental benefits for past Hampstead School District retirees
with at least ten years service in Hampstead. Said benefits to be consistent with
those offered to similar employee groups. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
5. To see if the District will vote to raise, appropriate, and authorize the School
Board to expend twenty-eight thousand eight hundred eighty-four dollars ($28,884) for
the purpose of making renovations to the old section of the Hampstead Central School.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to delete the
detailed expenditures by account and vendor report from the School District's Annual
Report. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
7. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
payment of salaries of School District officials and the support of schools and agents
and for payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
8. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept, and expend, without further action by the School District meeting, money from
the state, federal, or other governmental unit, a private source, or donations in
other forms (land, equipment, etc.) which becomes available during the 1989-90 school
fiscal year, provided that such expenditure be made for purposes for which a school
district may appropriate money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure
of other School District funds.
9. To see if the District will accept reports of agents, auditors and committees.
10. To see if the District wishes to take any other action which may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands at Hampstead, New Hampshire, this seventeenth day of February,
1989.
(ss) Hampstead School Board
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Hampstead School District 1989-1990 Budget
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1987-88 BUD 1988-89 SCH BD 1989-90
1100-112 SALARIES 923, 011.96 1,129, 742.00 1,317,721.00
1100-114 SALARIES 35, 023.56 41, 246.00 44,333.00
1100-122 SALARIES - SUBSTITUTES 30, 160.01 13, 694.00 15,063.00
1100-124 SALARIES -SUB. AIDES .00 300.00 300.00
1100-440 REPAIRS 911.82 1, 500.00 1,500.00
1100-563 TUITION 914,,265.50 1,061,,886.00 1,232,692.00
1100-565 PINKERTON SUPPLEMENT .00 56, 000.00 .00
1100-580 TRAVEL 885.04 2,.050.00 2,150.00
1100-610 SUPPLIES 35,,006.02 41,.753.00 45,511.00
1100-630 TEXTBOOKS 19,,069.24 16,.658.00 17,517.00
1100-631 WORKBOOKS 11,,579.95 13,,356.00 14,310.00
1100-741 NEW EQUIPMENT 17,,021.97 8,,204.00 8,008.00
1100-742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT 2,,262.80 3,,345.00 3,477.00
1100-850 OTH EXP DRUG ED 4,,987.93 2,,438.00 1,280.00
1100-870 OTH EXP -COMPUTER ED .00 35,,000.00 32,400.00
1100-890 OTHER EXP - VENTURES
lR PROGRAMS
1.,855.18 7,,500.00 7,500.00
TOTAL REGUL^ 1,996 ,040.98 2,434,,672.00 2,743,762.00
1200-112 SAL- SPEC ED 90 ,696.69 136 ,413.00 201,760.00
1200-114 SAL- SPEC ED AIDES 17 ,128.79 25 ,320.00 26,892.00
1200-122 SAL-HOME INSTRUCTION 54.00 6 ,000.00 6,000.00
1200-569 TUITION -PRIVATE 241 ,927.32 286 ,738.00 285,375.00
1200-580 TRAVEL SPEC ED 838.37 1 ,000.00 1,000.00
1200-610 SUPPLIES -SPEC ED 1 ,539.00 3 ,150.00 3,150.00
1200-630 TEXTBOOKS -SPEC ED 356.90 500.00 700.00
1200-631 WORKBOOKS -SPEC ED 769.40 300.00 600.00
1200-741 NEW EQUIP- SPEC ED .00 1.00 6,962.00
1200-742 SPECIAL ED REPLACE .00 1.00 1,307.00
1200-810 DUES - SPECIAL ED
lL PROGRAMS
.00 .00 270.00
TOTAL SPECIE 353 ,310.47 459 ,423.00 534,016.00
1410-111 SALARY-ATH DIRECTOR 1 ,700.00 1 ,900.00 1,900.00
1410-112 SAL STU. ACTIVITIES 7 ,481.50 9 ,050.00 10,150.00
1410-390 OFFICIALS 2 ,268.00 2 ,726.00 2,940.00
1410-440 REPAIRS -ATH EQUIP .00 100.00 100.00
1410-610 SUPPLIES -ATHLETICS 1 ,254.35 1 ,500.00 1,857.00
1410-741 NEW EQUIP-ATHLETICS 371.85 96.00 198.00




TOTAL EXTRA- 14 ,223.05 17 ,819.00 19,242.00




TOTAL ADULT/ .00 2.00 2.00
2112-111 ATTENDANCE .00 1.00 1.00
2114-380 CENSUS 651.42 776.00 836.00
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ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1987-88 BUD 1988-89 SCH BD 1989-90























2152-112 SALARY - SPEECH




























































ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1987-88 BUD 1988-89 SCH BD 1989-90
2223-453 FILM RENTAL 190.95 200.00 200.00
2223-610 SUPPLIES -AV 2,575.93 2,800.00 2,650.00
2223-741 NEW EQUIP AV 859.88 790.00 1,837.00




TOTAL ED MED 35,219.10 37,455.00 46,774.00
2311-111 SAL SCHOOL BOARD 4,133.67 4,200.00 3,200.00
2311-523 LIABILITY INSURANCE 2,602.00 2,700.00 2,000.00
2312-380 SCHOOL BOARD CLERK 1,035.00 1,100.00 1,100.00
2312-532 EXP SCHOOL BD CLERK 297.84 90.00 90.00
2313-111 TREASURER & AS ST 1,260.00 1,260.00 1,260.00
2313-523 TREASURER'S BOND 319.00 340.00 340.00
2313-532 TREASURER'S POSTAGE 281.85 300.00 340.00
2313-610 TREASURER'S SUPPLIES .00 200.00 200.00
2314-380 DIST OFCRS & WORKERS 50.00 330.00 100.00
2314-550 ANNUAL REPORT 1,300.31 1,600.00 1,600.00
2314-610 ANNUAL MTG EXPENSES 5,661.55 300.00 300.00
2315-380 LEGAL SERVICES 3,847.50 5,500.00 5,500.00
2317-380 AUDIT 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,570.00
2319-540 BOARD EXP-ADV 5,857.02 1,400.00 3,000.00
2319-580 BOARD EXPENSE -CONE 614.21 200.00 1,300.00
2319-610 BOARD EXP -SUPPLIES 1,215.09 150.00 300.00




TOTAL SCHOOL 35,476.96 24,676.00 26,584.00
2320-351 SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
SUPT SERVICES
75,616.00 91,054.00 94,514.00
TOTAL OFFICE 75,616.00 91,054.00 94,514.00
2390-360 COMPUTER SERVICES
SVCS - GEN ADM
4,796.68 4,785.00 5,025.00
TOTAL OTHER 4,796.68 4,785.00 5,025.00
2410-111 SAL- PRINCIPAL 74,899.92 84,500.00 97,500.00
2410-115 SAL- SECRETARIES 27,399.13 29,063.00 32,780.00
2410-440 BUSINESS MACHINE REP 3,560.19 3,890.00 4,210.00
2410-531 TELEPHONE 10,983.80 12,000.00 12,600.00
2410-532 POSTAGE 878.32 1,125.00 1,125.00
2410-580 TRAVEL/CONF 1,909.99 2,250.00 2,250.00
2410-610 SUPPLIES -PRIN OFFICE 3,695.70 2,700.00 4,054.00
2410-630 BOOKS -PRIN OFFICE .00 50.00 50.00
2410-741 NEW EQUIP -PRIN OFFIC .00 4,000.00 1.00
2410-742 PRIN OF REPL EQ 3,995.00 1,200.00 4,400.00




TOTAL OFFICE 128,045.05 141,678.00 159,870.00
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ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1987-88 BUD 1988-89 SCH BD 1989-90
2490-890 GRADUATION
JCS - SCH ADMIN
103.05 475.00 475.00
TOTAL OTH S\ 103.05 475.00 475.00
2541-116 SAL- CUSTODIAL SUPR 26,499.98 28,620.00 30,000.00
2541-580 CUSTODIAL TRAVEL 199.70 200.00 200.00
2542-116 SAL- CUSTODIAL 114,282.37 135,534.00 140,715.00
2542-126 SAL-OT,VAC,SK.LV .00 2,230.00 2,230.00
2542-431 RUBBISH REMOVAL 4,116.87 4,500.00 6,074.00
2542-441 CONT. SERV. REPAIRS 9,751.00 6,450.00 1,450.00
2542-442 PLMBG , HEATING , ELECT 9,141.41 10,200.00 10,200.00
2542-444 CLOCK MAINTENANCE 77.07 .00 .00
2542-451 RENTAL OF FAC 14,385.00 10,260.00 7,623.00
2542-490 SEPTIC TANKS 465.00 1,300.00 1,500.00
2542-521 INSURANCE -SMP 33,318.00 31,000.00 31,000.00
2542-610 CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES 11,472.93 17,500.00 18,851.00
2542-620 SUPPLIES -REP & MAINT 3,524.09 3,500.00 3,500.00
2542-652 LIGHT 43,384.20 56,000.00 56,000.00
2542-653 HEAT 27,330.41 37,000.00 37,000.00
2542-657 GAS SERVICE 1,223.27 2,300.00 2,300.00
2542-741 NEW EQUIP 4,558.70 1,695.00 .00
2542-742 CUST REPLAC EQUIP 5,843.21 750.00 .00
2543-432 SNOWPLOWING 122.50 500.00 100.00
2543-610 SUPPLIES -GROUNDS 3,237.65 3,500.00 4,250.00
2543-656 FUEL-VEHICLES 674.60 550.00 725.00
2543-741 NEW EQUIP - GROUNDS 1,445.00 1.00 3,500.00
2543-742 REP EQUIP -GROUNDS 2,614.44 1,200.00 .00
2544-610 MATERIALS -EQUIP REP 149.34 420.00 420.00
2545-440 VEHICLE REPAIR 1,611.25 800.00 800.00






TOTAL OP & b 320,448.49 359,070.00
2552-513 STUDENT TRANS 164,233.80 167,419.00 197,022.00
2553-519 SPEC ED TRANSP 46,822.42 47,000.00 47,000.00
2554-513 FIELD TRIPS 2,468.12 2,205.00 2,205.00




TOTAL PUPIL 217,024.37 221,214.00 250,887.00
2900-211 HEALTH & DENTAL 99,737.28 147,430.00 180,924.00
2900-214 WORKER'S COMP INS 22,824.00 13,400.00 14,740.00
2900-221 EMP RETIREMENT 4,657.72 6,326.00 7,156.00
2900-222 TEACHER'S RETIREMENT 7,646.48 14,580.00 19,315.00
2900-224 RETIREE'S -TEACHERS 253.75 .00 .00




TOTAL OTHER 251,285.61 322,658.00 384,510.00
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3900-118 COMMUNITY SERVICES 1,,000.00
TOTAL OTH COMMUNITY SVCS 589.75 4, 500.00 1,,000.00
4200-390 SITES 24,407.00 4, 500.00 3,,679.00
TOTAL SITE IMPROVEMENTS 24,407.00 4, 500.00 3,,679.00
4600-460 BUILDING IMPROVEMENT .00 .00 .00
4600-490 RENOVATIONS 12,195.35 33,,119.00 16,,975.00
TOTAL BLDG IMPROVEMENTS 12,195.35 33,,119.00 16,,975.00
4800-720 BUILDING FUND 2,092,108.65 .00 .00
TOTAL BUILDING FUND 2,092,108.65 .00 .00
5100-830 PRINCIPAL ON DEBT .00 300,,000.00 300,,000.00
5100-840 INTEREST ON DEBT 111,379.58 183,,750.00 167,,250.00
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 111,379.58 483,,750.00 467 ,250.00
5220-880 FEDERAL PROJECTS 38,451.32 40,,000.00 40 ,000.00
TOTAL TRANS TO FED PROJ FD 38,451.32 40,,000.00 40 ,000.00
5230-880 CAPITAL RESERVE .00 1.00 1.00
TOTAL TRANS TO CAP PROJ FD .00 1.00 1.00
5240-880 FED FOOD SVCE REIMB 1,475.00 65 ,000.00 65 ,000.00
TOTAL TRANS TO FOOD SVC FD 1,475.00 65 ,000.00 65 ,000.00
5340-119 SAL- FOOD SERVICE 33,724.15 .00 .00
5340-129 SAL- FOOD SVCE SUBS .00 .00 .00
TOTAL SAL. -FOOD SERVICE
6000-211 INS REFUNDS

















































FOUNDATION AID $18,179.07 $0.00 $0.00
SWEEPSTAKES AID 0.00 0.00 0.00
BUILDING AID 0.00 60,208.00 90,000.00
VOC ED TRANSP 0.00 0.00 0.00
HANDICAPPED AID 43,490.46 23,264.00 43,000.00
III V ILlNUrj
FEDERAL PROJECTS $39,183.31 $40,000.00 $40,000.00
LUNCH REIMBURSEMENTS 1,475.00 65,000.00 65,000.00
IllNUt
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS $107,800.45 $0.00 $0.00
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROP $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
REFUNDS-PRIOR YEARS 52,530.36 0.00 0.00
TOTAL INCOME $442,292.54 $235,158.00 $260,200.00
APPROPRIATION $3,474,404.00 $4,659,088.00 $5 ,122,860.00
TOTAL $3,916,696.54 $4,894,246.00 $5 ,383,060.00
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Hampstead School District Expenditures







































































































VENDOR TOTAL- $3 05.65


























A T AND T
AT S. T
1200-569-55 $467.50


























B & S LOCKSMTH
2542-620-12 $9.34



















































































































































































































VENDOR TOTAL- $23. 5£
2231 CORK ENG









































































VENDOR TOTAL- $14 7.00









2496 C R DAVIS
2497 DAVIS PUB






















VENDOR TOTAL- $14 6.4






2592 DEFT OF HEAL
1200-569-55 $162.33
VENDOR TOTAL- $162.3 3
2 593 P DENNY
1100-890-29 $17.84
VENDOR TOTAL- $17.84
2 605 DEPENDABLE SEW
4800-720-01 $100.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $100.00












2 659 DIAGNOSTIC CLI
2122-630-26 $8.50
VENDOR TOTAL- $8.50
2683 V W DIGMAN IV
4800-720-01 $275.00
















27 2 2 DODGE'S AGWAY
2543-610-12 $66.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $66.00
272 3 SHIRLEY DODGE
2213-340-01 $1,062.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $1,062.00
$123.35 2741 DON'S MARKET
2543-656-12 $96.25
VENDOR TOTAL- $96.25









2 808 DUSTON OIL CO
2542-653-12 $239.27
2543-656-12 $32.76
VENDOR TOTAL- $2 72.03


































































































































$141.75 3533 GEN LEARN CORP
1100-610-54 $113.85
VENDOR TOTAL- $113.85
$250.00 3534 G M A C
2543-742-12 $2,396.57
VENDOR TOTAL- $2,396.57









3 590 GLOBE NEWS
1100-610-54 $62.40
VENDOR TOTAL-






R B GLINES CO
2542-442-12 $422.71
VENDOR TOTAL-




















3 64 2 GOULET PRINTIN
1100-631-54 $280.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $2 8 0.00












3671 GRANITE ST FIR
2542-620-12 $49.40
VENDOR TOTAL- $49.40
3 681 C J GRANT
1100-580-27 $79.00
2410-580-01 $164.00


















VENDOR TOTAL- $154.2 3
2542-441-12 $252.77

























































































































































































4 503 HVAC CONTROLS
2542-442-12 $507.20
VENDOR TOTAL-
4508 HUM GRO DEV PR
1100-610-30 $14.61
VENDOR TOTAL-



















4 616 INST FAIR INC
1100-610-18 $14.95
VENDOR TOTAL-










































































VENDOR TOTAL- $4 31.97















































































54 03 MACDONALD OFFI
2542-441-12 $156.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $156.00























































































































































6504 NATL GEOG WRLD
2222-640-37 $41.40
VENDOR TOTAL- $41.40
6510 NATL GEO SOC
2223-610-05 $63.15
VENDOR TOTAL- $63.15




VENDOR TOTAL- $27 4.91


















































































6701 NE SPRING WAT
2542-442-12 $460.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $460.00


















N H FENCE CO
4800-720-01 $1,567.00
VENDOR TOTAL-








































































7037 O'BRIEN & SONS
4800-720-01 $21,765.00
VENDOR TOTAL-
7 04 OCEAN & FOREST
2542-610-12 $203.04
VENDOR TOTAL-











































7148 PAGE ST 7 528 POSTMASTER
2542-451-12 $220.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $2 2 0.00











722 6 PATIENT TECH
2542-441-12 $25.00
VENDOR TOTAL-
7227 PARTS & PIECES
2542-742-12 $423.65
VENDOR TOTAL-




































































































































7511 E W POORE
1100-610-34 $267.46
VENDOR TOTAL-

















































VENDOR TOTAL- $4 2 0.00
READING RESOUR
2222-630-37 $345.80










































































































8221 F. SCHAFFER SD
1200-
2222-










































































































8 412 SIGN CENTER
2543-610-12 $300.00





























































































































































































































































































9739 WILLOW HILL SC
1200-569-55 $16,520.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $16,520.00
9740 R A WILMOT
2552-513-01 $1,991.00
VENDOR TOTAL- $1,991.00








VENDOR TOTAL- $7 5.00
100
Report of the District Treasurer
for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1987 Through June 30, 1988
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1987 $ 136,807.16
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation $3,474,404.00
Revenue from State Sources 63,144.53
Revenue from Federal Sources 39,183.31
Received from All Other Sources 150,627.18
Total Receipts $3,727,359.02
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $3,864,166.18
Less School Board Orders Paid $3,759,725.63

















































































State Univ. Buffalo, NY
Keene Sate College
No. Adams State College
Univ. of New Hampshire
Boston State College
Lowell State College










Univ. of New Hampshire
San Francisco State Univ.
Fitchburg State





Univ. of New Hampshire
Salem State
Univ. of New Hampshire
Univ. of New Hampshire
Univ. of New Hampshire
Ohio University
Hampstead Middle School— 1988-1989
Professional Staff




























































































Rhode Island Col. of Educ
Univ. of Massachusetts
Univ. of New Hampshire
Rivier College
Plymouth State College
Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
To the Members of the School Board
Hampstead School District
Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Hampstead
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1988, as listed in the
table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred
to above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which
should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group
is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
present fairly the financial position of the Hampstead School District at
June 30, 1988, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and
individual fund financial statements and schedule listed in the table of
contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Hampstead
School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the examination of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in


















Financial Report of the Hampstead School District
Fiscal Year Beginning July 1, 1987 and Ending June 30, 1988
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is complete and correct to the best of
our knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with
Section 17 of Chapter 71-A of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and
regulation Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local education
Agencies on file with the Administrative Procedures Act, and upon forms





























Be sure to state location of fire.
Tell Operator you want the Hampstead Fire Department.
In Case of Emergency Such as:
DROWNING • HEART ATTACK • ASPHYXIATION
SERIOUS INJURIES
Call EMERGENCY RESCUE SQUAD 329-6942
POLICE Call Chief Letoile 329-5700
Rockingham County Dispatch Center Toll Free 1-800-582-7177
or Call Operator
—State Business Briefly —
DOGOFFICER DaleChilds 362-521
1
NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN
WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY:
Chip Hastings, Warden 329-6442
Paul Wentworth, Deputy Warden 329-5571
Neil Emerson, Deputy Warden 329-6938
James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden 329-7171
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
MUNICIPAL PICKUP OF RUBBISH EVERY MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY
DEPENDING ON LOCATION Must be on Roadside at 6:00 a.m.
8 Bags or 4 Barrels (not 55 gal. drums)
Allowed Each Dwelling
LIBRARY HOURS
Monday 1 :00 - 6:00
Tuesday 9:00-9:00
Wednesday 1 :00 - 6:00
Thursday 9:00-9:00
Saturday 9:00 - 1 :00




MARK AUGER (Vice-President) DICK BEAUDOIN AL BRICKETT
DANBRICKETT KERRY CLARK (Engineer) RANDY CLARK DAVID
CURRIER JEFF CURRIER ROGER CUSHING CLIF DEMERITT WAYNE
DEVITA (President) AL DUBOIS STEVE DUNTON (Treasurer)
DAVE DUSTON GENE DUSTON KRIS EMERSON (Secretary)
NEIL EMERSON (Engineer) GLEN FITTS STEVE FLYNN JIM
GILMARTIN (Engineer) JIM GREENE SUSAN HASTINGS CHIP
HASTINGS (Chief) ALLAKE HARRY LAMB ROYLESURE HARRY
MILDONIAN JEFF OWEN DENNIS PEPPER ERIC PERSSON RALPH
ROONEY WALLYSTJOHN GREG STILES STEVE STOCK MIKE
SULLIVAN STEVE TETREAULT BONNIE WENTWORTH PAUL
WENTWORTH (Deputy Chief) JON WORTHEN MAURIE WORTHEN
sL^^'t<^<<<^^<<<<t^^^«L€CC^€t^'«!Gt^^^
1988 MEMBERS
HAMPSTEAD VOLUNTEER
FIRE DEPARTMENT
